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New Mexico’s Expert Internet Service Provider since 1994

Call 243-SWCP or visit SWCP.com for details

Do you spend all kinds of time online?

Wouldn’t it be nice to have local, friendly support when 

you need your devices to work the way you want them 

to? When you need to get to your mail or your files from 

anywhere, Southwest Cyberport is right here for you.

SWCP is New Mexico’s Largest Home-Owned Internet 

provider, with plans starting at $7 a month. 

Do Your Homework.
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on a conditional discharge for a previous
charge of harassment. He was fined £35 and
ordered to pay a £20 victim surcharge and
£20 in court costs (for a total of $126).
Three extra months were added to his
conditional discharge.

Dateline: New York
Police in Long Island say a drunk driver who
was operating a motor vehicle with a stolen
python around her neck was apprehended
after she crashed into a fire station. Around
7:10pm on Monday, Aug. 4, Nassau police
say 22-year-old Sarah Espinosa drove her
Toyota Prius across a center median, through
two signs and into the garage door of the
New Hyde Park firehouse on the Jericho
Turnpike. Two fire engines were damaged.
Fire Chief Steven Waldron told Long
Island’s Newsday that firefighters rushed to
pull the semiconscious Espinosa from the
wreckage. That’s when the firemen noticed
“she’s got a 2-foot snake sitting on her
chest.” Waldron also confessed to the
newspaper, “I’m not one for snakes.” Fire
personnel pulled the woman from the car
and took her to Winthrop-University
Medical Center in Mineola where she was
treated for minor injuries. Police say the
snake was stolen from a Petco store in
Garden City Park. No word on whether it
was injured. The next day Espinosa pleaded
not guilty to multiple charges, including
driving while intoxicated, reckless driving,
unlawful possession of marijuana and petit
larceny.

Dateline: Oklahoma
A Wagoner Public Schools teacher was
jailed on Monday, Aug. 4, after she allegedly
showed up to work drunk and pantless. Lorie
Ann Hill, 49, was booked into Wagoner
City Jail on a charge of public intoxication
after officers interviewed her at Wagoner
High School where she was recently hired.
Fellow teachers reportedly called police in
the first place because Hill appeared drunk,
and they did not know her. Plus the lack of
pants thing. “She was found in a room kind
of disoriented,” police Chief Bob Haley told
Tulsa World. Police say Hill admitted she had
been drinking. Even though evidence of
alcohol consumption was found in Hill’s car,
there were no witnesses to prove she drank
and commuted to the school under the
influence. Students did not show up to class
at Wagoner High School until Thursday. a

Dateline: England
A dispute between Wikipedia and a British
wildlife photographer has gone viral. In
January Wikimedia Foundation, the group
behind the information-sharing site, got a
request to remove a photograph of an
Indonesian macaque taken with David
Slater’s camera. The problem? Slater didn’t
actually take the picture. While on a trip to
Indonesia in 2011, the camera was snatched
by a cheeky monkey who made off with the
digital device and fired off several hundred
shots, including the iconic “monkey selfie”
in question. Wikimedia, which had posted
the shot in its public domain photo
collection Wikimedia Commons, argued
that Slater didn’t own the copyright, since
he didn’t take the picture. Also, the monkey
was not due compensation since, under US
law, “copyright cannot vest in non-human
authors.” Slater, who claims he’s lost
thousands of dollars in income because of
the photo’s appropriation, disagrees with
Wikimedia’s assessment. “It wasn’t that the
monkey stole the camera, went behind the
bush and photographed it all by itself. It
required a large input from myself.” The
website has turned judgment over to its
users, allowing them to vote on whether to
retain the image as public property.

Dateline: England
A Portsmouth man has been fined for acting
like a ghost in Kingston Cemetery. Anthony
Stallard, 24, was accused of kicking a soccer
ball around the graveyard with a friend and
being disrespectful to people visiting the
graves of their loved ones. According to the
UK’s Mirror, Stallard was charged with using
threatening or abusive words or behavior
likely to cause distress. “While the football
was going on, this defendant was effectively
singing loudly and being disrespectful in
among the graves,” prosecutor Tim
Concannon said in court. “He was throwing
himself backwards, waving his arms and
going ‘wooooooooh.’ I’m assuming he was
pretending to be a ghost.” Stallard admitted
his behavior was inappropriate and could
have caused distress to grieving relatives.
The incident took place while Stallard was
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COMPILED BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY.  EMAIL
YOUR WEIRD NEWS TO DEVIN@ALIBI.COM.
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children enrolled in schools participating in
the NSLP, 61 percent qualified for free lunch
and 10 percent for reduced-price lunch.

All of these factors warrant strong nutrition
programs that meet, or even exceed, current
nutrition standards. The success of this hinges
on not just the hard work and dedication of
those in school foodservice, but also the
support of school administrators, parents and
community members, and most of all,
students. Across the Unites States and in New
Mexico, school foodservice directors and
administrators have been highlighting the
need to engage students in the process,
marketing new foods to kids through tasting
programs and creating venues for student
input. As someone recently said, “Just because
kids don’t like math, doesn’t mean we stop
teaching math.”

The Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act will
expire in September 2015, and the advocacy
work and Congressional hearings for
reauthorization are already underway.
Meaningful change, whether in large federal
nutrition programs or to established taste
preferences of children, takes time. As early
childhood nutrition standards are also being
improved, more environmental support for
healthy eating will be in place for children and
parents. Healthy habits established early track
through adolescence and into adulthood, so
maybe, in the not too distant future, whole
wheat tortillas will be the norm, and they’ll be
asking for seconds on those leafy greens. a
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BY PATTY KEANE MS, RD

E
very now and again, school lunch makes
the news. Some may remember the
Reagan-era proposal, scrapped after public

outcry, to count ketchup as a vegetable.
Albuquerque schools made national headlines
in 2009 for their “sandwich of shame” policy of
giving children whose parents were behind in
payments a cold cheese sandwich, fruit and
milk instead of the hot lunch that met federal
nutrition standards. In 2011 Congress
generated buzz for deeming that tomato paste
on pizza could continue to count as a vegetable
when the USDA wanted to eliminate the
provision. And just this past spring, an
unexpected storm made its way across the
national school food landscape when the
School Nutrition Association (SNA), a non-
profit that represents school food service
providers, fought back against the improved
nutrition standards they initially fought for.

The National School Lunch Program
(NSLP) and School Breakfast Program (SBP)
are just two of the federal nutrition programs
reauthorized by Congress every five years
under the Child Nutrition and WIC
Reauthorization Act. Other programs within
the reauthorization cover preschool, summer
meals, pregnant and breastfeeding women, and
getting fresh produce onto more plates. The
last reauthorization occurred in 2010, with
passage of the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act
(HHFKA), and aimed to improve health,
prevent obesity and alleviate hunger among
children. Nutrition and public health
advocates, including SNA, worked together
for much-needed and long overdue
improvements to these programs. Using
evidence-based guidance, the HHFKA called
for significant changes to school meal
programs. In a nutshell, schools would
transition to “whole grain-rich” foods (e.g.,
flour tortillas made with half whole wheat
flour, brown rice instead of white rice), require
that kids select a fruit or vegetable at lunch,
serve 1% or nonfat milk (flavored milk only if
it’s nonfat) and, over 10 years, lower sodium
targets. Schools would receive technical
assistance and support to make these changes
and an additional six cents per meal. 

Schools have been implementing the new
guidelines incrementally since 2012, and
according to the USDA, 90 percent of schools
are meeting guidelines, meal participation, and
school revenues are on the rise, kids are eating
more fruits and vegetables, and food waste
hasn’t increased. But amid claims from some
schools that fruits and vegetables were being
thrown in the trash, kids were refusing lower
sodium school lunches, and participation rates
were down, the SNA did an about-face and
urged rollbacks of the nutrition standards.
SNA requested that the whole grain
requirement be relaxed, that schools not be
required to serve a fruit or vegetable at lunch
and that the sodium reduction be suspended.
The USDA responded by delaying the whole
wheat pasta requirement by two years to give

food manufacturers more time to tweak their
formulas, and by providing more targeted
technical assistance to those schools that have
struggled the most, but schools are expected to
adhere to the remaining standards.

The challenges cited by SNA, while
needing to be addressed, do not preclude the
need for healthy school meal standards.
Consumption of fruits, vegetables, whole
grains and low-sodium foods are known to
protect against childhood obesity and the risk
of heart disease, diabetes and other chronic
disease. When a majority of children are
eating one- to two-thirds of their daily calories
in school, it is imperative to provide them
with healthy meals. In New Mexico, with
rates of childhood obesity higher than the
national average, we lead the nation in child
hunger, are second in child poverty and
second to last in child well-being. By third
grade, 20 percent of New Mexican children
are obese, with higher rates seen in American
Indian (29.5 percent) and Hispanic (22.8
percent) children. Obesity is concentrated in
rural areas and in areas with limited food
access, which also happen to be where more
schools have struggled to implement the
healthier nutrition standards.

School meals provide a critical safety net
for vulnerable children at risk for hunger, who
have limited access to healthier foods outside
of school. Hungry children tend to have lower
academic achievement, more attention
problems, absenteeism, more difficulty getting
along with peers and higher anxiety and
depression than children from food secure
households. Overall, 30 percent of New
Mexico’s children are food insecure, ranging
from 16 percent in Los Alamos County to 39
percent in Luna County. In the 2013-2014
school year, of the 345,000 New Mexican

In New Mexico … we lead the nation in
child hunger, are second in child poverty
and second to last in child well-being.

CRIB NOTES
BY AUGUST MARCH 

Crib Notes: Aug. 14, 2014

Facing bankruptcy, the Four Hills
Country Club was acquired by new
investors and renamed
___________________.

a) The Canyon Club
b) Bushwood Country Club
c) Barrytown
d) The Manzano Base Designated

Recreation Area

A would-be larcenist was killed
when he ________________ a local
smoke shop.

a) Bought Spice at
b) Tried to rob
c) Hid in the trash compactor at
d) Tried to bring a plague upon

An Albuquerque man faced a judge
on Sunday for allegedly threatening
others with ___________________.

a) A catapult
b) Danny Trejo
c) A machete
d) A big red balloon

The Albuquerque Public School
Board is investigating
__________________.

a) Widespread truancy
b) Superintendent Winston

Brooks
c) Textbooks that contain

references to evolution
d) The nutritional value of school

lunches

Late last week Mayor Berry
traveled to Window Rock, Ariz., to
discuss _______________________.

a) Unique geologic formations
b) The popularity of frybread in

Albuquerque
c) An end to colonialism
d) Native American

homelessness

Answers:

1) A. Local investors spent the past eight months
coming up with a plan to save the former Four
Hills Country Club, now called The Canyon Club.

2) B. Although initial reports were confusing, it
now appears a would-be robber was killed at the
Oasis Smoke Shop on Menaul.

3) C. Clemente Moreno was arrested on
Saturday for brandishing a machete.

4) B. A personnel issue came up during his
annual review. Now the board is investigating its
own superintendent.

5) D. Our Mayor addressed the ongoing
humanitarian crisis with Navajo Nation
President Ben Shelly. a

1

2

3

4

5

Stay the Course
Nutrition standards for kids should remain in place, despite challenges

USDA PHOTO BY LANCE CHEUNG

Keane is a registered dietitian in New Mexico
and works across the state supporting child
nutrition policies and programs at the local,

state and federal level. 
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BY GUSTAVO ARELLANO

D
ear Mexican: I’m not
Mexican, but my
son-in-law is. He is

intelligent, bright,
enthusiastic and
pleasant to spend
time with. He came
here illegally at the
age of 18 with his
aunts. He and my
daughter are
married, have a 3-
and-a-half-year-old
son and have gone
through the entire
process of filing papers and
paying fees so he could enter the
country legally. Last week, at the
instruction of la migra, he went to Juarez,
Mexico to apply for his visa. He had his
physical after waiting in line for nine
hours. Then on Wednesday he stood in line
for his 9:45am appointment from 7am until
the consulate closed at 4pm. He was told to
come back tomorrow. He showed up at 6am
the next morning and was finally granted
his interview.

One question that is asked in the
interview is: “Have you ever used drugs?”
Well, being the honest person he is and not
ever wanting to be accused of lying, he
answered truthfully: “Yes, I tried some with
a friend about six months ago.”

It is from this experience that I have
learned our own US government doesn’t care
about honest people; it just wants to appear
“drug-free.” He was told he was banned
from the US and to reapply in two and a half
years! My daughter is beside herself with
grief. She cannot afford to pay for childcare
without the help of her husband, so she will
be forced to quit her job. My grandson
believes his daddy doesn’t love him any more
or he would come home. And my son-in-law
has learned this lesson: If you want to enter

the US legally, don’t admit to having done
anything wrong—period.

My daughter and grandson are now in
mental health counseling, but
their plan is to move to
Tijuana where a family
member owns a home they can
live in. My daughter will
commute to San Diego if she
can find work. And for the
next five years, while they
go through the entire
process all over again, I will
miss watching my sweet little
boy grow up. I will miss

having my only daughter and
best friend with me, and I will

miss having my loving son-in-law
here where he belongs with his family.

I’ve written to my senators asking for
intervention, and I’m going to get an
appointment to see an immigration lawyer,
but I’m not terribly confident. Do you hold
out any hope for them at all?

Dear Gabacha: Ever hear that canard by
Know Nothings that Mexicans don’t want to
enter el Norte the “right” way? Your yerno is
Exhibit Número One on why we don’t. Throw
in the stupidity of our drug war, and coming
into this country legally is unjustly harder than
trying to get your tía to write her tamale
secrets down in recipe form. Honestly, the best
thing for your son-in-law is to cross over
illegally, as undocumented folks nowadays
seem to have more protection than those who
try to do it the right way—and while I have no
problem with that whatsoever, how fucked up
is it that we’ve come to this? Wait, that came
off very conservative, so let me save my
Aztlanista reputation ... ¡A la chingada con
murrieta! a

OPINION | ¡ASK A MEXICAN!

Ask the Mexican at
themexican@askamexican.net, be his fan on

Facebook, follow him on 
Twitter @gustavoarellano or ask him a video
question at youtube.com/askamexicano!

BY RYAN NORTH
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THURSDAY AUG 14
2014 NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON MINING-INFLUENCED
WATERS A forum for the exchange of scientific
information on current and emerging approaches.
Sheraton Uptown Hotel (2600 Louisiana NE).
8am-noon. 881-0000. alibi.com/e/104166.

BEST OF ABQ CITY TOUR Take a ride and see why
Albuquerque is one of the coolest, most unique cities
you’ll ever see. ABQ Trolley Co. @ Hotel Albuquerque at
Old Town (800 Rio Grande NW). $25. 11am-12:30pm.
240-8000. alibi.com/e/102956.

BIRTH GRIEF & LOSS SUPPORT GROUP Designed for
mothers and their partners who want to discuss the
loss of a child through miscarriage or stillbirth. Dar a
Luz Birth & Health Center (7708 Fourth Street NW, Los
Ranchos). 6-8pm. 924-2229. alibi.com/e/103483.

CHINA NIGHT DINNER & MOVIE Evening includes a
Chinese feast and screening of A Touch of Sin, a
brilliant exploration of violence and corruption in
contemporary China. Lulu’s Chinese Restaurant
(3011 Cerrillos, Santa Fe). $35. 5-9pm. (505)
473-9898. alibi.com/e/105332.

CURATOR’S COFFEE: LOOKING AT EARTH FROM SPACE
WITH NASA Featuring stunning animations of the
satellites’ images and videos of scientists explaining
their work. New Mexico Museum of Natural History and
Science (1801 Mountain NW). $8. 11am. 841-2802.
alibi.com/e/105414.

MIDDAY MADNESS TOASTMASTERS Practice speaking
and leadership skills in a safe, supportive
environment. Greater Albuquerque Chamber of
Commerce (115 Gold SW). One-time membership fee.
Noon-1pm. 255-2034. alibi.com/e/105139.

NORTH VALLEY KNITTERS If you enjoy knitting, crocheting
or other fiber arts, join this friendly group. North Valley
Public Library (7704 Second Street NW). 2-3pm.
897-8823. alibi.com/e/104924.

SEX AND SELF LOVE FOR SURVIVORS Join Sera Miles for
an excavating journey through theories of narrative
fulfillment, attachment, neurology and complex
defense mechanisms. Self Serve (3904 Central SE).
$20/person; $35/pair. 7:30-9pm. 265-5815.
alibi.com/e/96498.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY TOUR Tour
Albuquerque’s oldest public library. Special Collections
Library (423 Central NE). Noon. 848-1376.
alibi.com/e/97486.

THIRD SATURDAY YOGA WORKSHOP SERIES Class
explores a special topic in yoga from restorative to
vinyasa, from hips to shoulder. Oriental Medical Arts
(2716 San Pedro NE). $35. 1-4pm. 506-0136.
alibi.com/e/87781.

XERISCAPING SOIL SECRETS Learn how to improve your
garden’s soil conditions for maximum growth and
water efficiency. East Mountain Library (1 Old Tijeras,
Tijeras). 3pm. (505) 281-8508. alibi.com/e/104913.

YOGA FOR ATHLETES Ideal for runners and cyclists, class
focuses on opening your hips, healing your lower back
and stretching major muscle groups. Studio Sway
(1100 San Mateo NE). $5. 7pm. 710-5096.
alibi.com/e/101690.

FRIDAY AUG 15
2014 CHIC-I-BOOM BALL: AN EVENING IN RIO Sport

your favorite island-inspired apparel, and partake in a
silent and live auction, live music, hors d’oeuvres and
a Brazilian dinner. Anderson-Abruzzo Balloon Museum
(9201 Balloon Museum NE). $125-$1,500.
5:30-9:30pm. 880-0500. alibi.com/e/101875.

ASHTANGA YOGA LED PRIMARY SERIES Class for
students and teachers interested in deepening their
understanding and practice of yoga. Albuquerque
Ashtanga Yoga Shala (206 Dartmouth NE). $20.
6:30-7:45am. 265-9289. alibi.com/e/92572.

BATTLE OF THE BADGES: BLOOD DRIVE COMPETITION
Watch Albuquerque-area first responders compete in
an annual blood drive. Cottonwood Mall
(10000 Coors NW). Noon-6pm. 768-9317.
alibi.com/e/105157.

BATTLE OF THE BADGES: BLOOD DRIVE COMPETITION
Albuquerque Marriott (2101 Louisiana NE).
Noon-6pm. See previous listing.

BEGINNERS BREAKDANCE Learn the foundations of the
original hip-hop dance from dancers with over 15
years of experience. Versatile Styles Dance Studio
(4817 Central NE). $10. 10-11am. 933-2199.
alibi.com/e/94062.

BEGINNERS HOUSE DANCE Learn the styles of house

dance in a fun and exciting environment. Versatile
Styles Dance Studio (4817 Central NE). $10. 7-8pm.
933-2199. alibi.com/e/94636.

BEST OF ABQ CITY TOUR $25. 11am-12:30pm. See
8/14 listing.

DANCE HAPPY HOUR Dance your blues and stress away
during the happiest hour of the week. Studio Sway
(1100 San Mateo NE). $5. 5:30-6:30pm. 710-5096.
alibi.com/e/89213.

FREE CRAFT KITS TO ALL MILITARY VETERANS Help
Hospitalized Veterans is expanding its free therapeutic
arts & crafts program to reach all veterans of the US
Armed Forces. Villa Nueva Senior Apartments
(community room) (990 18th Street NW). 11am-1pm.
225-9758. alibi.com/e/86622.

MOM’S NIGHT OUT Leave the kiddos at home for a night
out at a Nia fitness class with your girlfriends. Taught
by Anna Pentler. Studio Sway (1100 San Mateo NE).
$5. 5:30-6:30pm. 710-5096. alibi.com/e/104099.

RISK & REINVENTION: HOW WOMEN ARE CHANGING
THE WORLD More than 30 experts in scholarship,
science, art, law, cultural preservation and business
engage in panel discussions. Drury Plaza Hotel (228
East Palace Ave., Santa Fe). $100-$150. (505)
982-0571. alibi.com/e/105335.

SUMMER RODEO SERIES Horses, barrel racing, roping
and trained cowboys and cowgirls are all on hand for
some Western-style rodeos. Hyatt Regency Tamaya
Resort (1300 Tuyuna Trail, Santa Ana Pueblo).
$4-$16. 7pm. (505) 867-1234. alibi.com/e/97730.

ZIA-BERNALILLO FARMERS MARKET Fresh, locally grown
veggies and fruits, handmade soaps and salves, fresh
eggs and more. Zia-Bernalillo Farmers Market (335 S.
Camino del Pueblo, Bernalillo). 4-7pm. 553-3290.
alibi.com/e/104851.

SATURDAY AUG 16
ALBUQUERQUE GUN & BLADE SHOW Featuring guns,

holsters, ammo, knives, military surplus, art books,
even down to items for the women and children. Expo
New Mexico (300 San Pedro NE). $6, FREE for
children 12 and under. 9am-5pm. (806) 253-1322.
alibi.com/e/105418.

BACKYARD BARNYARD II: GOATS, SHEEP, PIGS AND
COWS Learn what you need to keep small livestock as
part of your urban homestead. Gutierrez-Hubbell
House (6029 Isleta SW). 9am-12:30pm. 314-0398.
alibi.com/e/103580.

BAD TOUR See various sites from the hit AMC show
“Breaking Bad.” ABQ Trolley Co. @ Hotel Albuquerque at
Old Town (800 Rio Grande NW). $65. 1-4:30pm.
240-8000. alibi.com/e/103503.

BATTLE OF THE BADGES: BLOOD DRIVE COMPETITION
Albuquerque Marriott (2101 Louisiana NE). 9am-3pm.
See 8/15 listing.

BATTLE OF THE BADGES: BLOOD DRIVE COMPETITION
Noon-6pm. See 8/15 listing.

BEGINNERS BREAKDANCE $10. 1-2pm. See 8/15
listing.

BEST OF ABQ CITY TOUR $25. 11am-12:30pm. See
8/14 listing.

CHUCKWAGON BBQ SUPPER & SHOWS Enjoy wagon
rides, zoo tours, peregrine falcon free-flight
presentations and live music. Wildlife West (87 North
Frontage Rd, Edgewood). $12-$25, FREE for children
under 5. 6pm. (877) 981-9453. alibi.com/e/75031.

DIALOGUE: FREEDOM AND CULTURE—THE WAY? Take a
story, and share your ideas on how we can move to a
truly shared culture, beyond privilege and racism.
Albuquerque Center for Peace and Justice
(202 Harvard SE). 1:30-3:39pm. 243-6174.
alibi.com/e/105078.

EXCAVATION OF THE OLD PLAZA DE ALAMEDA Dr.
Richard C. Chapman, Ph.D, presents on the Old Plaza
de Alameda Settlement in Albuquerque. Bachechi
Open Space (9521 Rio Grande NW). 1pm. 314-0398.
alibi.com/e/103647.

FAMILY YOGA Practice yoga with the whole family. High
Desert Yoga (4600 Copper NE). $12. 12:45-1:45pm.
232-9642. alibi.com/e/88816.

GERTRUDE ZACHARY PAWN TRUCK SHOW
Featuring an assortment of turquoise
jewelry, vintage Western wear and old
concho belts. Gertrude Zachary
(1501 Lomas NW). 11am-4pm. 766-4700.
alibi.com/e/90392. See “Culture Shock.”

GPS NAVIGATION BASICS CLASS Learn how to pinpoint
your location, mark waypoints and navigate to distant
points. Albuquerque REI (1550 Mercantile NE).
$30-$50. 9:30am. 247-1191. alibi.com/e/105330.

GRAND OPENING OF CARLITO SPRINGS OPEN SPACE
Event introduces visitors to the newly established
trailhead and trail that traverses the property. Carlito
Springs Open Space (82 Carlito Springs, Tijeras). 9am.
314-0400. alibi.com/e/102553.

HANDS-ON BIKE MAINTENANCE Learn how to repair bike

Community
Calendar
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wheels. Albuquerque REI (1550 Mercantile NE).
$45-$65. 11am. 247-1191. alibi.com/e/105331.

HARVEST FESTIVAL Featuring blacksmith
demonstrations, antique tractors, 
trucks & machinery, model trucks &
tractors and more. Wildlife West (87
North Frontage Rd, Edgewood). $4-$7.
9am-6pm. (877) 981-9453.
alibi.com/e/75096. See preview box.

HOT SINGLES 2014 PARTY Meet other single Burqueños
at the 11th annual Hot Singles Party. Hotel
Albuquerque (800 Rio Grande NW). $30. 7pm.
842-1110. alibi.com/e/103507.

INTRODUCTION TO MAP & COMPASS NAVIGATION Learn
to read a topo and use your compass. Elena Gallegos
Picnic Area (7100 Tramway NE). $60-$80. 9am.
247-1191. alibi.com/e/105329.

KIRTAN CHAKRA AND KUNDALINI HEALING Join Aparna
Levine with members of the ABQ yoga community for
an evening of sacred music and chants. Yoga Studio
Blue (2205 Silver SE). $10 suggested donation.
6-8pm. 227-7765. alibi.com/e/104632.

MEN HELPING MEN HEAL FROM SEXUAL TRAUMA Peer-
led support for men healing from sexual assault and
abuse trauma. New Mexico Bank And Trust
(4001 Southern SE, Rio Rancho). 4-5pm. (575)
742-8087. alibi.com/e/86588.

NEW MEXICO CHILE BIKE TOUR Head into the streets of
Albuquerque to explore the flavorful red and green
chiles for which New Mexico is famous. Routes Bicycle
Tours and Rentals (404 San Felipe NW, #B1).
$45-$50. 10:30am-2pm. alibi.com/e/105423.

NEW MEXICO OUTDOOR EXPO Children and adults can
enjoy firearm and archery target shooting, casting, fly
tying, fishing, kayak instructions and more. Shooting
Range State Park (16001 Shooting Range
Access NW). 9pm-5am. 836-8785.
alibi.com/e/89191.

OPEN SPACE SUNSET SUMMER SERIES Talks,
demonstrations and shows by some of Albuquerque’s
best speakers, educators and performers. Music by
Scott and Johanna Hongell-Darsee and special guests.

Elena Gallegos Picnic Area (7100 Tramway NE). $2 per
vehicle. 7-8pm. 452-5222. alibi.com/e/87225.

PREGNANCY LOSS AND GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP A
support group of empathetic listeners for those who’ve
lost a pregnancy or child. Dar a Luz Birth & Health
Center (7708 Fourth Street NW, Los Ranchos). 1-3pm.
924-2229. alibi.com/e/70468.

RISK & REINVENTION: HOW WOMEN ARE CHANGING
THE WORLD $100-$150. See 8/15 listing.

ROCKET MASS HEATER WORKSHOP Learn to make a
rocket mass heater and how it can be used to heat
homes, greenhouses and other places needing a
warm touch. Private Residence (Albuquerque). $80.
9am-noon. alibi.com/e/105433.

SATURDAY SWING DANCE Learn some new dances and
have some fun while you’re at it. Rhythm Dance
Company (3808 Central SE). $3-$5.
7:30pm-midnight. 250-6146. alibi.com/e/84424.

THE SECRET LIFE OF BUTTERFLIES Butterfly guy Steve
Cary leads this outing through the park to find and
identify the butterflies that call Cerrillos home.
Cerrillos Hills State Park (Santa Fe County Road 59,
Cerrillos). $5 per vehicle. 9-11am. 474-0196.
alibi.com/e/101013.

VISION WALK/RUN 2014 Event includes a pet-friendly 5K
walk/run, kids fun run, car show, silent auction, bake
sale and family fun. Presbyterian Rust Medical Center
(2400 Unser SE, Rio Rancho). $10-$25. 8am. (888)
465-1482. alibi.com/e/94590.

WHAT IS THE TASTE OF RAIN? Nature, Nurture, Play
presents a discussion where participants create their
own rain music and watch a few clouds. Bachechi
Open Space (9521 Rio Grande NW). 10-11:30am.
314-0398. alibi.com/e/103533.

YOUNG PARENTS SUPPORT GROUP Designed for
expecting or new mothers who are 24 years old or
younger and their partners. Dar a Luz Birth & Health
Center (7708 Fourth Street NW, Los Ranchos).
3:30-5:30pm. 924-2229. alibi.com/e/103473.

LOS RANCHOS GROWERS’ MARKET Scope out a wide
assortment of produce, such as radishes, carrots,
onions, edible flowers and more, along with live music
and arts & crafts. Los Ranchos Village Hall (6718 Rio
Grande NW, Los Ranchos). 7am-noon.
alibi.com/e/89695.

SUNDAY AUG 17
2014 TOMATO FIESTA Featuring an heirloom tomato

taste-off, gardening seminars, plant clinics, a tomato
recipe tasting with demonstrations and music by Alpha
Blue Trio. Albuquerque Garden Center
(10120 Lomas NE). $5. 11am-3pm. 296-6020.
alibi.com/e/105383.

5TH ANNUAL MADLY IN LOVE BRIDAL BRUNCH Take your
groom-to-be for a day of wedding planning, a gourmet
brunch and a bridal fashion show. Hyatt Regency
Downtown (330 Tijeras NW). $20. 10am-1pm.
797-2749. alibi.com/e/102712.

THE ABCS OF SIMPLE BIKE REPAIR A 1 to 2-hour
session led by Chuck Malagodi of the City’s Bike
Safety Program. Open Space Visitor Center
(6500 Coors NW). 9-11am. 897-8831.
alibi.com/e/89190.

ALBU-CURVY YOGA Practice yoga postures that work for
all sizes and shapes. Form Studio (3001 Monte
Vista NE). $12, first class FREE. 7-8pm. 730-6122.
alibi.com/e/102724.

ALBUQUERQUE GUN & BLADE SHOW $6, FREE for
children 12 and under. 9am-4pm. See 8/16 listing.

BENTLEY ZUMBA High-energy class for newcomers and
seasoned dancers. Form Studio (3001 Monte
Vista NE). $5. 10:45am. 730-6122.
alibi.com/e/103460.

BEST OF ABQ CITY TOUR $25. 11am-12:30pm. See
8/14 listing.

BIKE FOR BRAIN TRAUMA WINE TOUR & FESTIVAL A
charitable bike and wine event benefiting The
Mariposa Network, which aims to raise awareness for
victims living with brain injuries. Casa Rondeña Winery
(733 Chavez NW, Los Ranchos). $39-$59.
11am-7pm. 377-4261. alibi.com/e/100835.

CARDBOARD CARNIVAL Enjoy food, games, prizes and
your chance to dunk Doug. Jerry Cline Tennis Complex
(7205 Constitution NE). $10. Noon-3pm. 224-6682.
alibi.com/e/104544.

GERTRUDE ZACHARY PAWN TRUCK SHOW Gertrude
Zachary (3300 Central SE). Noon-5pm. See 8/16
listing.

GUIDED NEWCOMERS MEDITATION An introduction to
meditation with a reading of a lecture by
Paramahansa Yogananda. Albuquerque Meditation
Group SRF (1704 Moon). 9-9:45am. 298-3640.
alibi.com/e/79784.

Community Calendar continues on page  14

A Farm-Tastic
Extravaganza
It’s here, folks. The event that your FFA
courses prepared you for. A chance to show
off your crops, tractors and gardening wares,
or to sample someone else’s. It’s the Harvest
Festival at Wildlife West Nature Park (87
North Frontage Rd.) in Edgewood, N.M. And
while it may seem like a trek, 30 miles is a
mere cruise when you take into consideration
all that will be on hand. Celebrating the “area’s
culture, traditions and agricultural heritage,”
there will be a tractor
parade, visits to the
Pinto Bean Museum,
fresh produce, wine
sampling, live music,
delicious food,
tractor games and
old-fashioned
hayrides. And that’s
just the tip of the pie, so to speak. A down-
home, family friendly event like this isn’t one
to be missed. And you have two days to get
your acts together, get the kiddos in the car
and get truckin’. The festival starts on
Saturday, Aug. 16, at 9am with a tractor
parade and continues till about 6pm. Then it
picks up again on Sunday, Aug. 17, from 10am
to 6pm. All the weekend’s activities, minus the
Chuckwagon Dinner Show, are included with
regular admission ($7 regular, $6 seniors, $4
students). And, as always, children under 5
are free. (Mark Lopez) a

EVENT |PREVIEW

SATURDAY
AUGUST 16

Wildlife West
87 North Frontage Rd

alibi.com/e/75096

9am to 6pm
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HARVEST FESTIVAL 10am-6pm. See 8/16 listing.
HOME COMPOSTING BASICS Learn the science,

materials and methods of drought-proofing your
garden soil in order to grow vegetables, fruits and
berries. Albuquerque Garden Center
(10120 Lomas NE). $5. 1:45-2:45pm. 296-6020.
alibi.com/e/101070.

LYME DISEASE SUPPORT GROUP Could it be Lyme? Free
New Mexico Lyme Disease support. Get-togethers on
the third Sunday of each month. Call (505) 304-9411
for information and directions. alibi.com/e/61823.

MEDITATION FOR KIDS Children learn how to build a
space of inner strength and confidence by developing
their good qualities. Kadampa Meditation Center
(8701 Comanche NE). $3 suggested donation.
10-11:30am. 292-5293. alibi.com/e/103589.

NEW MEXICO OUTDOOR EXPO 9pm-5am. See 8/16
listing.

NMRX BIKE TOUR The New Mexico Rail Runner Express
hosts the 3rd annual Rail Runner Bike Tour. Hotel
Albuquerque (800 Rio Grande NW). $30-$60.
6:30am. 222-8736. alibi.com/e/103649.

OPEN SPACE HIKES AND ACTIVITIES Knowledgeable
guides lead explorations and offer demonstrations in
an assortment of fields and specialties. Elena
Gallegos Picnic Area (7100 Tramway NE). $2 per
vehicle. 9am-noon. 452-5222. alibi.com/e/87239.

PRAYERS FOR WORLD PEACE Bring more peace and
happiness into your world by learning to cherish
others, overcome anger and deal with stress.
Kadampa Meditation Center (8701 Comanche NE).
$10 suggested donation. 10-11:30am. 292-5293.
alibi.com/e/102395.

RAIL YARDS MARKET OPENING SEASON Bring the
community together with food, art, music, fun, learning
and creativity. Albuquerque Rail Yards (777 First
Street SW). 9am-3pm. alibi.com/e/84351.

YOGA FOR STRESS RELIEF Let go of the stress of the
week behind you and prepare for the week ahead with
this vinyasa flow class. Studio Sway (1100 San
Mateo NE). $5. 10:45am-11:45pm. 710-5096.
alibi.com/e/101701.

ALBUQUERQUE BIKE & BREW TOUR Learn about
Albuquerque’s top microbrews, take in beautiful
scenery, and meet new people in the process. Routes
Bicycle Tours and Rentals (404 San Felipe NW, #B1).
$45. 1-4:30pm. 933-5667. alibi.com/e/103530.

CORRALES GROWERS’ MARKET Fresh, locally grown food
and fantastic local music. Corrales Growers’ Market
(500 Jones, Corrales). 9am-noon.
alibi.com/e/81806.

ODE TO SUMMER AFTERNOON TEA Featuring a summer-
inspired, three-course afternoon tea service. Fragrant
Leaf Tea Boutique (3207 Silver SE). $33, registration
required. 4-5:30pm. 255-0522. alibi.com/e/101227.

MONDAY AUG 18
JUJUTSU INSTRUCTION Learn traditional Japanese

Jujutsu. Sandia Budokan (2203 Silver SE).
$70/month. 7:15-9:15pm. 268-5339.
alibi.com/e/89873.

ZUMBA FITNESS WITH SABRINA Ditch the workout and
join the party with licensed Zumba and AFAA
certified instructor Sabrina. Maple Street Dance Space
(3215 Central NE). $5-$40. 4:25-5:25pm.
620-0327. alibi.com/e/99965.

TUESDAY AUG 19
BEST OF ABQ CITY TOUR $25. 11am-12:30pm. See

8/14 listing.
BOSQUE MOONLIGHT HIKE Discover the active night life

of the bosque on this guided tour. Tingley Beach
(1800 Tingley SW). $6-$10. 7-8:30pm. 768-2000.
alibi.com/e/105164.

COURTLY ETIQUETTE TRAINING Evening includes a full
afternoon tea meal and etiquette lesson followed by a
knighting ceremony. St. James Tearoom
(320 Osuna NE). $42-$48. 6:30-8:30pm. 242-3752.
alibi.com/e/105341.

FITNESS TRACKER DANCE CLASS Wear your fitness
tracker to this specially designed class to get you on
your way to 10,000 steps a day. Studio Sway
(1100 San Mateo NE). $10. 4:30pm. 710-5096.
alibi.com/e/104043.

HAVING FUN WITH BDSM A light-hearted and extremely
interactive class designed for people who are new to
BDSM. Self Serve (3904 Central SE). $20/person;
$35/pair. 7:30-9pm. 265-5815. alibi.com/e/96499.

LIGHT MY FIRE: CANDLE MAGIC Reta will go over the
various ways to use candles during solo acts or rituals

to get the best result. Abitha’s Apothecary
(3906 Central SE). $10. 7-8:30pm. 262-0401.
alibi.com/e/104900.

NORTHEAST FARMERS’ AND ARTISANS’ MARKET Local
and high quality produce, food and crafts.
Albuquerque Academy (6400 Wyoming NE). 3-6pm.
alibi.com/e/94138.

TRUCKIN’ TUESDAYS Enjoy many cuisines and a variety of
food provided by food trucks from all over
Albuquerque. Harry E. Kinney Civic Plaza (1 Civic
Plaza). 11:30am-1:30pm. alibi.com/e/84145.

ZIA-BERNALILLO FARMERS MARKET 4-7pm. See 8/15
listing.

WEDNESDAY AUG 20
BEGINNING BELLYDANCE: RAQS AL SHARQI Class covers

the origin of the dance, important rhythms and basic
movements leading into combinations. Maple Street
Dance Studio (Alley Entrance) (3215 Central).
$12-$40. 5:30-6:30pm. 453-9934.
alibi.com/e/102402.

BEST OF ABQ CITY TOUR $25. 11am-12:30pm. See
8/14 listing.

BREASTFEEDING & NEW MOM SUPPORT GROUP
Designed for new moms, moms breastfeeding children
of any age and pregnant moms who will be
breastfeeding. Dar a Luz Birth & Health Center
(7708 Fourth Street NW, Los Ranchos). 10am-noon.
924-2229. alibi.com/e/103489.

CARMENCITA’S FITNESS FIESTA ZUMBA Carmencita
makes you work with fun and challenging cumbia,
salsa, merengue and other fitness dance moves.
Rhythm Dance Company (3808 Central SE). $8-$9.
5:30-6:30pm. 250-6146. alibi.com/e/80557.

CLASS AT ABITHA’S: LEATHER WITCH Join Julian for this
very special class on magic, sacred sexuality,
consensual BDSM (101) and how they can be
intertwined. Abitha’s Apothecary (3906 Central SE).
$10-$15. 7-8:30pm. 262-0401.
alibi.com/e/105189.

COFFEE & CONVERSATION Join in for a conversation
about modern leaders and ancient pathways of the
Pueblo people. Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
(2401 12th Street NW). 5:30pm. 843-7270.
alibi.com/e/101566.

FREE PRENATAL/POSTPARTUM DANCE CLASS! Looking
for an amazing way to prepare for birth and
motherhood? Try dancing for birth. Inspired Birth and
Families (6855 Fourth Street NW). 5:30-3pm.
232-2772. alibi.com/e/92947.

GARDEN RAILROAD TRAINING Become a volunteer and
learn how to operate the BioPark’s G-scale model
trains and exhibit. ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden
(2601 Central NW). FREE, application required.
9:30am-noon. 768-2000. alibi.com/e/97056.

JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP Class focuses on making a
good resume, finding jobs online and learning how to
use online job applications. Taylor Ranch Library
(5700 Bogart NW). 11am-noon. 897-8816.
alibi.com/e/104922.

JUJUTSU INSTRUCTION $70/month. 7:15-9:15pm. See
8/18 listing.

QIGONG Learn an ancient Chinese internal art used for
over 5,000 years to promote health, emotional
happiness and spiritual development. Studio Sway
(1100 San Mateo NE). $10. 8-9am. 710-5096.
alibi.com/e/94570.

READ TO THE DOGS Read to a registered therapy dog. Los
Griegos Library (1000 Griegos NW). 3-4pm.
761-4020. alibi.com/e/104921.

RISE AND DECLINE OF A GLOBAL EMPIRE: PORTUGAL’S
REMARKABLE HISTORY A lecture by Dr. John Dobson.
Santa Fe Women’s Club (1616 Old Pecos Trail,
Santa Fe). $15-$20. 5:30pm. 982-4931.
alibi.com/e/105340.

ROCK AND ROLL RAP SESSIONS: YOUR BAND AS A
BUSINESS Hear a panel of music industry
entrepreneurs discuss the roles and demands of
entrepreneurship in the music world. Santa Fe
Community Gallery (201 W Marcy St, Santa Fe, NM ).
6-8pm. (505) 955-6705. alibi.com/e/104872.

ZUMBA FITNESS WITH SABRINA $5-$40. 4:25-5:25pm.
See 8/18 listing.

CORRALES GROWERS’ MARKET 3-6pm. See 8/17 listing.
DOWNTOWN GROWERS’ MARKET ON CIVIC PLAZA Join in

for an exciting new market in the heart of Downtown.
Get your fix of local produce, unique artisan creations,
food truck fare and other tasty items. Civic Plaza
(400 Marquette NW). 11am-2pm. 243-2230.
alibi.com/e/100960.

GATEWAY GROWER’S MARKET The Historic Bridge
MainStreet program presents a new market with all the
produce and good food you love. South Valley Gateway
Park (100 Isleta SW). 4-7pm. alibi.com/e/93892. a

Community Calendar continued from page 13
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for her health, particularly when she is pregnant
and birthing. Her perceptions of her birth
experience can color so many parts of her life.
My hope is that each woman can negotiate her
transition feeling positive and empowered,
regardless of how the experience actually went.
Life is such a fluid event, as is labor, and we all
need to learn to ride the waves. I just want
women to have the support they need and
deserve. Dana Espindola, MD: I believe that it is
important to include all my patients in a
discussion of their care, in that they are an
active participant in their health care. I believe
in education of patients regarding their
particular diagnosis until they have a firm
understanding and are comfortable with their
plan of care. 

What should women keep in mind
when choosing an OB/GYN or a CNM?

Vicki Stetson, CNM: Someone who is able
to provide the type of care that makes you
comfortable and in which you feel respected.
Someone who is able to listen to you and
remove their opinions from your experiences.
Dana Espindola, MD: Patients should feel
comfortable with their care provider at all times.
They should also feel their provider is available
to address their concerns.

What is your favorite thing about your
job?

Vicki Stetson, CNM: Catching babies, for
sure! But being able to witness a woman find her
power and transform into a mother is awe-
inspiring to me. Being with women during their
process is an honor. And caring for women and
families for years is so wonderful. I love
educating women and helping them realize they
have choices and their body is a sacred thing
that needs to be cared for and nurtured. Dana

Espindola, MD: I love the collaborative model
of the group and thoroughly enjoy everyone I
work with!

What is your favorite thing about living
and working in ABQ?

Vicki Stetson, CNM: I truly have loved my
“work family.” We are doing amazing work and
truly changing people’s lives. We give good,
respectful, kind, thoughtful care to women and
families. We have integrity and are a group
dedicated to providing the same high level of
care. And we have dedicated decades of our
lives in careers to improving women’s health. I
appreciate the beauty of the desert in
Albuquerque and the nonjudgmental, open,
accepting attitude that the city has long been
known for. And the endless skies. ... Dana
Espindola, MD: I am a native of ABQ and am
pleased and proud to be practicing in ABQ. I
continue to enjoy the diversity and welcoming
nature of the inhabitants of ABQ.

If your sister was pregnant, who would
you tell her to go see? 

Vicki Stetson, CNM: Well, I would hope
she would see a midwife! But ultimately, I want
her to see someone who listened and respected
her feelings and cared about providing good,
evidence-based care. Someone who was
dedicated to providing her with the care she
deserved and balanced out her wishes with the
conditions that were affecting her care. Dana
Espindola, MD: ABQHP of course!

26 providers to serve you at 5 locations.

ABQ Health Partners Women's Health -
Center for Women’s Health
4010 Montgomery Blvd NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109

ABQ Health Partners Women's Health -
Gibson
5400 Gibson Blvd SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108

ABQ Health Partners Women's Health -
Journal Center
5150 Journal Center Blvd NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109

ABQ Health Partners Women's Health - 
Rio Bravo
200 Rio Bravo Blvd SW
Albuquerque, NM 87105

ABQ Health Partners Women's Health -
Westside Medical Pavilion
10511 Golf Course Rd NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114

Why did you go into women’s health
as a profession?

Vicki Stetson, CNM: When I was in
nursing school, during my women’s health
rotation, it was like a light opened my heart. I
loved when I first saw a birth. I still remember
that my instructor leaned in and told me to
breathe. Dana Espindola, MD: I have always
been drawn to women’s health care. I felt that it
was what I was always passionate about. I enjoy
taking care of women of all ages and from all
backgrounds.  

What is your educational and
professional background? How many
babies have you delivered (if you
know)?

Vicki Stetson, CNM: I was a diploma
nurse, and then worked on my BSN while
working evenings in Colorado Springs. I went to
midwifery school in Denver and received my
MS. I was a nurse for 9 years and have been a
midwife for 23 years. I am not sure exactly how
many babies I have caught. (I stopped keeping
track at 1000! And that was about 10 years
ago!) But I know I’ve had the honor of
witnessing thousands of women welcoming their
babies. Dana Espindola, MD: My educational
background has been based in Albuquerque,
N.M. I attended undergraduate, medical school
and residency all at the University of New
Mexico and was pleased to do so! I have now
been practicing two years. I believe I have
delivered nearly 500 babies!

What is your women’s health and/or
birth philosophy?

Vicki Stetson, CNM: I think each woman
is very unique and brings with her all of her life
experiences, which need to be respected and
taken into consideration as she makes decisions

ABQ Health Partners Women’s Health

Type of Business
Women’s Health Care Providers

Year Established
1982

Owner
ABQ Health Partners

Business Phone
(505) 254-6500

Business Email
jennifer.williams@abqhp.com

Website
http://www.abqhp.com/womenshealth

Dana Espindola, MDVicki Stetson, CNM
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ARTS | FeATuRe

people dancing a waltz? That is the concept of
chamber music ballet, and that is what Ballet
Pro Musica is about.” 

All of this is to say to any ballet-o-phobes
out there—maybe it’s time for some graduated
exposure therapy. As Ossadnik says, “Ballet is
as ‘high art’ as a good steak or a good meal.
There really is nothing not to like about
ballet, or a good meal for that matter.”

It’s true. Particularly when your steak has
frosting on it, as it does in ballet. This year’s
platters are La Muerte del Angel by Piazzolla,
Ciao Mama by Ginastera (both choreographed
by Ossadnik) and Joplin’s The Easy Winners
(choreographed by Kristof Senak). 

I, for one, am stoked. Piazzolla, founder of
nouveau tango (in which tango meets classical
meets jazz), once incited a fight in a Paris
performance hall by incorporating bandoneons
(accordion-like tango instruments) into the
symphony orchestra. 

Ginastera and Joplin were also blenders of
“high” and “low” arts in their own right.
Ginastera liked to dally in Argentine folk
themes, and Joplin trafficked in classically
polished African-American ragtime. 

Ossadnik says he’s going for crowd-pleasing.

CULTURE SHOCK
BY LISA BARROW 

Reckless endangerment
On the heels of an eloquent opinion piece in
The New York Times voicing opposition to
commercial development in the Grand Canyon
(“A Cathedral Under Siege,” Sunday Review,
Aug. 9), author and adventurer Kevin Fedarko
comes to Albuquerque for a special two-
evening event. His award-winning book, The
Emerald Mile: The Epic Story of the Fastest
Ride in History Through the Heart of the Grand
Canyon, chronicles a history-making flood in
1983 that led three boatmen to slingshot
themselves down nearly 300 miles of the
Colorado River in a reckless, record-breaking
stunt. At the Rio Grande Nature Center (2901
Candelaria NW) on Tuesday, Aug. 19,
consummate storyteller Fedarko discusses the
flood and the crazy-ass adventure it sparked
with a lecture and slide presentation. There’ll
be live music, snacks and an actual dory to
check out. Then on Wednesday, Aug. 20,
Fedarko dips into the larger questions of
conservation, ownership and exploitation that
continue to dog the Grand Canyon National
Park decade after decade. Both presentations
begin at 7pm. The Rio Grande Nature Center is
free (even for this after-hours event), but
parking costs $3 per vehicle, payable by cash
or check.

A prison-theatrical complex
Denmark may be a prison, but Hamlet knows no
bounds. The Shakespeare tragedy has shown
its flexibility and resilience through four solid
centuries of rewrites and adaptations. Now
seasoned director James Cady has plumbed the
four-hour fav for 90 intense, intermission-free
minutes of revenge and redemption. James
Cady’s Hamlet, running at Musical Theatre
Southwest (6320 Domingo NE) Thursdays
through Sundays, Aug. 14-24, sets the classic
play in a state penitentiary with an all-male
cast. Dividing the character of Denmark’s
troubled prince among three actors, Cady’s
reworking connects Hamlet’s alternately
vengeful, intellectual and spiritual attributes to
a culture of incarceration. Cost is $20, with
discounts for students and seniors. For ticket
info and showtimes, including weekend
matinees, see musicaltheatresw.com or call
Brown Paper Tickets at (800) 838-3006.

Vintage virtues
Concho belts, chunky silver bracelets,
turquoise bands, coral-studded cuffs—if these
are the sorts of ornaments that would mesh
beautifully with your wardrobe and aesthetic, a
trunk show at Gertrude Zachary is where you
want to be this weekend. Back by popular
demand, the Pawn Trunk Show features a
pawn dealer offering up table cases crammed
with singular Southwestern vintage
adornments, plus Western wear, accessories
and more. Get the goods on Saturday, Aug. 16,
from 11am to 4pm at the Lomas location (1501
Lomas NW) and Sunday, Aug. 17, from noon to
5pm at the Central store (3300 Central SE).
The event is free, but attendees are
encouraged to RSVP by phone or email.
Contact the Lomas store at 247-4442 or
jewelry@gertrudezachary.com and the Central
store at 766-4700 or
nobhill@gertrudezachary.com.  a

Face Your Tulle-Wrapped
Terrors With Ballet Pro Musica

The Argentine pieces follow a storyline—in
Piazzolla’s original tango to La Muerte del
Angel, an angel is stabbed to death on a
Buenos Aires street. Ossadnik’s take, “a
reflection on the idea of an angel and dealing
with the absence of one,” is more
metaphorical. 

We’ll have more human drama in
Ginastera’s Ciao Mama (an encore from
previous years’ festivals), about four sons trying
to escape a domineering mother. Meanwhile,
The Easy Winners is just ragtime fun, featuring
a suite of tunes by Joplin with four dancers. 

Ossadnik knows ballet can be intimidating.
So he’s pleased that the festival, now in its
eighth year, is more community-driven and
accessible than ever. After the August 2013
death of Henry Holth, Ballet Pro Musica’s
director and impresario, the festival was in
danger of discontinuation until a coalition of
community volunteers—the Ballet Pro Musica
president of the board, Maria Elena Alvarez,
the National Hispanic Cultural Center and
the Mexican Consulate—busted tail to save it.
It was this spirit of cooperative devotion that
moved Ossadnik to return as artistic director. 

Some of the new perks for the Albuquerque
community include discounted performance
tickets (a mere $10) for all local dance and
music students, and a free masters dance class
and open rehearsal for professional dancers
and musicians. The rest of us can take
advantage of deep-discount rush tickets and
pre-performance panel discussions with
Ossadnik and Dariusz Blajer, artistic director of
Ballet de Jalisco.

Lest it lose all of its aristocratic luster, there
will still be the fancy-pants Kurz Opening
Night Gala champagne salon for glamour
seekers at $127 a pop. The only problem is it’s
not as fun to announce you’re going to the
ballet after drinking champagne (at a ballet
gala) because everyone expects it. 

With the passing of Holth, Ossadnik says,
“Ballet Pro Musica’s future will entirely depend
on the support of its audience and its
community.” 

So step up, Burqueños. Whatever your
income bracket or fine-art sensitivity, there’s
something for everyone this year.  a

BY GAIL GUENGERICH

D
o you know what’s fun? Doing something
really uncultured, like eating peanuts in
your underwear and then standing up and

announcing loudly that you’re going to the
ballet. And then you actually go to the ballet!

“That does sound fun,” you say, “except for
the part where I have to go to the ballet.”

I know. Ballet is a fraught art—between its
elitist trappings, acute prettiness and
disturbing physics, it can unnerve a person.

Alex Ossadnik, artistic director of this
year’s Ballet Pro Musica festival (Aug. 15-17),
would like to dispel some of your fears.

Ballet Pro Musica, for those of you out of
the loop, is Albuquerque’s annual chamber
music ballet festival. Each year a different
Mexican dance company (this year the Ballet
de Jalisco) and live musicians (La Catrina
String Quartet from Las Cruces and pianist
Jacquelyn Helin) come together on stage at
the National Hispanic Cultural Center’s
Journal Theatre (1701 Fourth Street SW) to
reinterpret great compositions.

The first thing you should understand is:
This is not your garden-variety Sugar Plum
Fairy fever dream. Chamber music ballet is a
cutting-edge innovation, a double whammy of
classical choreography and small-ensemble
music as imagined by late Ballet Pro Musica
founder Henry Holth. The aim (as proclaimed
by the Ballet Pro Musica slogan) is to merge
the two so seamlessly that one can “see the
music, hear the dance.”

The other motif of the festival is a devotion
to Latino culture and music. Two of the three
performed pieces this year are ripped from the
dead bosoms of Argentinian composers Astor
Piazzolla and Alberto Ginastera. (The third
piece comes from African-American ragtime
composer Scott Joplin.) 

Ossadnik says the choreography will fuse
ballet and other dance idioms accordingly but
then take it further, exploring the meaning
and feeling of the music as well: “What if
ballet were as easy to understand as a couple
dancing a tango in a bar in Buenos Aires?
What if a waltz becomes a story instead of just

Ballet Pro Musica Festival,
8th Season

Friday and Saturday, Aug. 15 and 16, at 8pm
Sunday, Aug. 17, at 2pm

National Hispanic Cultural Center, Albuquerque
Journal Theatre

1701 Fourth Street SW
724-4771, nhccnm.org
Tickets: $37, $47, $57

Rush tickets: $17 (sold 25 minutes before
performance)

Kurz Opening Night Gala: $127

Master Class with Ballet
de Jalisco dancers

Hiland Theater 
4800 Central SE

Thursday, August 14, 4:30-7:30pm
Free to all dance and music professionals 

balletpromusica.org 

Ballet de Jalisco won’t judge you for eating peanuts in your underwear. 
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THURSDAY AUG 14
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Mysterious New Mexico: Miracles, Magic,

and Monsters in the Land of Enchantment. A reading
and signing with writer Benjamin Radford. 7pm.
344-8139. alibi.com/e/105221.

JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY ECRR Preschool Storytime.
A traditional storytime for kids ages 3-6.
11:15am-12:15pm. 291-6260. alibi.com/e/97320.

ART
516 ARTS Video Mapping with Lux Capacitor. An open

house where visitors can take part in a one-night-only
video mapping interactive experience. Part of the
Digital Latin America exhibit. 7:30pm. 242-1445.
alibi.com/e/105290.

APPALOOSA ART SPACE All You Can Art Night.
Participants have free reign in the painting lab and
drawing studio. $10. 6-9pm. 503-1141.
alibi.com/e/91174.

EL MUSEO CULTURAL DE SANTA FE, Santa Fe Objects
of Art Loan Exhibition Preview. See works by Santa
Clara pottery matriarch Margaret Tafoya, as well as
works by other renowned artists. $50. 6-9pm. (505)
992-0591. alibi.com/e/105295.

ICONIK COFFEE ROASTERS, Santa Fe Robert Stivers
Feature Event. Andrea Senutovitch presents her
private collection of Stivers’ photography. Live music
by Evarusnik. 6:30-8:30pm. 470-7901.
alibi.com/e/103974.

OFFCENTER COMMUNITY ARTS PROJECT KIDS ONLY
Open Studio. Studio is loaded with art supplies and
open only to kids. Donations accepted. 10am-noon.
247-1172. alibi.com/e/90567.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Night of the Arts.
Featuring an art exhibit, book fair and screenings of
local, award-winning films. 5-9pm. 848-1320.
alibi.com/e/105154.

STAGE
CHRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH, Santa Fe The Fantasticks.

Performance by the Luther Players of the longest
running production of any kind in the history of
American theater. $20-$25. 7pm. (505) 471-6596.
alibi.com/e/105287.

ENGINE HOUSE THEATER, Madrid Season of
Starlings. A theatrically staged reading
of the upcoming grassroots Madrid
feature film about a true local story
interwoven with the myth of La Llorona.
$5-$10 suggested donation. 6pm.
473-0743. alibi.com/e/105296. See
“Reel World.”

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST James
Cady’s Hamlet. Cady presents
Shakespeare’s classic play in a state
penitentiary, featuring an all-male cast.
Runs through 8/24. $15-$20. 7:30pm.
265-9119. alibi.com/e/98564. See
“Culture Shock.”

THE STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo
Thursday Night Laughs. Featuring three
nationally touring stand-up comedians:
Chris “Crazy Legs” Fonseca, John Mark
Gard and Keith Breckenridge. $10.
7:30pm. 867-0000. alibi.com/e/101678.
See preview box.

SONG & DANCE
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Concert

Series: Chatter at the Museum. A full spectrum of
chamber music from Baroque through the 21st
century, with attention to American composers.
6-7pm. 243-7255. alibi.com/e/105155.

LENSIC PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Santa Fe Stars of
American Ballet. Performances with principals and
soloists from New York City Ballet. $27-$100.
7:30pm. (505) 988-1234. alibi.com/e/104149.

ST. FRANCIS AUDITORIUM, Santa Fe Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival. See skilled musicians play music from
the likes of Schubert, Anderson, Brahms, Beethoven
and more. $10-$25, noon. $10-$70, 6pm. (505)
983-2075. alibi.com/e/105283.

FILM
CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN Half the Road. New Mexico

Spokettes Racing sponsors this special screening. A
Q&A with pro cyclists follows the film. $11. 7:30pm.
243-9555. alibi.com/e/105291.

FRIDAY AUG 15
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Our World Home School Book Club. An

informal get-together as home school families
consider book titles, meeting formats and scheduling.
11am. alibi.com/e/105222. Also, Wise Craft. A
reading and signing with writer Blair Stocker. 7pm.
344-8139. alibi.com/e/101854.

ART
ALEXANDRA STEVENS GALLERY, Santa Fe Shadows of

Passion Opening Reception. New Works by Victoria
Taylor-Gore. Runs through 8/31. 5:30-7pm. (505)
988-1311. alibi.com/e/105429.

EL MUSEO CULTURAL DE SANTA FE, Santa Fe Objects
of Art Loan Exhibition. 11am-6pm. See 8/14 listing.

GALLERY 901, Santa Fe Friday Night Get-Together. Meet
and visit with the artists while enjoying refreshments
and listening to live music. 6-8pm. (505) 780-8390.
alibi.com/e/105430.

MATTHEWS GALLERY, Santa Fe The Boundless Moment
Opening Reception. New paintings by Eric G.
Thompson. Runs through 8/28. 5-7pm. (505)
992-2882. alibi.com/e/105166.

PATINA GALLERY, Santa Fe 100 Rings Opening
Reception. New works by Peter Schmid and Atelier
Zobel. Runs through 8/31. 5-7pm. (505) 986-3432.
alibi.com/e/105315.

TANSEY CONTEMPORARY, Santa Fe Apocalypse
Reversed Opening Reception. New works by Emma
Varga. Runs through 9/9. 5-7pm. (505) 995-8513.
alibi.com/e/105317.

YARES ART PROJECTS, Santa Fe Aquatic Opening
Reception. New artworks by Emily Kimball. Runs
through 9/15. 5:30-7:30pm. (505) 984-0044.
alibi.com/e/105318.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Love Letters. Featuring a number of

New Mexico celebrities (Diane Denish, Barry Gaines,
Bill Lang) among the 10 different couples who
perform. Runs through 8/23. $9-$10. 8-9:30pm.
898-9222. alibi.com/e/101441.

AUX DOG THEATRE As You Like It. Santa Fe Shakespeare
Society, under the direction of Jerry Ferraccio,
presents the Bard’s classic. Runs through 8/31. $12.
7:30pm. 254-7716. alibi.com/e/105302.

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE THE
SHOW. Live comedy and improv. $8-$10. 9-10pm.
alibi.com/e/105194. Also, Comedy? High energy, fast
moving and hilarious, Comedy? is Albuquerque’s
alternative comedy troupe. $6. 10:30pm-11:45am.
404-1578. alibi.com/e/65086.

CHRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH, Santa Fe The Fantasticks.
$20-$25. 7pm. See 8/14 listing.

FOUL PLAY CAFE, Sheraton Uptown Divorcing the Mob.
Play outlines the trouble with leaving the mob behind.
Includes four-course dinner. $56.50. 7:30-10pm.
377-9593. alibi.com/e/91814.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST James Cady’s Hamlet.
$15-$20. 7:30pm. See 8/14 listing.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall Tarzan the Musical. The
story of a boy who washes up on the shores of West
Africa, is soon orphaned and then nurtured by a tribe
of apes. Runs through 8/16. $10-$16. 7pm.
alibi.com/e/103791.

SONG & DANCE
MONTE VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH New Mexico

Symphonic Chorus Auditions. Singers with the ability
to read music can audition with a prepared aria, art
song, folk song, etc. Must call to book an
appointment. 7-10pm. 604-6896.
alibi.com/e/105297.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER
Ballet Pro Musica Festival 2014. Event
combines classical ballet, contemporary
choreography and live chamber music,
including the renowned Jalisco Ballet of
Mexico. $37-$127. 8pm. 724-4771.
alibi.com/e/102940. See “Arts Feature.”

FILM
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Death in Time.

Reflection Films, LLC, presents this screening of their
latest feature film. 7:30pm. 848-1320.
alibi.com/e/105316.

SATURDAY AUG 16
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Conjugal Bliss. John Nichols reads and

signs copies of his new book. 3pm.
alibi.com/e/105223. Also, Bookworks Teen Book
Club. This session focuses on As Easy As Falling Off
the Face of the Earth. 4pm. 344-8139.
alibi.com/e/105224.

GREEN HOUSE BISTRO AND BAKERY, campus of the
Center for Ageless Living The New Vegetarian

Arts &Lit
Calendar
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Cooking for Everyone. A book signing with writer
Deborah Madison. Includes a three-course lunch
featuring dishes from her cookbook. $50.
11:30am-1:30pm. 866-1936. alibi.com/e/102527.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Space Pioneers: In Their Own
Words. A reading and signing with writer Loretta Hall.
2:30pm. 294-2026. alibi.com/e/105320.

TREASURE HOUSE BOOKS, Old Town Mysterious New
Mexico: Miracles, Magic, and Monsters in the Land of
Enchantment. Benjamin Radford reads from and signs
copies of his latest book. 1-3pm. 242-7204.

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER Bards & Bakers: Queer
Poetry Slam meets Queer Bake-Off. A queer poetry
slam featuring local slam poets and a bake-off,
followed by an awards ceremony and auction. $5
suggested donation. 7pm. 345-2872.
alibi.com/e/102348.

ART
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Art in

the Afternoon. This week’s performers are Terra Trio.
2-5pm. 768-3452. alibi.com/e/105161.

ALBUQUERQUE PHOTOGRAPHER’S GALLERY There is No
Why Here: Fragments of the Holocaust Opening
Reception. The first New Mexico exhibit of the
Holocaust photographs of Karl Koenig. Runs through
9/30. 5-9pm. 244-9195. alibi.com/e/102554.

EL MUSEO CULTURAL DE SANTA FE, Santa Fe Objects of
Art Loan Exhibition. 11am-6pm. See 8/14 listing.

NEDRA MATTEUCCI GALLERIES, Santa Fe Through Our
Eyes Opening Reception. New artworks by John & Terri
Kelly Moyers. Runs through 9/6. 2-4pm. (505)
982-4631. alibi.com/e/105431.

THE SOURCE We’re Still Here: Art Opening and Concert.
Moving acoustic songs by Hans Bucher and vibrant
multimedia paintings by Pi Luna. 7-9pm. 228-2356.
alibi.com/e/102426.

TAPESTRY GALLERY, Madrid Feng Shui Opening
Reception. Fine art tapestries by Donna Loraine
Contractor. Runs through 10/16. 1-4:30pm.

471-0194. alibi.com/e/105321.
UNSEEN GALLERY Button Day! Discuss various images,

philosophy and snarky remarks on pinback buttons.
10am-4pm. 232-2161. alibi.com/e/103787.

WILLIAM SIEGAL GALLERY, Santa Fe Balandrán
Reception. 17th and 18th-century Aymara ponchos
from the Giles W. Mead and Parry Mead-Murray
Collection. Runs through 8/26. 5-7pm. (505)
820-3300. alibi.com/e/105432.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Love Letters. $9-$10. 8-9:30pm. See

8/15 listing.
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Grease Auditions.

Musical director Henry Avery and choreographer Shelly
Andes hold auditions for singers, actors and dancers.
10am. 242-4750. alibi.com/e/101428.

AUX DOG THEATRE As You Like It. $12. 7:30pm. See
8/15 listing.

BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE THE
SHOW. $8-$10. 9-10pm. See 8/15 listing. Also,
Chicken Bowl! A special show by Albuquerque’s
alternative comedy and improv group Comedy?. $6.
10:30-11:30pm. 404-1578. alibi.com/e/92494.

CHRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH, Santa Fe The Fantasticks.
$20-$25. 7pm. See 8/14 listing.

FOUL PLAY CAFE, Sheraton Uptown Divorcing the Mob.
$56.50. 7:30-10pm. See 8/15 listing.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST James Cady’s Hamlet.
$15-$20. 2pm, 7:30pm. See 8/14 listing.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall Tarzan the Musical.
$10-$16. 7pm. See 8/15 listing.

SONG & DANCE
LENSIC PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Santa Fe Santa Fe

Chamber Music Festival. See skilled musicians play
music from the likes of Schubert, Anderson, Brahms,
Beethoven and more. $10-$45. 5pm. (505)
988-1234. alibi.com/e/105285.

MONTE VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH New Mexico
Symphonic Chorus Auditions. 10am-5pm. See 8/15
listing.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Cantando la
Cultura with Otilio Ruiz. A sing-along for all ages to
engage children and adults in preserving the culture of
New Mexico and Latin America. 10:30am-12:30pm.
Also, Ballet Pro Musica Festival 2014. $37-$127.
8pm. See 8/15 listing. 246-2261.
alibi.com/e/101423.

PETROGLYPH NATIONAL MONUMENT Traditional Flute
Performance. Join writer and Native flute player Ron
Hoskie for a special performance. 1-3pm. 899-0205.
alibi.com/e/87937.

ST. JOHN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH St John’s Bach
Project. A presentation of the music of J.S. Bach
featuring Cantata 56 with baritone Michael Hix and
solo cello with Joel Becktell. 5-6pm. 883-9717.
alibi.com/e/93824.

FILM
AUX DOG THEATRE Friends of Film Dinner. A

potluck dinner to celebrate the 10-year
anniversary of Friends of Film, Video and
Arts. $5, FREE if you take a dish. 6-9pm.
254-7716. alibi.com/e/105319. See
“Reel World.”

GUILD CINEMA Homesick. Susan Abod’s film
about people living with Multiple
Chemical Sensitivity. Includes a post-film
Q&A. $5. 1pm. 255-1848.
alibi.com/e/105858. See “Reel World.”

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND
HISTORY Brothers at War. Join filmmaker Jake
Rademacher as he screens his film and shares his
experiences in making it. Included with admission.
1:30-4pm. 245-2137. alibi.com/e/89188.

OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Movie
Matinees. This week’s showing is of the
film Bolt. 1:30-3:30pm. 897-8831.
alibi.com/e/105160. See “Reel World.”

SOUTH VALLEY GATEWAY PARK Salt of the Earth. The
Historic Bridge Mainstreet presents this film screening.
8pm. alibi.com/e/89189.

SUNDAY AUG 17
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Moon’s Guide to New Mexico. A reading and

signing with writer Zora O’Neill. 3pm.
alibi.com/e/105225. Also, Harry Potter Book Club. All
Harry Potter fans and especially middle school and
high school readers are encouraged to attend. 5pm.
344-8139. alibi.com/e/105226.

SPIRIT ABUSE The Roost Series. Readings
and performances by Albuquerque
artists. This week features music by
Emily Hay and BaBa. $5-$10 sliding scale.
7:30pm. alibi.com/e/105859. See
“Feature.”

Arts &Lit Calendar continues on page  20

Crazy Legs Heads to
Burque
It was the ’90s, and comedian Chris “Crazy
Legs” Fonseca was at the height of his career.
Diagnosed with cerebral palsy as a youth, he
uses a wheelchair—hence the nickname
“Crazy Legs,” which is often the starting point
of his comedy. With his dry humor and well-
crafted one-liners, Fonseca “was on every
sitcom in that decade,” he says, but “I started
to drink, and things changed.” Fonseca, now
two years sober, is prime for a comeback.
Positioning himself in this new world of
comedy based on social media has been an
interesting transition for the comic, but he
says, “Comedy hasn’t
changed. Where we
get comedy has
changed, but comedy
is still comedy. I make
people laugh, and
that’s always
wanted.” Now
touring much more
frequently, Fonseca brings his wit to The
Stage Aug. 14 at Santa Ana Star Casino (54
Jemez Dam, Bernalillo). The 21+ show gets
underway at 7:30pm. Cost is $10. Opening for
Fonseca are John Mark Gard and
Albuquerque’s own Keith Breckenridge.
(Genevieve Mueller) a

EVENT |PREVIEW

THURSDAY
AUGUST 14

The Stage @ Santa
Ana Star
54 Jemez Dam
alibi.com/e/101678

7:30pm
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TORTUGA GALLERY When East Was North. A poetry
reading with writer Andi Penner. 6-8pm. 506-0820.
alibi.com/e/105282.

TREASURE HOUSE BOOKS, Old Town Saving Lincoln. A
reading and book signing with writer Robert Kresge.
1-3pm. 242-7204.

ART
EL MUSEO CULTURAL DE SANTA FE, Santa Fe Objects of

Art Loan Exhibition. 11am-6pm. See 8/14 listing.
LA ENTRADA PARK, Corrales Art in the Park. A monthly

art event where local artists have an opportunity to sell
their art & crafts. 9:30am-3pm. 688-0100.
alibi.com/e/105424.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Love Letters. $9-$10. 2pm. See 8/15

listing.
ALBUQUERQUE LITTLE THEATRE Grease Auditions. 10am.

See 8/16 listing.
AUX DOG THEATRE As You Like It. $12. 7:30pm. See

8/15 listing.
MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST James Cady’s Hamlet.

$15-$20. 2pm. See 8/14 listing.
SANTA FE PLAYHOUSE, Santa Fe Everything You Always

Wanted to Know About Nothing, But Were Afraid to
Ask! Starring legendary actress, singer and performer
Kaye Ballard, with David Geist on piano. $20. 7:30pm.
(505) 988-4262. alibi.com/e/105323.

SONG & DANCE
THE KOSMOS Chatter Sunday: Jesse and Conor. Featuring

musicians Jesse Tatum (flute) and Conor Hanick
(piano), and poet Lucy Burns. $5-$15.
10:30-11:30am. 307-9647. alibi.com/e/101424.

LENSIC PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Santa Fe Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival. $10-$75. 6pm. See 8/16
listing.

MONTE VISTA CHRISTIAN CHURCH New Mexico
Symphonic Chorus Auditions. 1-5pm. See 8/15
listing.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Ballet Pro
Musica Festival 2014. $37-$127. 2pm. See 8/15
listing.

MONDAY AUG 18
WORDS
BOOKWORKS Story Time! Story time with Contessa

Connie, featuring stories, crafts and snacks. 10:30am.
alibi.com/e/105227. Also, Rollover. A reading and
signing with writer Susan Slater. 7pm. 344-8139.
alibi.com/e/105228.

ART
MULTIPLE VENUES, Santa Fe 93rd Annual Santa Fe

Indian Market. Spectacular festival brings over
175,000 people to Santa Fe every August with its
unique, exciting and inspiring events. Prices vary.
983-5220. alibi.com/e/105435.

SONG & DANCE
LENSIC PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Santa Fe Santa Fe

Chamber Music Festival. $10-$75. 6pm. See 8/16
listing.

LEARN
CORRALES SENIOR CENTER, Corrales Acting Techniques

and Scene Study. The weekly class provides beginners
with valuable insights into the art of being someone
else on stage. Instructor: Pat Price. $60 for 4 classes.
6:30-7:30pm. 505-269-428. alibi.com/e/89544.

OFFCENTER COMMUNITY ARTS PROJECT Portrait
Workshop Series. Learn proportion and drawing
techniques such as gesture, contour and blocking in
shadows. $40. 4-6:30pm. 247-1172.
alibi.com/e/100901.

FILM
CCA CINEMATHEQUE, Santa Fe Katz Screening.

Screenings of Leandro Katz’ films “Los Angeles
Station,” “Paradox,” and “El Dia Que Me Quieras.” $5.
7pm. 989-1199. alibi.com/e/103625.

TUESDAY AUG 19
WORDS
JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY ABC Seed Library Book

Club. Meet and discuss books about seeds, gardening

and farming. August’s book is Animal, Vegetable,
Miracle by Barbara Kingsolver. 6-7pm. 291-6260.
alibi.com/e/104987.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Jugamos
Juntos. Tuesday story times that focus on Spanish
literature. 10:30am-noon. 246-2261.
alibi.com/e/101524.

NEW LIFE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Taking Control of Your
Narrative. Hear discussions and tips on plot, story arc,
the function of image and the power of voice in
writing. $5-$10, FREE for Southwest Writers members.
7pm. 918-0240. alibi.com/e/89193.

PAGE ONE BOOKSTORE Rollover. A reading and signing
with New Mexico author Susan Slater. 6:30pm.
294-2026. alibi.com/e/105327.

RIO GRANDE NATURE CENTER The Emerald
Mile. Award-winning author and journalist
Kevin Fedarko discusses his new book.
7pm. 344-7240. alibi.com/e/105229. See
“Culture Shock.”

ART
EL MUSEO CULTURAL DE SANTA FE, Santa Fe Antique

American Indian Art Show Preview. Vibrant, tradition-
based and contemporary works of living artists
presented at Santa Fe’s Indian Market. $50. 6-9pm.
(505) 992-0591. alibi.com/e/105324.

MULTIPLE VENUES, Santa Fe 93rd Annual Santa Fe
Indian Market. Prices vary. See 8/18 listing.

SONG & DANCE
LENSIC PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Santa Fe Santa Fe

Chamber Music Festival. $10-$25. Noon. See 8/16
listing.

LEARN
ARMORY FOR THE ARTS THEATER, Santa Fe Leandro

Katz with Candice Hopkins. The Argentine artist, writer
and filmmaker, known for his films and his
photography installations, gives a presentation.
$5-$10. 6pm. 989-1199. alibi.com/e/102981.

WEDNESDAY AUG 20
WORDS
RIO GRANDE NATURE CENTER The Emerald Mile. 7pm.

See 8/19 listing.
ART
EL MUSEO CULTURAL DE SANTA FE, Santa Fe Antique

American Indian Art Show. 11am-6pm. See 8/19
listing.

MULTIPLE VENUES, Santa Fe 93rd Annual Santa Fe
Indian Market. Prices vary. See 8/18 listing.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Pastel Class. A
multi-generational artist workshop. FREE, registration
required. 6:30-9pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/e/105165.

STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE O’Keeffe! Acclaimed actress Carolyn

Wickwire stars in this one-woman play about the art,
loves and life of iconic artist Georgia O’Keeffe. Runs
through 8/23. $20. 7:30pm. 254-7716.
alibi.com/e/105311.

SONG & DANCE
LENSIC PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Santa Fe Santa Fe

Chamber Music Festival. $10-$70. 6pm. See 8/16
listing.

ST. FRANCIS AUDITORIUM, Santa Fe Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival. $10-$25. Noon. See 8/14 listing.

LEARN
GUERRILLA PHOTO GROUP Open Studio Play Time. A

creative collaborative for models, photographers,
stylists, makeup/hair artists and clothing designers.
5:30pm-midnight. 681-7471. alibi.com/e/89599.

SANTA FE CLAY, Santa Fe Craft Driven. Rose B. Simpson
conducts a lecture about her transformation of clay
into the mechanics of the psyche, soul and spirit.
7pm. (505) 984-1122. alibi.com/e/105328.

FILM
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Musical Chairs.

A romantic film from director Susan Seidelman
(Desperately Seeking Susan). Part of the Albuquerque
Latin Dance Festival. 7pm. 246-2261.
alibi.com/e/104917.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Cine de la Epoca
de Oro: La Perla. Screening of the film starring Pedro
Armendáriz and María Elena Marqués. Part of the
Mexican Classics series. 7pm. 848-1320.
alibi.com/e/103650. a

San Felipe de Neri Parish

B R I G H T  R A I N  G A L L E RY
(505) 843-9176

206 1/2 San Felipe NW

Patio Market Ste 1/2

Albuquerque, NM 87104
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New Store in Old Town, Catherine’s
Cache!

Every line carried at Catherine’s Cache
has a story, and Catherine and her team are
happy to share it with you. The stories speak
of people’s ingenuity and brilliant successes: 

•The artists whose jewelry wound up in
Emmy and Academy Award celebrity gift
bags. 

•The pharmacist whose demanding
travel schedule led an innovative shoe
concept she pitched on Shark Tank TV. 

•The mother who invented a solution
for purses with no interior pockets. 

•The designer of 40 years for Ralph
Lauren who found men’s clothing to be
generally less interesting than women’s
created his own successful men’s line. 

•The college project that turned
recycled items into iconic purses that
continue to evolve.

Everyone loves a success story. They are
inspiring, and Catherine’s Cache aspires to
continually add more lines—and more
stories—to share. 

As you enter Catherine’s Cache, you
may get the feeling you are being welcomed
into their home. It’s a spacious, comfortable

environment with plenty of seating and
complimentary refreshments. For those
customers who prefer to explore at their
leisure, keep in mind that some products do
require demonstration. Ultimately, the goal is
to let shoppers know they are appreciated.
“We want our customers to feel welcome, un-
pressured, and to have an enjoyable
experience.” 

You may find Catherine Cache’s
approach to doing business a bit uncommon
in this day and age. It’s the way Catherine
remembers businesses operating when she was
growing up, and she adheres to those same
standards. Complimentary gift-wrapping is
offered and gift certificates are available.
With many items being one-of-a-kind,
layaway is also an option. With a more
traditional approach to doing business
combined with contemporary and innovative
product lines, Catherine’s offers the best of
both worlds.  

David and Catherine Webster opened
their first Catherine’s Cache in 2003 in rural
Pennsylvania. The vision was to introduce
high fashion and accessories from
metropolitan areas to a town that did not
have access to them. Catherine grew up in a
small town; after years of living on the West

Coast and studying abroad, she knew that all
women were looking for something different,
something special. Their quest for fashion and
accessories took them to shows in New York
City; from there, they were able to introduce
fashions from the runways of Montreal, up-
and-coming designers of New York and artists
from around the world.  

Catherine’s career has been in the
making for more than 26 years: She has
achieved national recognition for her
successful business practices and sales
achievements, produced a training video, and
coordinated multiple fundraisers with fashion
shows. She has also done motivational
speaking and has been featured in print,
television and radio. Catherine’s Cache had
the unique opportunity to prepare several
Miss America pageant contestants for their
judge’s interviews, and Harry Howard, CEO
of How To Consultants, Inc. spoke of his
experience in seminars nationally: “The
experience made us feel warm, appreciated
and a member of the Catherine’s Cache
family. I was so impressed with the
impeccable customer service that I now
hig hlight Catherine’s Cache in my national
customer service seminars as Best-In-Class.”

Ultimately Catherine and her husband
David found their greatest satisfaction came
from the relationships that developed through

Catherine’s Cache their business and the intrinsic value of
making a difference in the community.
Catherine’s Cache has committed to
supporting Special Olympics of New Mexico
and Saint Martin’s Hospitality Center by
donating a portion of each sale from their
“Got All Your Marbles?” Interchangeable
Jewelry collection. (Hint: this line was the
one in the celebrity gift bags!)

Robert Graham Designs

Christine Alexander, Shoes from OneSole, Scarf and Purse by Mary Frances

Designer Clara Sun Woo, Littleearth Belt

Clara S Fashions, Jewerly from LaJolla Designs and “Got All Your Marbles?”

Type of Business
Retail Women’s Accessories & Clothing

Year Established
2014

Owner
Catherine & David Webster

Business Address
2047 South Plaza Street NW, Old Town 

Business Phone
505-243-0378

Business Email
cache@pennswoods.net

Website
In Production
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Now You,
Too, Can 
Be Cool
Like Me

BY TY BANNERMAN

W elcome to college, young
ones. Welcome to
Albuquerque, for some of

you. Welcome to New Mexico, for
others. Welcome, welcome,
welcome.

Go buy your books, and learn
how to find the library and all that
nonsense. Scope out your
roommate, and find your way to
the meal hall. Learn how the city
buses work. Your needs in those
areas will no doubt be adequately
met by student orientation.

But we here at the Weekly
Alibi are looking out for you in
another aspect. We want you to
be cool. We want you to be the
kind of people we want to hang
out with, and so we’ve taken it
upon ourselves to educate you in
how to become a part of the
Albuquerque that we love.

Over the next few pages, you’ll
find information on how to
become a hipster, like we are; on
how to find the live music and
poetry readings of your heart’s
desires, like we do; on how to tap
into Albuquerque’s underground
publishing scene and even how to
revel in the childlike joy of the
new breed of ice cream man. In
other words, we want you to join
us in our experience of this town
that we love so much. 

Don’t be one of those lame-os
who can’t wait to get out of this
place. Be one of us. Participate in
your city. And learn. a

The Hipster’s Creation Kit
Gooble gobble, one of us

BY TY BANNERMAN

T
he time has come. You’ve entered college
for the first time and you’re ready to stake
out your new identity. You will transform,

and gone will be the hopelessly un-hip nerd of
your high school days. But no frat or sorority
for you, my friend. When you shed your old
geeky identity, in its place shall stand a
plugged-in, with-it hep cat who only listens to
the coolest music that nobody’s ever heard of,
who rides the Albuquerque scene like an
undulating wave and who is honestly, seriously
thinking about buying a unicycle. 

We here at the Alibi get it because we’ve
been there. We want to help you become the
uber-hipster of your dreams, and that’s why
we’ve put together this survival guide of
everything you’re going to need to get you
started. Before you know it, you’ll be sneering
at the masses with the best of us. 

Vinyl records
Sure, you can download the entire Western
music canon onto your iPhone, but vinyl,
man. It’s just such a warmer medium with an
organic feel to it. Look at those spinning
grooves; feel the heft of an imprinted disc.
Plus, you’ve got to admit, the album-sized art is
way cooler to look at. And can you really
consider music yours if you don’t have to clean
the cat hair off of it every once in a while?
And hey, maybe someday you’ll even buy a
turntable and listen to the damn things.
NOB HILL MUSIC
nobhillmusic.com
3419 Central NE

MECCA MUSIC AND BOOKS
1404 Central SW

Mustache wax
As the male peacock must spread his
iridescent feathers to alert the world to his
resplendent presence, so too must the male
hipster maintain and shape a magnificent
man-stache. You will need a carbon steel
straight razor (no safety blades or, God forbid,
cartridges for you) and its accoutrements
(badger bristled brush and leather strop) to
groom it perfectly, and then a dab of mustache
wax to twizzle its ends into lady-killing horns.
All of this is available at Model Pharmacy. 

And the ladies need not feel left out.
Model also offers eyebrow pencils, so you can
perfect your Frida Kahlo look. 
MODEL PHARMACY
modelpharmacy.com
3636 Monte Vista NE

Vintage threads 
and ironic t-shirts
Not only is it a good way to keep your fashion
just the right kind of retro, but shopping at
vintage stores ensures that you’re not directly
supporting the sweatshop garment industry.
Plus, where else are you going to get a Captain
Bucky O’Hare t-shirt and a crushed velvet
dress for less than $20? 
OFF BROADWAY VINTAGE COSTUMES
offbroadwaycostumes.com
3110 Central SE

PINK RHINO
3880 Menaul NE

BUFFALO EXCHANGE
buffaloexchange.com
3005 Central NE

Used books
Let the technorati have their Kindles; a true
hipster knows the only way to read J.G.
Ballard is via a pocket-sized paperback nestled
in one’s corduroy jacket. Used bookstores are
getting harder to come by in the University
area, but there are still a few clinging to
survival. Bird Song specializes in sci-fi and
literature, Book Stop focuses on the
antiquarian, and the Book Case has ... well,
who knows, but it’s always fun to browse
through those teetering stacks. 
BIRD SONG USED BOOKS
birdsongusedbooks.com
526 Washington SE

BOOK STOP
526 Washington (next to Bird Song)

THE BOOK CASE 
113 Cornell SE

Local/organic foods
The world needs more locally minded
shoppers, and food is one of the best ways to
put your money where your mouth is. La
Montañita Co-op has been serving up organic,
all natural and locally sourced foods for nearly

40 years, and it’s just a quick moped ride from
campus. Also, make sure you check out the
many, many growers markets in town (see
downtowngrowers.com for more information). 
LA MONTAÑITA CO-OP
lamontanita.coop
3500 Central SE

Indie film
We know that you’ll still sneak off to see
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and that’s okay.
But you’re going to have to learn to sneer at
mainstream tastes, and part of that is
expanding your horizons into the world of
foreign and independent film. With just a
quick stroll down Central, you’ll find yourself
at the storied Guild Theater, Albuquerque’s
last remaining commercial art house cinema.
Who cares what’s playing? It’s bound to be
good, so pay your money at the door, stroll on
in and let the vérité sweep over you.
GUILD CINEMA
guildcinema.com
3405 Central NE

Ukulele
Behold the ukulele, the official stringed
instrument of hipsterdom. Some plucks and
some strumming and suddenly you’re
serenading with a Hawaiian lilt. Can it play a
ballad? Can it play folk? Can it play rock? Yes,
yes and yes! And there’s always tiptoeing
through the tulips. Marc’s Guitar Center, right
across the street from UNM, offers both the
instrument and lessons to get you started. 
MARC’S GUITAR CENTER
marcsguitarcenter.com
2324 Central SE

Unicycle
Sure, you could purchase a bicycle like any
normal human being would, but what about a
unicycle? It’s kind of like a bike, but way less
stable. And fast. And safe. But think how cool
you’ll look! That’s the word, right? Cool? And
lucky you, the Bike Coop, only a few blocks
from campus, offers several models for sale. So
there, mom. 
THE BIKE COOP
bikecoop.com
120 Yale SE a
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BY NORA HICKEY

A
nyone who claims that poetry is dead
clearly hasn’t been to Albuquerque. With
the luminous Sandias, the open skies, the

thick scent of roasting green chile, the Duke
City is a place of inspiration, and there are
plenty of places around town where you can
nurture your literary urges. From reading series
(some with beer!) to open mics, there is an
event for anyone interested in exploring their
wordy side. Sure, you may wonder why you
would seek out word-oriented events with
those 300 pages of homework weighing you
down, but those old dead white dudes can’t
offer you a Cerebral Peepshow, blush-worthy
rhymes and a chance at glory in front of the
mic. 

Here’s what this town has to offer word
fanatics.

I’ll Drink to That
After appearing on the scene a few years back,
I’ll Drink To That has emerged as one of the
most fun-loving and energetic performance
series, thanks to a sundry of entertainers and
beer serving locales. IDTT features poetry,
spoken word, comedy, music and more. Carlos
Contreras, the host extraordinaire, welcomes
performers from the area and the occasional
out of stater if they have the chops. With a
rotating group of artists, you never know who
you’ll find sipping an IPA up on stage.
SUNDAY, AUG. 24
4-7pm
Tractor Brewery Wells Park
1800 Fourth Street NW

Chatter Sunday
If you like your readings with a side of class,
Chatter Sunday is the place to go. Housed in
the striking Kosmos space, the series pairs
music and writing in a surprising and affecting
marriage 50 Sundays a year. The musicians are
masters of their craft, performing both classical
and contemporary pieces. The speakers are
most often poets, but also include fiction and
non fiction writers. If you are looking for a
meditative space to mentally reenergize before
the workweek begins, search no further. The
one-hour program of Chatter Sunday is the
place to find your muse and a well-poured
cappuccino. 
SUNDAYS
10:30am
The Kosmos 
1715 Fifth Street NW
$15 regular, $9 under 30 and students, $5 child
chatterabq.org

DimeStories
Three is the magic number at DimeStories,
where writers are timed at the mic as they
deliver their (short) prose pieces. Compression
results in tales of humor and heartache, true or
not. Anyone can read at the mic, as long as
they present fiction or non fiction for three
minutes. Hosts Jennifer Simpson and Merimee
Moffitt suggest aiming for 500 words if you are
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looking to lay down your own tale. They
welcome both readers and listeners every third
Thursday of the month.
EVERY THIRD THURSDAY
7-9pm
The Source
1111 Carlisle SE
Suggested donation: $3
dimestories.org

Poetry ’n Beer
Two of the world’s finest, and oldest, creations
come together for a night of brave, bizarre,
blistering poetry. Held on first Wednesdays,
Poetry ’n Beer features one or more marquee
poets with an open mic for everyone else at
the end. Although beer is encouraged for
synchronicity’s sake, you can order an array of
spirits from Blackbird Buvette, the micro club
that plays host to the literary gang. They also
serve tasty grub, if you can manage to eat with
your mouth hanging open during the
audacious performances. 
FIRST WEDNESDAY OF THE MONTH
7pm
Blackbird Buvette
509 Central NW

The Roost
A relative newcomer to the 505 readings
scene, The Roost began as a creative,
experimental music series. While it continues
to focus on delivering an innovative,
improvisational musical experience, the Roost
also gives stage time to members of the Local
Poets Guild. In addition, a Cerebral Peepshow
will provide an intimate glimpse of a poet’s
mind, if you dare (that could be a perilous
[and sticky] place). Hoping the brain tour and
music will inspire you to write, the Roost
welcomes audience members to compose their
own unique works. You never know what
wildness flute/tuba/electronics unions might
inspire. 
EVERY SUNDAY THROUGH SEPT. 14
7:30pm
Spirit Abuse
1103 Fourth Street NW
$5 minimum a
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The Literary Beat
The wordy side of Burque
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Zine Scene 101
How to find Albuquerque’s 

underground publishing scene

BY MIKE SMITH

Zines? What are zines?
Zines are self-published, low-budget
periodicals—usually written, designed,
photocopied and distributed in small batches
by a single individual or group. The word
“zine” is an abridgment of the word
“magazine,” and though they’ve been around
since the early days of literary sci-fi fandom,
they really entered counterculture with the
advent of the late-’70s punk scene. 
Usually black-and-white, staple-bound and

the size of an 8 by 11 piece of paper folded in
half, zines are often about music, politics or
culture. They are a genuine voice from the
underground. Zines are culture you either have
to consciously seek out ... or be found by.

Unique to Albuquerque
There are many worthwhile nationally
distributed zines, some of them with
circulations approaching those of mainstream
magazines—but to me, the major appeal of
zines is how hyperlocal they are. My favorites
are about the people I love, the city I love and
the bands I just saw play last week. Local zine
wig wam bam has been reviewing local house
and small-venue shows since the late ’90s. Last
Night at the Casino gives us one man’s
experience of working at a casino in
Albuquerque. ABQ Lost, when it comes out,
gives us insights into the minds of the city’s
fringe. But zines come and go, and the zine
scene here changes regularly. The zines, the
zine writers, the places to find zines—they are
always in flux. Sometimes zines are
everywhere; sometimes they’re pretty scarce.
Once, to satisfy my own curiosity, I tried to

track down a copy of every zine in the city—
and though I quickly realized that goal may be
impossible, I did manage to find copies of
about 30 different publications. I read them all
and put together a zine about them. There was
Doomsayer’s Digest, an unreadable mystical
zine which literally had portions written in
blood (gross); 8 850 Sport,which was made out
of license plates and existed only as a single
copy; and DRUGS, which, despite the title,
was actually all about Jesus. I also remember
one that included a CD-ROM of an amateur
inventor’s blueprints for clean energy and
space travel, and another that was just one
racist weirdo’s fantasies about how he would
sleep with a Vietnamese waitress if only he was
black. But that’s the thing with zines: They are
as direct a conduit as you can get into a
person’s mind, for good or for bad. They reflect
people and times and places, and there’s a
beauty in the fact that anyone can make one. 

For you. And me. 
The Albuquerque zine scene is perfect for
anyone who craves community but is maybe a
little bit of an agoraphobe. You can still be

involved with people, trading zines and
attending occasional readings, while still
working on your own. The zine scene here
even has its own annual festival and its own
zine library thanks to local zine legend Marya
Errin Jones, who founded both.
Andy Lyman, the local zinester behind

Bands!, which reviews fake bands and
hilariously lampoons music journalism,
attributes much of the scene’s strength to
Jones. “I mean that’s it,” he says. “Zines are
inherently local and idiosyncratic, but not
every town is fortunate enough to have a
dedicated maniac to put on a zine fest for
them all by her damn self three years in a
row.”
Liza Bley, who writes the sex-positive zine

Not Your Mother’s Meatloaf, says, “The
Albuquerque zine scene is extremely active.
When I moved to Albuquerque four years ago,
I signed up for a zine reading at Cellar Door
(RIP) and was instantly accepted and
welcomed. The scene has only increased in
size and momentum. We’re gearing up for
ABQ Zine Fest 4 at The Kosmos on Oct. 4. It
takes a messy balance of energy, but
Albuquerque zinesters manage to support each
other ...”
Billy McCall, who writes Proof I Exist and

many other zines, says, “Albuquerque is the
‘Land of Mañana.’ There is a slowness out here
that I initially interpreted as laziness, but have
now come to recognize as patience. That
might mean they drive a bit slower or take
until tomorrow to finish a project, but it also
means they respect things that take time to
create. A lot of people in this town would
rather go to the record store than download an
mp3. And a lot of people would rather read a
zine than check for blog updates. Albuquerque
keeps it old school.”

Hunting the scene
The surest way to find zines in Albuquerque is
to write a zine yourself. Find something you
want to write about—it can be anything:
kombucha, ’80s movies or protesting APD
violence—and then write it. And then the
scene will find you. It’s a bit like magic. Or go
to the ABQ Zine Library, located inside The
Tannex at 1415 Fourth Street SW. Or to the
4th annual ABQ Zine Fest, happening this
Oct. 4 at The Kosmos, 1715 Fifth Street NW.
Or check the stacks of fliers and miscellany
near the door of almost any hip coffee shop,
comic shop, record store, music venue or
bookstore.
There’s a quote I found somewhere from a

national zinester by the name of Larrybob that
I think captures this well. He said, “The
medium is the message. ... The message of a
zine is ‘Do your own zine.’ The message of a
glossy magazine is, ‘Buy this magazine and
don’t think for yourself.’”
Zines are for everyone, and that means

zines are for Albuquerque. And that means
zines are for you. a
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BY AUGUST MARCH

I
n a mid-sized American urban setting like
Albuquerque, there is bound to be a
plethora of live music choices available. The

question is not so much one of quantity as it is
of quality. What’s hip and what isn’t? Where’s
the best place to check out the scene, make a
cosmic connection or just drift along to the
music? Luckily Weekly Alibi has you covered.
Here is a starter list of where to go when live
music is the only answer.

Burt’s Tiki Lounge
Burque may never get its own Trader Vic’s, but
that’s just fine because we have Burt’s Tiki
Lounge. Located at 313 Gold SW, Burt’s lies
in the midst of our burg’s hustle and bustle.
The place has a celebratory atmosphere that
contributes to its rep for bringing ascendant
acts to the fore. In another lifetime, Burt’s was
known as the Fabulous Dingo Bar, a storied
watering hole that drew big names and choice
concerts. It’s great to see the decades-long
follow-through of that glory alive at Burt’s.
The Polynesian artifact theme works better
than those DIY handprints and footprints
anyway.

Dirty Bourbon Dance Hall &
Saloon
For those who prefer country and Western to
rock and roll, getting your two-step on at the
Dirty Bourbon Dance Hall & Saloon (9800
Montgomery NE) comes highly recommended.
A high desert honky-tonk housed in a vast
strip mall, Dirty Bourbon provides an
evocative counterpoint to Burque’s rock
venues. The dance hall’s calendar is rich and
ripe with competent, danceable country acts.
They’ve also been known to host country
heavyweights like Leon Russell and world
music in the vein of Tuareg blues or South
African sound via Zimbabwe. The setting’s
super decent too, with for-real Western
heritage stuff and even a mechanical bull. And
it beats the hell outta watching “Hee Haw”
reruns on RFD-TV.

Keller Hall
When properly applied, chamber music and its
derivatives (read: non-orchestral, generally
acoustic, art music) can be mesmerizing. So it’s
a damn fine thing that this city is graced with
a world-class music school at its flagship
university. Keller Hall at UNM’s Center for
the Arts does much in the way of substantively
supporting this sometimes-overlooked genre.
A faculty performance series, guest artists,
student recitals and the lofty annual
composers’ symposium place Keller Hall in the
ranks of essential Burque concert venues. The
huge Holtkamp pipe organ housed therein
adds serious musical mystique too.

Launchpad
As Burque’s official rock show destination,
Launchpad, housed at 618 Central SW, offers
loud and totally jammed-out music in a mildly
spaceship-themed, American, urban setting.
The Launchpad’s history of epic shows spans
nearly 20 years. It continues its reign as a local
emperor of clubs by constantly tuning into the
futuristic computers that accurately predict
what folks want to hear at high volume. This,
combined with the preternaturally acute
musical acumen of the Launchpad admin
team, has resulted in a scene-centered venue
as authentic as it is sustainable. Plus, it has a
groovy upstairs that’s a perfect oasis should the
night overwhelm.

Route 66 Casino Legends
Theater
In case you haven’t noticed, there’s a huge
collection of buildings just past the western
edge of town in the shallow river valley that
separates us from the open desert. The folks at
Laguna Pueblo built a casino and hotel out
there. They threw a marvelous new
amphitheater into the mix too. It’s called
Legends Theater (14500 Central SW), and
it’s on this list because the quality of artists it
brought to town was particularly mindblowing
this summer. The design and consequent
acoustics of this concert hall are top-notch,
and going to a show there is a grand excuse to
drive out into the beautiful windblown world
west of our little town on the river.

Sister
Before it was Sister, the space designated as
407 Central NW was the Downtown version
of Ned’s. The building was a lot of other
things before that too. For instance, I think I
went to a rave there in the ’90s back when it
was called Ritual. Anyway, the food at Ned’s
was double-plus good and the long wooden bar
a wonder to viddy, but something was missing.
When Sister came to be, the deep dimensions
and moody vastness of the joint—combined
with the fresh take on curatorial vision by its
owners—made for a practically perfect rock
venue. Seeing a show at Sister is like a visit to
Castle Rockenstein. And it’s performer
friendly, too, with a well-appointed green
room y todo.

Spirit Abuse
Described in the postmodern, postcolonial
patois of its founders, the art collective
Postcommodity, Spirit Abuse is a “Project
Space.” That means it’s the local venue where
one is most likely to experience cutting-edge
work by up-and-coming members of the
avant-garde—indigenous, local, regional and
international. With an emphasis on
challenging, difficult and pure PoMo
seamlessly laced with global, societal concerns,

Introduction to 
Venues, ABQ 505
A primer on concert geography

Venues  continues on page 29 
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follow the bells
The ice cream man returns

BY ERIC CASTILLO

T
here’s something about going back to
school—whether you’re a freshman in
college or finally going back to finish

your degree—that makes you feel a bit like a
kid again. You’re meeting new classmates,
finding your way around campus and getting
to know your professors. It’s similar to the
kind of experience you’ve had every year
around this time since grade school.

But at least back then, you had it a little
easier. Your biggest concerns were over
picking a cool backpack and finding friends
during recess, rather than what the recession
means for your job search once you graduate.

I hate to break it to you, but this is
adulthood. You’ve traded in P.E. for a gym
membership and Saturday morning cartoons
for Netflix binges.

Wouldn’t it be nice to reclaim a piece of
your childhood? Every kid remembers the
excitement they felt when they heard the
siren call of the ice cream man slowly rolling
up the street. You ran to plead with mom or
dad for some money to go buy an ice cream
shaped like Tweety Bird or a ninja turtle. And
there was the inevitable letdown when you
unwrapped it to reveal a disfigured blob with
gumball eyes. But you didn’t care. Cause you
were a kid. Relive some of those carefree
moments with a trip to some of these food
trucks, which I like to think of as modern day
ice cream men, providing you cold treats with
an extra scoop of nostalgia.

JP’s Custard Cart
A staple in the Midwest but a rarity in New
Mexico, frozen custard differs from ice cream
in a couple of ways. There’s a touch of egg
yolk added for richness and as a natural
emulsifier; more importantly, frozen custard
contains less air than ice cream, making for a
denser and creamier frozen treat. If you want

to taste the difference for yourself, pay a visit
to JP’s Custard Cart. You can usually catch
them parked at Fourth and Osuna on the
weekends. The beauty of their cart is in its
ability to serve up quality frozen custard made
right on the spot. Keep your eyes out (or
check Facebook) to see where else they
might be and to see if the Scoop Bus is out
and about. The Scoop Bus, a retrofitted
custard-serving school bus, will immediately
impart that ice cream man nostalgia you’re
looking for while delivering a far superior
product than the prepackaged ice cream
sandwiches scraped off the bottom of the
freezer. For your first venture into custard,
you can start with familiar pleasures like
chocolate or vanilla. I personally prefer more
interesting and complex flavors like their sea
salt cookie fudge. The flavors may change
each day, but you’ll always get the satisfyingly
creamy feel of ice cream indulgence. It’s
definitely a superior product compared to the
prepackaged stuff the ice cream man is still
selling to neighborhood kids.

Pop Fizz
If you grew up or live in an area like mine,
you’re used to a different kind of ice cream
truck. In my South Valley neighborhood, you
might come across the traditional Blue Bell
truck every so often, but you’re more likely to
see a man, hunched over, ringing a bell while
pushing along a small cart filled with a whole
variety of frozen paletas. Paletas, which
simply means popsicle in Spanish, are a
whole cut above the ones you had to break in
two over your knee or the ones that you
ripped open with your teeth and would cut at
the edges of your mouth as you ate it. The
flavors of authentic paletas blow those out of
the water. Especially the ones available from
Pop Fizz. There is a store in the South Valley
(844 Bridge SW), but Pop Fizz also goes
mobile with its own classy paleta cart. More
recently, you can find Pop Fizz rolling the

feature | back to school
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streets in a bona fide pink
and white ice cream truck.
The bright colors are hard
to miss at growers’ markets
and other community
events.
What sets Pop Fizz apart

from other paleterias is its
commitment to using all-
natural and organic
ingredients in their
popsicles. Simple flavors like
strawberry and watermelon
taste even better knowing
there is actual strawberry
and watermelon going into
the mix.
You can also venture out and try unique

options like Jamaica raspberry or pineapple
habañero. I’m a big fan of the creamy
offerings, and coconut is my personal
favorite. It’s just sweet enough with bits of
coconut flakes suspended in the milky
mixture.
And did I mention the ice cream tacos?

Talk about a blast from the past. These are
just like those choco tacos from your youth,
only abundantly superior in taste and quality.
They’re big enough to share, but you probably
won’t.

Squeezed Juice Bar
As nice as it is to relive parts of your
childhood, it’s important to remember that,
as you get older, you’re responsible for taking
care of yourself. And that means making sure
you eat your fruits and veggies. I hate doing
it, but Squeezed Juice Bar (which has a
storefront at 7900 San Pedro NE as well as a
truck) makes it a whole lot easier. And at its
juice cart, getting a serving of fruits and
vegetables can feel a little like a trip to the
ice cream man, only instead of eating

something that will give you a short-lived
sugar high, you can get something healthy
that’ll provide a little more sustenance. It
might even help you power through that
stack of homework from the first week of
school.
If you’re worried about gaining the

“freshmen 15,” try the So Berry Slim. The
smoothie comes with an added weight loss
booster, and the mix of raspberries,
blueberries and strawberries is delicious.
Squeezed is also your source for shots of
wheatgrass or ginger. Both are said to have a
plethora of health benefits. For how they
taste, they’d better. Even if sucking down
shots of liquid that taste like the lawn doesn’t
appeal to you, there are still enough smoothie
and juice options to suit your liking.
So once you’ve worked through the

hassles of going back to school and you need
a reward for surviving the first week, treat
yourself with a trip to the modern day ice
cream man. You’ve earned it. a

jpscustardcart.com; pop-fizz.net;
squeezedjuices.com

Spirit Abuse represents the future of our
town’s performance spaces. In fact, Spirit
Abuse may actually be a portal into an
alternate earth modeled after Borges or Beuys;
you’ll just have to experience it for yourself.
Spirit Abuse is north of Downtown proper on
the corner of Fourth Street and Mountain.

Sunshine Theater
Back in the day, Sunshine Theater packed the
house with the latest in Latin American
cinema. After a long decline and subsequently
marvelous upgrade, the Sunshine Theater was
reborn as a state-of-the-art concert venue.
Noted for its year-round calendar featuring
nationally celebrated acts of every stripe in the
rocanrol zoo, the Sunshine has hosted
everyone from Black Label Society to They
Might Be Giants to Ministry to Del the Funky
Homosapien. Though the bar sometimes gets
crowded, the balcony is always bitching. The
Sunshine resides at 120 Central SW, at the
east entrance to Downtown.

The Tannex
At The Tannex, what began as a veritable
fortress of zine culture has flowed out wide and

been modified to become one of this town’s
most active scene-manifestation areas. The
Tannex seems to be getting all the dangerously
cool, touring indie-type bands lately. They’re
also actively involved in producing literary
events, the preservation and conservation of
zine scene materials, phantasmagorical
installations and just about anything else you
can think of that rhymes with creation. This
burgeoning cultural resource awaits your
participation south of Downtown at 1417
Fourth Street SW in Barelas.

Tortuga
Tortuga is on the corner of Pacific and Edith,
placing it in Barelas or EDo, depending on
one’s perspective. Regardless of neighborhood
affiliation, Tortuga is geographically accessible
and artistically inclusive. Besides producing
exhibitions by vital new visual artists, Tortuga
has evolved into a wondrous alternative space
for readings, performances and concerts.
Additionally it’s housed in a 125-year-old
building that has been restored but retains an
old school Burque ambiance. Comfortable,
spacious and hep, Tortuga, at 901 Edith SE, is a
fantastic site at which to experience the work
of artists, musicians and poets from a variety of
genres and discourse communities. a

Venues continued from page 26

JP’s Custard Cart
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REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Home sick home
Director Susan Abod will make an appearance at
Guild Cinema this Saturday, Aug. 16, to introduce
her new filmHomesick. It’s a documentary profiling
people suffering from the controversial chronic
medical condition known as Multiple Chemical
Sensitivity. These folks believe (although the
American Medical Association and the World
Health Organization do not) that common
household products like paint, carpeting, new
building materials, fabrics, plastics and more make
them deathly ill. The longer they stay in their
houses, the sicker they get. Traveling around the
Southwestern United States making this film, Abod
met people from all walks of life trying to find living
quarters that won’t kill them. Abod will stick around
after the 1pm screening to participate in a Q&A. All
seats are $5. Guild Cinema is located at 3405
Central NE. For more info go to homesick-
video.com.

Dog days of cinema
On Saturday, Aug. 16, the Open Space Visitor
Center (6500 Coors NW) will host a free family
matinee of the 2008 Disney toon Bolt. In it John
Travolta voices the popular canine star of a fictional
sci-fi/action movie series who believes his powers
are real and embarks on a cross-country trek to
save his costar. The film starts at 1:30pm and will be
shown in the Visitor Center’s media room.

Chase seen
New, Albuquerque-based company Under the Wire
Productions has released its first short film, “The
Courier,” starring Reno Wilson (from CBS’ “Mike and
Molly”) and New Mexico’s Catharine Pilafas. The
effects-heavy sci-fi short tells the story of a
futuristic courier who unwittingly agrees to
transport the antidote for a worldwide pandemic.
The 20-minute chase scene was shot here in
Albuquerque and edited in Seattle by director
Courtney Jones. “The Courier” is the first of two
short films produced by Christina Alexander, Matt
Berlin and Nick Ward. The second is currently in
post-production. Under the Wire intends to use
these shorts to establish an independent
production company here in Albuquerque. You can
check out “The Courier” for yourself at
thecouriermovie.net.

Big 10
Friends of Film, Video and Arts is celebrating its
10th anniversary with a potluck party. Over 140
film and video projects have been created by
FoFVA members since 2004. Come meet, mingle
and network with film industry folks and
homegrown artists. There will even be a sneak
preview screening of the new comedic web series
“Where’s Norma Now?” The event takes place on
Saturday, Aug. 16, from 6 to 9pm at the Aux Dog
Theatre (3011 Monte Vista NE). Admission is free
for FoFVA members. If you aren’t a member, a $5
donation or a potluck dish to share gets you in the
door. For more info, go to filmvideoarts.org.

Hear this
There will be a staged script reading of the
upcoming film Season of Starlings on Thursday,
Aug. 14, at the historic Engine House Theatre in
Madrid. The reading stars local celebrities Gary
Farmer, Jenny Gabrielle, Lenore Armijo and Madrid
Melodrama actor Clint Anderson. The reading will
be presented with sound effects, lighting,
movement and “image scenography to suggest the
locations.” The film is inspired by a true story of
Madrid, N.M., and interwoven with the myth of La
Llorona. The script by Betsy Burke won two
screenwriting awards and is expected to go into
production soon. A $5-$10 donation gets you in
the door. Music starts at 6pm. The reading gets
underway at 7pm. The Mine Shaft Tavern and
Engine House Theatre are located at 2846
Highway 14. For more info visit
seasonofstarlings.com. a

Magic in the Moonlight
Opens Friday 8/15

Written and directed by Woody Allen

Starring Colin Firth, Emma Stone, Jacki Weaver

Rated PG-13

FILM | revIew

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T he key to watching a new Woody Allen film
is figuring out which Woody you’re in for.
There’s the fairly serious, film-literate Woody

(he of Manhattan, Shadows and Fog and Match
Point fame) and the frivolous, farce-loving
Woody. (That’s the guy who gave us Sleeper, Zelig
and The Curse of the Jade Scorpion.) After the
fulfilling, full-course dramedy that was 2013’s
Academy Award-winning Blue Jasmine comes the
cappuccino foam-light romcom Magic in the
Moonlight.

The film finds Woody back on vacation in
Europe (as he has been, more or less, since 2005).
It’s the 1920s, and magician/professional
debunker Stanley Crawford (Colin Firth) has
been brought in by his friend and colleague
Howard Burkan (Simon McBurney from The Last
King of Scotland) to “consult” on a particularly
thorny case. Howard has been trying to unmask a
young clairvoyant acting as a trance medium and
channeling dead relatives for wealthy families
throughout Europe. But he just can’t figure out
her gimmick. Stanley is the perfect fellow to suss
out her tricks. He’s one of the world’s most
renowned illusionists, but since he performs
under the exotic stage persona of Chinese
magician “Wei Ling Soo” (a common practice of
the day), no one actually knows what he looks
like. All he has to do is go undercover, hang out
in the South of France and expose this spiritual
con woman for the money-grubbing fraud she is.

Our hero is thrown for a loop, however, when
he encounters his prey, a charming, wide-eyed
American girl named Sophie (charming, wide-
eyed American actress Emma Stone). Her ability
to dig up people’s long-buried family secrets is
uncanny. And her spiritual insights don’t seem to
mirror any of the standard tricks that phony
spiritualists employ. It couldn’t be that she’s the
real thing, could it? ... Could it?

Magic in the Moonlight seems to know its
history. Allen clearly did a fair amount of
research on the subject of magic and spiritualism
in the early 20th century. Colin Firth’s character
is a thinly veiled version of Harry Houdini, a
skeptic who spent a lot of his spare time
debunking claims of the paranormal. The
costumes and setting are equally accurate,
imparting the same lush sense of time and place
that Allen’s 2011 Jazz Age romp Midnight in Paris
did.

That uptight disbeliever Stanley will
eventually fall head over heels in love with naive
ghost whisperer Sophie is never really at issue. It’s
just a question of when our protagonist will

finally suspend his rigidly empirical disbelief in
both the supernatural and the romantic. Firth, as
we all know, can do this sort of stiff-upper-lip
romanticism stuff in his sleep. Stone, meanwhile,
makes a move to take over as Allen’s muse du
jour. She’s enchanting, utterly guileless and fits
effortlessly into the 1920’s silent-film gamine
mold Allen has laid out for her. In addition,
Allen seasons his cast with enough colorful
background players to make things interesting
along the way. We have, for example, Hamish
Linklater (“The New Adventures of Old
Christine”) as Brice, a sappy millionaire-in-
waiting who composes love songs to Sophie on
his trendy ukulele. Jacki Weaver (Animal
Kingdom, Silver Linings Playbook) is quite welcome
as the rich, gullible widow desperate for a
connection to the afterlife. And Eileen Atkins
(Robin Hood, “Doc Martin”) drops by as Stanley’s
sensible aunt who takes a shine to young Sophie
(and who wouldn’t?).

The stakes are very low here, and the film
never amounts to more than a sweet, amusing
trifle. But that hardly counts as criticism, so long
as you realize what you’re in for. By turns breezy,
funny and romantic, Magic in the Moonlight is
lovely to look at and perfectly pleasant to sit
through. Emma Stone in a flapper dress, Colin
Firth in a tuxedo, a gorgeous seaside mansion on
the Cote d’Azur: What’s not to like? It’s doubtful
you’ll be able to recall the details of this little side
trip six months or even six weeks from now. But
it’s magical while it lasts. a

Magic in the Moonlight
Woody Allen’s 44th film casts a charming spell

Emma Stone sees dead people.
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How is operating your own business
different than you expected?

It is a lot more hours than I thought. 

What significant changes have you
implemented recently?

We have been remodeling the restaurant as
well as updating our menu to appeal to a broader
base of customers while still maintaining our
loyal customers. 

What successes in the past year are
you most proud of accomplishing?

My first grandchild Max Robert Wilson. 

What do you offer that the
competition doesn’t?

There are a lot of great restaurants out
there, and we feel as though we are one of them. 

How do you maintain your competitive
edge?

I maintain my competitive edge by being
involved in restaurant operations daily. 

What do you think is the biggest
obstacle in operating a successful
business?

One of our biggest obstacles in operating a
successful business is government regulations
with respect to local businesses. 

What was your best business decision?
There were a few of them; I’ve been here

for 38 years!

What is your company’s greatest
challenge?

Our greatest challenge is surviving in a
highly competitive market. 

How has the Internet affected your
business, and how do you think it
might affect your business in the
future?

The internet is a great advertising tool and
opens the door to future growth.

If you had to choose another career or
start another business, what would it
be?

The medical field has always fascinated me. 

What words of wisdom would you
offer to someone starting their own
business?

Have good backing, and prepare to work
hard. 

If you had a chance to live anyone
else’s life, whose life would it be?

If I had a chance to live anybody else’s life,
I would like to be Bobby Orr. And when I’m
tired of living that life, I would switch to Jimmy
Page. 

What do you look for in prospective
employees?

I always look for a strong work ethic in all
prospective employees. 

What inspires you?
Smart, successful people

What was your first job?
My first job was a dishwasher at my father’s

restaurant, The Pewter Pot, in Massachusetts. 

How did you get started in this
business?

I got started at Mannies during college. I
needed a job and found a good fit at the
restaurant.

Why did you choose this business?
I chose this business because my girlfriend’s

(now wife) brother-in-law owned the restaurant. 

What is your business philosophy?
My business philosophy has always been:

Work hard, and give an excellent product.

What is your educational background?
I attended UNM as an undergraduate

biology major. 

What is your or your company’s
greatest asset?

Our employees and customers are our
greatest asset. 

What are your strongest business
traits?

I believe my strongest business trait is my
work ethic. 

What motivates you to succeed
besides the desire to make money?

My family is my constant reminder to
succeed. 

Mannies Restaurant

Year Established
1965

Owners
Joe and Angela Koury

Hometown
Boston Albuquerque

Business Phone
505-265-1669

Business Email
manniesabq@gmail.com

Website
www.manniesnobhill.com
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A few years ago, director Steven
Soderbergh announced he was thinking
about retiring from the film biz. He’s

been fairly busy since then, and if his
involvement in the new Cinemax series “The
Knick” is any indication, it’s going to be a
pretty active retirement.
“The Knick” is a visonary 10-part limited

series starring Clive Owen (Children of Men,
Sin City, “Hemingway & Gellhorn”). Owen
plays Dr. John W. Thackery, a surgeon at New
York’s Knickerbocker Hospital, circa 1900.
Thackery is a raging egotist with a well-
developed god complex and an unquenchable
addiction to opiates. He is also, as is often the
case in TV, a phenomenally gifted doctor and
a groundbreaking pioneer in surgical
technique. 
The show is written and created by Jack

Amiel & Michael Begler. Amiel and Begler’s
resume (screenplays for The Prince and Me,
Raising Helen and The Shaggy Dog) doesn’t offer
any indication they had this sort of ambitious
historical drama in them. “The Knick” is dark,
nervy and occasionally quite gory in a way
that, well, the Tim Allen remake of The Shaggy
Dog just wasn’t. Heavy credit, perhaps, goes to
Soderbergh and his guiding hand. He’s
definitely working the indie side of his brain
(Sex, Lies, and Videotape; Kafka; Full Frontal;
Bubble) as opposed to the Hollywood side
(Ocean’s Eleven, Erin Brockovich, Contagion,
Magic Mike). Honestly the setup isn’t anything
we haven’t seen before. It’s basically “House”
but with horse-drawn carriages. But Owen’s
imposing presence and Soderbergh’s stylistic
twitches add up to some compelling television.
As the show kicks off, Dr. Thackery

(partially based on the real historical figure of

William Stewart Halsted) is appointed the
new leader of the hospital’s surgery staff. He
only gets the job because his mentor, Dr.
Christenson (Matt Frewer doubling up on the
doctor roles after “Orphan Black”), has just
committed suicide. (Well, it was nice seeing
you again, Matt.) The dawn of the 20th
century is a hell of a time to run a hospital. In
addition to battling his drug addiction and
revolutionizing the practice of medicine,
Thackery is forced to cope with the
introduction of electricity to New York City
and the racial integration of the hospital staff. 
Stylish camera work and some

anachronistic ambient/electronic music give
the show an almost surreal tone. Doctors and
nurses in starched smocks drifting through
white-tiled corridors make for some hypnotic
imagery. “The Knick” doesn’t shy away from
the gore either, giving the entire thing a
distinct bleach-white-and-blood-red palette.
This series employs a lot of practical special
effects, resulting in a lot more intestines
than you see in most medical shows. And
given the still-primitive nature of the
medicine being practiced, the patient
survival rate is a lot lower than your average
episode of “Grey’s Anatomy.” Feel-good
period drama, this ain’t.
“The Knick” has got the look and feel of

old New York down pat—from the coal
smoke in the air to the dead horses in the
street. Shockingly, the entire thing is shot in
Brooklyn with minimal assist from the CGI
department. It’s an immersive trip back in
time that is neither quaint nor dull. So if the
idea of crossing “Boardwalk Empire” with
“ER” sounds like a good idea to you, scrub up
and join in. a

“The Knick” airs Fridays at 8pm on Cinemax.

TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX
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Medical History
“The Knick” on Cinemax

FRIDAY 15
How to Build a Better Boy (Disney 9pm)

Hey, two nerdy boys got to build the
perfect female in 1985’s Weird
Science. It’s only fair that two nerdy
girls should get to build the perfect
male in this made-for-TV sci-
fi/fantasy.

SATURDAY 16
“Doctor Who: The Ultimate Companion”

(BBC America 7pm) You can tell
when a new season of “Doctor Who” is
finally approaching: BBC opens the
floodgates on a string of behind-the-
scenes retrospectives. Why, here’s one
now.

SUNDAY 17
“T.D. Jakes 35th Anniversary” (BET

8pm) Televangelist T.D. Jakes
celebrates the 35th anniversary of his
megachurch ministry with the help of
celebrity guests Oprah Winfrey, Tyler
Perry and Chaka Khan. I guess Oprah
is big on Oneness Pentecostalism, the
nontrinitarian theological doctrine of
the singular Godhead.

MONDAY 18
“Doctor Who: The Ultimate Time Lord”

(BBC America 8pm) August 23. You
have to wait until August 23 to see
the new season with Peter Capaldi. In
the meantime, here’s some more

“best of” clips. 
“Carnival Eats” (Cooking 8:30pm)

Because the title “Stomach Cramps
on the Ferris Wheel” was a bit T.M.I. 

TUESDAY 19
“Wizard Wars” (Syfy 8pm) Magicians

Penn & Teller—who already have a
reality competition show in The
CW’s “Fool Us”—add to the resume.
Here, teams of magicians must
work to create jaw-dropping
illusions from random objects. P&T
judge the winner. 

“Young Doctor’s Notebook” (Ovation
8pm) This unusual series—based
on a collection of short stories by
Russian playwright Mikhail
Bulgakov—manages to be both witty
and grim. Jon Hamm and Daniel
Radcliffe play the older and younger
incarnations of a drug-addicted
doctor stuck in rural Russia at the
start of the revolution.

WEDNESDAY 20
“Epic Ink” (A&E 8:30pm) Tattoo

parlors are like tumbleweeds: They
pop up in previously abandoned
strip malls, slowly filling up our city
by the dozens. Apparently on TV
they’re no different. Empty time
slots are slowly filling up with reality
shows about tattoo artists. Case in
point: “Epic Ink.” a

THURSDAY 14
“Society X With Laura Ling” (E! 9pm)

The TV of today has done a perfect
job of substituting for the politically
incorrect circus sideshow of
yesteryear. It allows us to gawk at
people who are quite unlike us—a
difference for which we are
profoundly grateful. Instead of little
people, pickled punks and
microcephalics, we’re now gawking
at rich kids, rednecks and the Amish.
... Oh, and little people, still. This
“news” show, for example, introduces
us to individuals on the fringes of
culture. In tonight’s premiere, for
example, we get to explore the world
of people who undergo plastic
surgery to become “living dolls.”
Gawk away.

“Sharkageddon” (Discovery 8pm)
Used to be you could easily tell the
difference between Discovery
Channel’s education-based Shark
Week programming and the
exploitative rip-offs Syfy uses to
chum the waters. Those days are
gone.
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room with a pharmacist on hand for quality
control. We have 77 flavors, all available for
sampling at our sampling station (without
nicotine). We encourage our customers to
sample before they buy to ensure satisfaction.
And our cartridges can be refilled instead of
thrown away and wasted. Once you choose a
flavor, you can choose whether to add nicotine,
and if so, how much. We add our nicotine
mechanically instead of via syringe by hand. It is
computer-controlled and calibrated, so whatever
amount of nicotine you choose, you are
guaranteed consistency. We sell refillable tanks
to use with our custom juice. We are customer
service-focused and have a 14 day warranty on
all hardware purchases like batteries, tanks,
chargers, etc. We guarantee free replacement
within those 14 days with the original receipt,
no questions asked. We even offer free juice on
your birthday (I.D. required). Like us on
Facebook for an entry into a daily drawing for a
free 10ml juice—you can win multiple times!
We even have a referral program—if a friend
purchases anything in the store and mentions
that you sent them, you’ll get a free 10ml juice.
The number of referral rewards is unlimited.

What do we use in our vapor?
The vapor carriers that we use are a

combination of PG and VG—a mixture that
ensures the best flavor carry, throat hit, and
maximum vapor for an e-cig juice.

What is PG?
PG is propylene glycol. It is used to carry

the nicotine and flavor of the e-cig juice. It is
safe for inhalation and has been used for decades
as an excipient in inhalable medicines like
asthma inhalers and nebulizers. It is completely
safe and nontoxic for inhalation use.

What is VG?
VG is vegetable glycerin. VG produces

more vapor than PG, but doesn’t carry flavor as
well and produces less throat hit than PG. It’s
also thicker (more viscous) than PG, but as it
produces more vapor, the two are commonly
used together. VG is also completely safe for
inhalation and nontoxic. Uses All these base
liquids are used in medicinal preparations of one
sort or another, and are considered non-toxic.
All these base liquids are used in medicinal
preparations of one sort or another, and are
considered non-toxic. They are all used in foods,
skin creams and some (if not all) medical
inhalers, so any MSDS warnings can be
completely ignored. PG, for example is used as
the mist carrier in nebulizers for lung transplant
patients, so it’s essentially harmless to the
human body.

What do our customers think?
Most customers who convert from regular

cigarettes to E-Cigarettes report more restful
sleep, restored senses of taste and smell and
improved respiration. On our opening day, a

gentlemen came in to the shop, handed me his
pack of cigarettes and asked me to help him
quit. I set him up with a starter kit and e-juice.
The next week his wife stopped by in tears, she
was so thankful that in just one week her
husband was a different man!

Like us on Facebook at
(www.facebook.com/MonkeyVapesNM
) We’re open 10am—7pm, Monday
thru Saturday (closed Sunday). Come
visit us on the South side of Menaul
between San Mateo and San Pedro.

We are a locally-owned company
headquartered in Albuquerque with
additional locations in El Paso and
Farmington. 

Do you want to stop smoking?
Do you have loved ones you want to help

stop smoking? Do it for yourself and others!

Do you want an alternative to a
nicotine patch or gum?

How about an electronic cigarette?

Why switch to e-cigs?
Cigarettes contain 4,000 chemicals and 43

carcinogens in addition to the nicotine. The
“juice” in E-cigs doesn’t contain those chemicals
and carcinogens—only nicotine, if you choose
to include it, and a carrier fluid that produces
the vapor. This fluid is the same kind of carrier
that is used in asthma inhalers and nebulizers—
it’s safe and nontoxic. The amount of nicotine
you add can be varied based on personal
preference. The vapor contains no pollution,
and is virtually odor free.

Why should you buy our refillable
cartridges instead of pre-filled
cartridges?

Many pre-filled cartridges are manufactured
outside of the US, without quality assurance or
control. All of our juice is made in the US; it’s
certified organic, and manufactured in a clean

Electronic Cigarettes
Monkey Vapes

Year Established
2013

Owner
Jon Lomax

Business Address
5612 Menaul NE

Business Phone
(505) 884-4066

Website
www.MonkeyVapes.com
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BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY
OPENING THIS WEEK

Boyhood
Yes, filmmaker Richard Linklater (Slacker, Dazed and
Confused, Before Sunrise) spent 12 years—off and on—
shooting this coming-of-age tale. Instead of being gimmicky,
though, the film is comfortingly real and quietly
observational. We simply watch as young Mason (Ellar
Coltrane) grows from age 5 to age 18 and experiences all
that life throws at him. His parents (Patricia Arquette and
Ethan Hawke) are divorced, and he drifts from video games
to ogling lingerie catalogues to dealing with awful
stepparents to navigating high school. The free-flowing
narrative never tries to impose a “story” on the
proceedings—and yet it’s never dull. Instead, it’s a lesson in
regression for audiences as they recall all the funny, sad,
rough, joyous, confusing moments that make up pre-
adulthood. A wonderful, empathetic film. 165 minutes. R.
(Opens Friday 8/15 at Century 14 Downtown, High Ridge)

The Crow
A certified cult phenomenon before it even came out, this
gothic revenge tale from 1994 still holds up well. The late
Brandon Lee stars as a musician who rises from the grave to
hunt down his girlfriend’s killers. This haunting and action-
packed favorite is celebrating its 20th anniversary. 102
minutes. R. (Friday 8/15 at Guild Cinema)

Elvis: That’s the Way It Is
This 1970 shot-in-Las-Vegas concert special features white-
jumpsuited EP performing his greatest hits. Backstage
footage gives a brief glimpse into the man behind the
music. 97 minutes. PG. (Opens Sunday 8/17 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

The Expendables 3
Sylvester Stallone’s retirement home for old action stars
returns. The overcrowded cast list this time around includes
Jason Statham, Harrison Ford, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Mel
Gibson, Wesley Snipes, Dolph Lundgren, Randy Couture,
Terry Crews, Antonio Banderas, Ronda Rousey, Kellan Lutz,
Jet Li, Robert Davi and Kelsey Grammer. Mel is the bad guy.
Go figure. (Opens Friday 8/15 at Century Rio, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

The Giver
Lois Lowry’s much-loved teen lit sci-fi novel finally makes it
to the big screen. In a futuristic dystopia—seemingly without
war, pain, suffering, differences or choice—a young
man(Brenton Thwaites) is chosen to learn from an elderly
man (Jeff Bridges) the true pain and pleasure of the “real”
world. Note to all future dystopian leaders: Get rid of the
teenagers. If YA literature is any indication (Hunger Games,
Divergent, Matched, Delirium, Unwind, The Maze Runner),
two photogenic teenagers in love will invariably bring down
your society. 94 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Friday 8/15 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema)

Homesick
Susan Abod’s documentary travels the Southwest to
examine people who claim to suffer from Multiple Chemical
Sensitivity—an ailment that makes them allergic to the
modern world. Abod will be at the screening for a post-film
Q&A. 56 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday 8/16 at Guild
Cinema)

Let’s Be Cops
Damon Wayans Jr. and Jake Johnson (still hanging out off
the set of FOX’s “New Girl”) are a couple of struggling pals
who decide to dress up as cops for a costume party.
Mistaken for real police officers, and afforded respect for the
first time in their lives, the two decide to keep up the
charade. Unfortunately a collection of real-life mobsters and
dirty detectives put our dressed-up do-gooders in mortal
danger. Yes, it’s as silly as you’re thinking. 104 minutes. R.
(Opens Wednesday 8/13 at Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Century Rio)

Magic in the Moonlight
Reviewed this issue. 97 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Friday
8/15 at Century 14 Downtown, High Ridge)

Mood Indigo
Michel Gondry (Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, The
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Science of Sleep, The Green Hornet) writes and directs this
weirdly whimsical/strangely grim fantasy romance about a
wealthy, inventive bachelor (Romain Duris) who tries to find
a cure for his lover (Audrey Tautou) after she is diagnosed
with an unusual illness caused by a flower growing in her
lungs. It’s based on Boris Vian’s novel L’Écume des Jours. If
Pee-wee Herman were a French postwar surrealist, he might
make a movie like this. 94 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday
8/15 at Guild Cinema)

Resistance: Not All Germs Are Created
Equal
This medical-minded documentary looks at the history of
antibiotics and how their creation (and subsequent overuse)
led to a world filled with deadly, drug-resistant superbugs.
72 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 8/17 at Guild
Cinema)

We Are the Best!
Swedish auteur Lukas Moodysson (Show Me Love, Lilya 4-
Ever, Together) directs this spirited musical pic based on his
wife Coco’s semi-autobiographical comic book about
growing up in early-’80s Stockholm. The film concentrates
on a trio of working-class 13-year-old girls who decide to
form their own punk band (despite a lack of musical skill).
With naturalism and charm, the film captures that age when
everything was either life-changingly awesome or earth-
shatteringly tragic. A pitch-perfect ode to friendship, girl
power and loud music. Reviewed in v23 i25. 102 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Friday 8/15 at Guild Cinema)

Welcome to the Space Show
A group of schoolkids, spending their summer at a
woodland camp, rescue a cute, dog-like space alien. As a
reward, the alien offers to take them anywhere they like. So
begins a colorful journey to the moon and beyond. This
Japanese animated sci-fi film tries to combine the space-
spanning action of Star Wars with the all-ages appeal of a
Miyazaki film. 136 minutes. (Opens Tuesday 8/19 at Guild
Cinema)

What If
Daniel Radcliffe (Harry Potter himself) and Zoe Kazan (Ruby
Sparks) star in this contempo, indie variation on When Harry
Met Sally...Wallace (Radcliffe) is a romantically burned-out
twentysomething who befriends spunky (and spoken for)
animator Chantry (Kazan). But can men and women be
platonic pals? I think you already know the cinematic
answer. 102 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Friday 8/15 at Century
Rio, High Ridge)

STILL PLAYING
And So It Goes
A crotchety old realtor (Michael Douglas) enlists the help of
his neighbor (Diane Keaton) when he’s suddenly left in
charge of the young granddaughter he never knew existed. I
think you can see where this is going, heart-melting-wise
and romance-wise. 94 minutes. PG-13. (Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Begin Again
Keira Knightley and Mark Ruffalo star in this music industry
dramedy for writer-director John Carney (Once). Knightley
plays a young singer-songwriter who gets dumped by her
famous boyfriend (Adam Levine) and begins a promising
collaboration with a disgraced record company executive
(Ruffalo). 104 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Chef
Jon Favreau (now famous as the director of Iron Man)
returns to his indie film roots, writing, directing and starring
in this humble comedy about a famous chef who loses his
fancy restaurant job and starts over with a food truck. John
Leguizamo, Scarlett Johansson, Dustin Hoffman, Sofía
Vergara, Amy Sedaris and Robert Downey Jr. drop by to help
out their pal. 115 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Dawn of the Planet of the Apes
Rise of the Planet of the Apes (2011) was a not-half-bad
attempt to reboot a classic film series without really
rebooting it. The sci-fi actioner fits neatly in amongst the
’60s and ’70s Planet of the Apes films. Now things get a
little more ... ape-like, with Caesar and his army of
genetically modified apes threatening to wipe out the last
surviving band of humans. Bottom line: Apes with machine
guns riding horses=good times. Reviewed in v23 i29. 130

minutes. PG-13. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

Get On Up
Chadwick Boseman (42) stars in this musical biopic
chronicling musician James Brown’s rise from poverty to
stardom. The plot is your basic “Behind the Music” episode,
but Boseman is terrific. Dan Aykroyd, Viola Davis, Jill Scott,
Octavia Spencer and Craig Robinson fill out the cast list.
138 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium
16)

Guardians of the Galaxy
Marvel Comics’ superhero movies take off in a different
direction, heading into outer space for this buoyantly comic,
endlessly entertaining sci-fi romp. A band of misfits,
criminals and brash adventurers is conscripted into saving
the galaxy when a powerful alien warlord comes looking for
a weapon of cosmos-threatening proportions. Cult filmmaker
James Gunn (Tromeo and Juliet, Dawn of the Dead, Slither,
Super) writes and directs. Chris Pratt (“Parks and
Recreation”), Bradley Cooper (The Hangover), Zoe Saldana
(Star Trek) and Lee Pace (The Hobbit: An Unexpected
Journey) star. 121 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, High Ridge,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Hercules
Wrestlin’ thespian Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson stars as
legendary demigod Hercules, hired to protect the King of
Thrace and his daughter from a tyrannical warlord. Ian
McShane, John Hurt, Rufus Sewell, Peter Mullan and Joseph
Fiennes mill around in the background trying to look Greek.
Brett Ratner (Rush Hour, Rush Hour 2, Rush Hour 3) directs
this musclebound fantasy based on the comic book
Hercules: The Thracian Wars. The trailers are sort of false
advertising, but the film does a semi-commendable job of
bringing the mythical hero down to earth. 98 minutes. PG-
13. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Century Rio)

The Hundred-Foot Journey
After the untimely death of their matriarch, a brokenhearted
Indian clan wanders Europe looking for a place to open up
their family restaurant. They end up in an impossibly
picturesque French town where Papa (Om Puri) decides to
hang up his shingle across the street from a Michelin Star
restaurant. Gifted young chef Hassan (Manish Dayal) falls in
love with the rival sous chef (Charlotte Le Bon), while Papa
starts up a love/hate relationship with the fancy French
restaurant’s uptight owner (Helen Mirren). This is exactly
(exactly) the sort of semi-exotic foodie romance you would
expect from the director of Chocolat. Reviewed in v23 i32.
122 minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, High Ridge, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Into the Storm
We’ve had found-footage horror films (The Blair Witch
Project et al), found-footage monster movies (Cloverfield),
found-footage cop movies (End of Watch), found-footage
superhero films (Chronicle) and found-footage kids’ films
(Earth to Echo). So why not some found-footage disaster
porn? Into the Storm takes the basic plot of Twister, throws
in some handheld camera and adds a whole bunch more
CGI destruction. It comes to us from the director of Final
Destination 5 and the writer of Step Up All In. 89 minutes.
PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Jersey Boys
The hit “jukebox musical” featuring all the hits of Frankie Valli
and the Four Seasons makes the trip from Broadway to
Hollywood with Clint Eastwood (of all people) behind the
camera. Many of the Broadway stars (including Tony winner
John Lloyd Young) come along for the ride. It sounds like a
million bucks, but the standard rise-fall-rise story is basic
“Behind the Music” stuff. 134 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Lucy
French filmmaker Luc Besson (La Femme Nikita, Leon: The
Professional, The Fifth Element) gets back into the swing of
action filmmaking with this monumentally strange, and
epically silly sci-fi flick. Scarlett Johansson stars as a woman
tricked into becoming a mule for an experimental drug.
When the bags of illegal chemicals in her stomach break
open, she instantly and mysteriously gains all the
superpowers in the universe by using 100 percent of her

brain.We’re talking Jackie Chan, all of the X-Men and Neo at
the end of The Matrix combined. Naturally she employs
these powers to get revenge on the bad people. Given that
she can control all of time and space, there’s not a lot of
tension. But if 2001: A Space Odyssey encapsulated mind-
blowing cinema for drug-addled hippies in 1968, then this
will surely melt the synapses of filmgoers currently using
only 10 percent of their brains. 90 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Century 14 Downtown)

A Most Wanted Man
The spy novels of John le Carré make for gripping reading,
but they rarely translate well into film. The deglamorized,
workaday espionage world le Carré portrays is in direct
conflict with action-heavy modern cinema. Dutch director
Anton Corbijn (Control, The American) gives it the old college
try, though. Philip Seymour Hoffman, in his last starring role,
is a world-weary German counterterrorism agent tracking a
Russian Muslim refugee through Hamburg. It’s a smart, well-
acted jigsaw puzzle, but a bit too slow-paced for its own
good. 121 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
High Ridge)

Planes: Fire & Rescue
Against the better judgments of the Pixar folks, Disney
released a chintzy, aerial knockoff of the Cars franchise last
year. Despite the obvious lack of effort and the presence of
Dane Cook, the film made money. So here’s a sequel, which
at least comes with better animation and adds the
excitement of firefighting. Most kids like firefighting. 83
minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

The Purge: Anarchy
Universal scored a surprise hit with last year’s horror
thriller/political satire The Purge. The near-future, right-wing
libertarian fantasy continues as Uncle Sam gets out of our
hair and suspends all laws for another 24 hours. Wouldn’t
you know it, some nice family runs out of gas on the streets
of Los Angeles, just as the murder-filled lawlessness begins?
103 minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Step Up All In
If you’re a massive fan of the Step Up series ... (I really feel I
should stop there, but I’ll forge on) then this fifth film in the
“classically trained dancers vs. hip-hop street dancers”
series should prove very exciting for you. “All-stars” from the
previous Step Up installments (I’m unable to identify them,
but I’m sure they’re there) come together for one massive,
ab-bearing dance-off-to-end-all-dance-offs in glitter-filled
Las Vegas. 112 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Tammy
Melissa McCarthy, riding high after Bridesmaids and The
Heat, plays a white trash woman who loses her job and finds
out her husband has been cheating. In response she hits
the road with her profane, hard-drinking granny (Susan
Sarandon). Hijinks ensue. 96 minutes. R. (Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Überproducer Michael Bay (Bad Boys, Armageddon,
Transformers) has his grubby fingerprints all over this
unnecessary reboot of the classic comic book/cartoon
series. The special effects are a major upgrade, but the
story—scarred by all the usual overworked, underwritten
tropes of modern screenwriting—takes a lot of liberties with
the original. It’s not a travesty, but it’s probably not what fans
want either. 101 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, Cottonwood
Stadium 16)

Transformers: Age of Extinction
In his most restrained film to date, Michael Bay ... just
kidding. This thing’s 2 hours and 45 minutes’ worth of
exploding and screaming. The original cast has been
ditched. (How will we ever survive without Shia LaBeouf?)
Mark Wahlberg takes over human hero duties as a poor
mechanic who buys a smashed-up semi, only to discover
it’s a Transformer. This would be more fun to watch at home
where you can play the drinking game: Take a shot every
time there’s a giant fireball, an
expensive piece of actual US military
hardware races by or an American
flag waves in slow motion. 165
minutes. PG-13. (Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema) a
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The Crow Fri-Sat 10:30
Homesick Sat 1:00
Resistance: Not All Germs Are Created Equal Sun 1:00
Welcome to the Space Show Tue-Thu 2:00, 4:45, 7:30

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • 275-0038

Boyhood Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:40, 7:30
Magic in the Moonlight Fri-Thu 12:35, 4:10, 7:10, 10:05
What If Fri-Thu 12:55, 4:25, 7:40, 10:40
The Hundred-Foot Journey Fri-Thu 12:15, 4:00, 7:20, 10:30
Chef Fri-Thu 12:55, 3:45, 7:40, 10:40
Jersey Boys Fri-Thu 12:20, 7:00
Begin Again Fri-Thu 4:05, 10:30
A Most Wanted Man Fri-Thu 12:35, 3:50, 7:35, 10:35
Guardians of the Galaxy Fri-Thu 3:45, 10:30
Guardians of the Galaxy 3D Fri-Thu 12:30, 7:15

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1194

The Fault In Our Stars Fri-Thu 12:40, 3:50, 7:00, 10:10
How to Train Your Dragon 2 3D Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:20, 6:10,
9:00

How to Train Your Dragon 2 Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:50, 4:40,
7:20, 10:20

Think Like a Man Too Fri-Thu 1:00, 4;20, 7:20, 10:25
X-Men: Days of Future Past Fri-Thu 11:40, 6:40
X-Men: Days of Future Past 3D Fri-Thu 3:10, 10:00
Neighbors Fri-Thu 11:10am, 2:00, 4:50, 7:40, 10:30
Edge of Tomorrow Fri-Thu 12:00, 6:30
Godzilla Fri-Thu 3:00, 9:30
Blended Fri-Thu 2:10, 8:10
Rio 2 Fri-Thu 11:30am, 5:20

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 1 (800) Fandango, express # 1247

The Fault In Our Stars Fri-Thu 12:45, 3:50, 6:55, 10:00
How to Train Your Dragon 2 3D Fri-Thu 1:45, 4:25, 7:05,
9:45

How to Train Your Dragon 2 Fri-Thu 12:00, 2:40, 5;20, 8:00
Think Like a Man Too Fri-Thu 1:25, 4:10, 6:55, 9:40
X-Men: Days of Future Past Fri-Thu 12:25, 6:45
X-Men: Days of Future Past 3D Fri-Thu 3:35, 9:55
Neighbors Fri-Thu 7:15, 9:50
Edge of Tomorrow 3D Fri-Thu 4:20, 10:00
Edge of Tomorrow Fri-Thu 1:30, 7:10
Godzilla Fri-Thu 12:50, 3:50, 6:50, 9:50
Blended Fri-Thu 1:25, 4:20

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

The Giver Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
The Expendables 3 Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:40, 5:50, 9:00
Let’s Be Cops Fri-Thu 11:15am, 1:55, 4:50, 7:40, 10:25
Planes: Fire & Rescue Fri-Thu 11:05am, 1:20, 3:35, 5:50,
8:15, 10:30

The Hundred-Foot Journey Fri-Thu 11:10am, 2:05, 5:00,
7:50, 10:40

Into the Storm Fri-Thu 12:20, 2:45, 5:10, 7:35, 10:00
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3D Fri-Thu 12:05, 2:40, 5:15,
7:50, 10:25

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Fri-Thu 11:35am, 2:10, 4:45,
7:20, 9:55

Dawn of the Planet of the Apes Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:00, 6:00,
9:00

Guardians of the Galaxy 3D Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:25, 6:20, 9:15
Guardians of the Galaxy Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:55, 4:50, 7:45,
10:40

Lucy Fri-Thu 12:10, 2:30, 4:50, 7:10, 9:30
Hercules Fri-Thu 12:15, 2:50, 5:20, 7:50, 10:20
Transformers: Age of Extinction Fri-Thu 11:00am, 2:35,
6:10, 9:45

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

Closed for Summer.

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • 881-2220

Please check alibi.com/filmtimes for films and times. a

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 1 (800) 326-3264 ext. 943#

Magic in the Moonlight Fri-Sun 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30,
10:00; Mon-Thu 12:00, 2:30, 5:00, 7:30

Boyhood Fri-Sun 11:45am, 3:20, 7:00, 10:40; Mon-Thu
11:45am, 3:20, 7:00

The Giver Fri-Sun 11:55am, 2:20, 4:45, 7:10, 9:35; Mon-Thu
11:55am, 2:20, 4:45, 7:10

The Expendables Fri-Sun 1:35, 4:35, 7:35, 10:35; Mon-Thu
1:35, 4:35, 7:35

Let’s Be Cops Fri-Sun 12:05, 2:40, 5:15, 7:50, 10:25; Mon-Thu
12:05, 2:40, 5:15, 7:50

Elvis: That’s the Way It Is Sun 2:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Lucy Fri-Sun 12:40, 3:00, 5:20, 7:40, 10:15: Mon-Thu 12:40,
3:00, 5:20, 7:40

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3D Fri-Sun 11:50am, 2:25,
4:55, 7:25, 9:55; Mon-Thu 11:50am, 2:25, 4:55, 7:25

The Hundred-Foot Journey Fri-Sun 1:40, 4:50, 7:45, 10:40;
Mon-Thu 1:40, 4:50, 7:45

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Fri-Thu 12:45, 3:15, 5:55, 8:30
Step Up All In Fri-Sun 4:30, 10:05; Mon 4:30
Step Up All In 3D Fri-Thu 1:45, 7:15
Into the Storm Fri-Sun 12:05, 2:25, 4:45, 7:05, 9:25; Mon-Thu
12:05, 2:25, 4:45, 7:05

Guardians of the Galaxy Fri-Thu 2:10, 5:10, 8:20
Guardians of the Galaxy 3D Fri-Sun 1:20, 4:20, 7:20, 10:20;
Mon-Thu 1:20, 4:20, 7:20

A Most Wanted Man Fri-Sat 1:55, 5:05, 7:55, 10:45; Sun
5:05, 7:55, 10:45; Mon-Tue 1:55, 5:05, 7:55

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 1 (800) 326-3264

What If ri-Thu 11:05am, 1:50, 4:40, 7:30, 10:15
The Giver Fri-Thu 11:00am, 1:45, 4:30, 7:15, 10:00
The Expendables 3 Fri-Sat 11:00am, 12:30, 2:15, 3:50, 5:35,
7:10, 8:50, 10:30, 11:30; Sun-Thu 11:00am, 12:30, 2:15,
3:50, 5:35, 7:10, 8:50, 10:30

Let’s Be Cops Fri-Sat 11:35am, 12:35, 1:35, 2:35, 3:35, 4:35,
5:35, 6:35, 7:35, 8:35, 9:35, 10:35, 11:45; Sun-Thu
11:35am, 12;35, 1:35, 2:35, 3:35, 4:35, 5:35, 6:35, 7:35,
8:35, 9:35, 10:35

Elvis: That’s the Way It Is Sun 2:00; Wed 2:00, 7:00
Dawn of the Planet of the Apes Fri-Thu 12:25, 6:35
The Purge: Anarchy Fri-Thu 3:45, 9:55
Planes: Fire & Rescue Fri-Thu 11:15am
Hercules Fri-Thu 11:05am, 1:50, 4:45, 7:35, 10:20
The Hundred-Foot Journey Fri-Thu 1:00, 4:10, 7:25, 10:35
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Fri-Sat 11:55am, 12:40, 1:20,
3:30, 4:10, 5:40, 6:20, 7:00, 9:10, 9:50, 12:01am; Sun-Thu
11:55am, 12:40, 1:20, 3:30, 4:10, 5:40, 6:20, 7:00, 9:10,
9:50

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3D Fri-Thu 11:10am, 2:00, 2:45,
4:50, 7:40, 8:25, 10:30

Step Up All In Fri-Thu 12:45, 6:45
Step Up All In 3D Fri-Thu 3:45, 9:45
Into the Storm Fri-Sat 11:25am, 12:45, 2:00, 3:25, 4:45,
6:00, 7:25, 8:45, 10:05, 11:25; Sun-Thu 11:25am, 12:45,
2:00, 3:25, 4:45, 6:00, 7:25, 8:45, 10:05

Guardians of the Galaxy 3D Fri-Thu 12:10, 6:30
Guardians of the Galaxy Fri-Sat 11:20am, 12:55, 1:40, 2:30,
3:20, 4:05, 4:50, 5:40, 7:15, 8:00, 8:50, 9:40, 10:25,
11:10; Sun-Thu 11:20am, 12:55, 1:40, 2:30, 3:20, 4:05,
4:50, 5:40, 7:15, 8:00, 8:50, 9:40, 10:25

Get On Up Fri-Thu 11:55am, 3:25, 6:55, 10:20
Lucy Fri-Thu 11:45am, 2:20, 5:00, 7:50, 10:25
A Most Wanted Man Fri-Sat 3:55, 7:10, 10:15; Sun-Thu 7:10,
10:15

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • 897-6858

Into the Storm Fri-Thu 12:15, 2:35, 4:55, 7:15, 9:50
Let’s Be Cops Fri-Thu 11:30am, 12:20, 2:00, 4:00, 4:30, 7:10,
7:40, 9:55, 10:25

The Hundred-Foot Journey Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:30, 6:50, 9:45
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Fri-Thu 12:45, 3:30, 7:00, 9:30
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3D Fri-Thu 11:50am, 2:30, 5:00,
7:30, 10:00

Step Up All In Fri-Thu 12:30, 7:10
Step Up All In 3D Fri-Thu 3:30, 9:55
Guardians of the Galaxy Fri-Thu 12:30, 3:15, 7:05, 9:55
Guardians of the Galaxy 3D Fri-Thu 12:00, 3:45, 6:35, 9:25,
10:20

Get On Up Fri-Thu 3:35, 10:05
Dawn of the Planet of the Apes Fri-Thu 7:20, 10:25
Lucy Fri-Thu 11:45am, 2:05, 4:30, 7:00, 9:35
Hercules Fri-Thu 11:40am, 2:15, 4:50, 7:25
And So It Goes Fri-Thu 11:50am, 7:15
How to Train Your Dragon 2 Fri-Thu 11:30am, 2:05, 4:35
Tammy Fri-Thu 11:45am, 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:45

GUILD CINEMA
3405 Central NE • 255-1848

Mood Indigo Fri-Mon 4:15, 8:30
We Are the Best! Fri-Mon 6:15

These film times are good for the week of:

AUGUST
SUN MON TUE WED THUR FRI SAT

15 16
17 18 19 20 21
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BY AUGUST MARCH

T
he Nine Inch Nails, Soundgarden and
Cold Cave concert is coming, so it’s blunt
question time here in the Alibi’s music

division. Let’s get started.
Does it truly matter what sort of esoteric

electronic excursions Trent Reznor has been
undertaking in the studio of late, or do
concertgoers show up to hear the man-who-is-
Nine Inch Nails wail plaintively about how
someone’s head is like a hole and how he hurt
himself that day, while an industry of noise
churns and thumps behind him?

Does anyone really give a good goddamn
about Soundgarden’s semi-new album, or do
they just wanna hear “Black Hole Sun” or
“Spoonman” played at brain-melting volume,
while the stars above Burque do circles around
their heads?

And what about originally scheduled tour
opener Death Grips? One of hip-hop’s
elusively intense, big-time reps, the group
disbanded before the tour and right after their
super premier record, niggas on the moon, left
Earth’s orbit for deep space. What the hell was
that about? They’ve been replaced on our leg
of the tour by East Coast noir/new wave
inheritor Cold Cave, which is super-cool but
begs the final question in this series: How do
you effectively sandwich a grungy guitar band
between a couple gothy, keyboard-centered
outfits?

head like a hole
The answers might astound you. Just kidding.
Reznor successfully plumbed the uniform but
ultra-profitable side business of producing
soundtracks and video game
accompaniments—Hey, the dude won a
Golden Globe and an Oscar for his soundtrack
work on The Social Network in 2010—Reznor
opted to reanimate Nine Inch Nails in 2012.
The result was Hesitation Marks, a recording
that received heaps of positive critical
attention for its sense of evolution and
completeness.
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MUSIC TO YOUR EARS
BYAUGUST MARCH

MUSIC | ShoW Up!

Yet the feral, unrestrained allure of early
Nine Inch Nails recordings remains. Albums
like Pretty Hate Machine, Broken and The
Downward Spiral marked a significant period in
rock music and American culture. A sea
change—spurred by a notorious ’90s youth fest
that roughly translates as “Lollapalooza”—
occurred. After spending the first 90 years of
the 20th century hidden away in our ancestors’
frill-filled cedar chests or leather saddlebags,
transgression became de rigueur in pop culture.

So in answer to the first question: Of
course humans still want to celebrate the
slithery, ash-colored wickedness that Nine
Inch Nails’ back catalog exemplifies. And why
not? Reznor’s no duffer. After all, he’s still
making new and innovative music 25 years
after “Head Like a Hole” dropped.

Fell on black days
Meanwhile, Soundgarden is touring on the
strength of their back catalog, but their latest
record, 2012’s King Animal, yielded two
number-one hits amongst pretty decent
tuneage. As late-career comeback works go,
King Animal wasn’t as evolutionary as some
critics expected, and it was widely noted for
sticking closely to tones of past triumph. 

Still, Chris Cornell’s vocalizations seem a
naturally hysterical fit when paired with Kim
Thayil’s disturbing guitar riffage; just that
magnetic thing was lacking from Cornell’s
detour with the remnants of Rage Against the
Machine. Talk about an audio slave. Drummer
Matt Cameron took a hiatus this year to tour

with some band called Pearl Jam. It’s
heartening to know that somewhere on Earth,
someone is still playing grunge. That
effectively answers pregunta numero dos.

As far as Death Grips canceling goes ...
well, that totally sucks. MC Ride, Zach Hill
and Flatlander called it quits via a Facebook
status update in early July. No specific reason
was given, but a handwritten note revealed
that “Death Grips was and always has been a
conceptual art exhibition.” So what was up
with that? Postmodernism, bitch.

Underworld USA
Fortunately a rotating cadre of opening acts
will replace Death Grips on tour. Here in
Burque, that means an opportunity to observe
Cold Cave, the deffest, darkest composer to
come out of the eastern swamps in ages. Cold
Cave is the brainchild of keyboardist and
singer Wes Eisold. He started out playing punk
rock in hardcore units like Some Girls and
Give Up the Ghost, but Eisold ultimately
found himself drawn to individual,
introspective electronic creation—the kind
that best happens at night.

The resulting recordings and
performances emerge like drowned-out, dirt-
crusted dirges to the entropic universe but with
danceability thrown in for sauce. Cold Cave’s
self-released 2009 album Love Comes Close
calls forth winter and icy branches with
minimalist synth and industrial tropes. Major
label debut Cherish the Light Years epitomizes
modern new wave-cum-goth-pop with 4AD-
circa-1987 rhythmic and cold wave tendencies. 

If it still ain’t perfectly clear how these
bands will get away with such divergent
musical proclivities, live and onstage, here’s
my answer: They will rock the fuck out.
Whether with old, new, local or national acts,
that’s what the people really want.

Hear sincere rock-and-roll utterances of
words like “amongst,” “whomsoever” and
“salvation” with Nine Inch Nails, Soundgarden
and Cold Cave at Isleta Amphitheater (5601
University SE) on Tuesday, Aug. 19, at 7pm.
Tickets will run you between $25 to $120. a

Nine Inch Nails
with Soundgarden and Cold Cave

Saturday, Aug. 19, 7pm 
Isleta Amphitheater
5601 University SE
Tickets: $25-$120

nin.com
soundgardenworld.com

coldcave.net

Æthereal assembly
Burque is known for bringing artists, musicians,
poets and other visionaries together in alternative
spaces; places like Spirit Abuse and The Tannex
come to mind when considering recent
manifestations of intersecting discourse
communities. Now Tortuga (901 Edith SE), a
gallery in Barelas, joins this fruitful social
intercourse, bringing new electronic and dark-
wave folk music to the fore on Friday, Aug. 15, at
7pm. Brooklynite Sondra Sun-Odeon of Silver
Summit leads an evening expedition to ethereal
experimentalism, dark dreams and innovative
improvisation alongside fellow travelers Jasmine
Dreame Wagner, native son AJ Woods and
Santa Fean Grove of Baal. Sun-Odeon’s work
with Silver Summit conjures dark folk, doom-
inflected metal and exotic instrumentation; her
voice haunts this melancholic muse in the manner
of a lost angel. This set of aesthetic propensities
are complimented by Wagner’s ghostly, jazz-
infused compositions. Guitarist/songwriter Woods
can transform six-string instruments into vibrating
objects of mystery and imagination. Ben Tempchin
(vocals, guitar) and Aaron Jenks (keyboards) are
the dusky spirits behind opener Grove of Baal, and
they deliver aural phenomena that veers from
randomly disturbing to precisely sublime. Entry
into this supersonic séance costs $7.

Southwestern folk
Sometimes the folk music of North America gets a
bad rap, especially as more folky folks jump on the
horse-drawn bandwagon in search of cultural
identity and lucrative gigs at hipster joints from
coast to coast. The thing is, people have been
successfully and authentically making with the
accoutrements of this genre for generations.
Watermelon Mountain Jug Band is a lot like
that. They bring their show, complete with banjo,
washtub bass and the rare kazoo, to the Old
Town Gazebo (303 Romero NW) as part of the
Summertime in Old Town concert series. They
perform on Sunday, Aug. 17, at 2pm in the
afternoon. Hewing to the traditional with nothing
but killer chops and a vision of native musicality to
keep on keeping on, the Jug Band incorporates
country, bluegrass and ragtime in their
astonishingly fresh take on Americana. The group
has been playing together for nearly 40 years and
includes bass-master Gary Oleson, New Mexican
banjo champion Ben Perea and multi-
instrumentalists Pat Houlihan and Barbara Piper.
(Hey, someone’s gotta deftly handle the
washboard, kazoo and jaw harp.) This mirthful
journey from whence we came is totally free.

All bad, nationwide
So Jeff Beck and ZZ Top are gonna stop by
Sandia Casino Ampitheater (30 Rainbow Rd.)
on Tuesday, Aug. 19, at 7pm to break guitar
strings, destroy drumsticks and do damage to at
least a few thousand eardrums. Here’s hoping the
Top sticks to older selections from its notoriously
lengthy catalog; it would be hellacious to hear
tunes from Tres Hombres or Dugüello up close and
personal, sabes? On the other hand, hearing the
hits would be decent, too, as long as we get to visit
“La Grange” while skipping merrily through “Sharp
Dressed Man” and “Tube Snake Boogie.” Plus, two
of these fellows’ beards put to shame anything
worn by hipsters today. Seeing those ultra-hairy
accessories shimmy and shake to the mighty
sounds of Texan freedom must be worth the price
of admission on its own merit. Even better, this
show also features one of the greatest rock
guitarists of all time, Jeff Beck, a dude who’s been
rightly compared with the likes of Jimmy Page and
Eric Clapton. Beck’s played with ‘em all, from Nicky
Hopkins to Morrissey, lending his style and
influence to everything he touches ... from deep
blues to purple pop. Tickets for this monolithic
meetup range from $55 to $82. “Just let me know
if you wanna go.” a

’�90s Nostalgia Meets New Wave of Now
Nine Inch Nails/ Soundgarden/ Cold Cave concert 

bolsters local eyeliner sales

Cold Cave Soundgarden Trent Reznor
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Thursday AUG 14 8:00pm Doors

Friday AUG 15 8:00pm Doors

Saturday AUG 16 8:00pm Doors

Sunday AUG 24 8:00pm Doors

Thursday AUG 21 8:00pm Doors

Saturday AUG 23 8:00pm Doors

JAMS OF ENCHANTMENT PRESENTS
AN EVENING WITH

EARPHUNK
THE JOSEPH GENERAL BAND

THE JAMES DOUGLAS SHOW  GREAT STATES

THREE BAD JACKS
D.K. AND THE AFFORDABLES

 MR. RIGHT AND THE LEFTOVERS

JAMS OF ENCHANTMENT PRESENTS
AN EVENING WITH

XTRA TICKET

KGB & THEE SANCTUARY

HORSE THIEF
Friday AUG 22 8:00pm Doors

RAGING 80'S LIVE!
ENDLESS AGENDA  YOUNGSVILLE

BLAME IT ON REBEKKAH  A BAND NAMED SUE

CELEBRATING 
THE MUSIC OF 
THE GRATEFUL 

DEAD

Wednesday AUG 13 8:00pm Doors

Thursday AUG 14 8:00pm Doors

Saturday AUG 16 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday AUG 20 6:00pm Doors

Monday AUG 18 7:00pm Doors

Friday AUG 22 8:00pm Doors

PABLO 77  DAVE 12  DJ CHACH

NOCTIPHETAMINE   ECHOES OF FALLEN
LAMINECTOMY  FALLEN PROPHETS

FOREVER FORMLESS

Saturday AUG 23 7:00pm Doors

PHORA
SENSE & CHANGE    GADDO SPEKKTAKK

BENZ SHELTON  NICK NUVO

CAGE & SADISTIK
WITH MAULSKULL

SLAVES
FEATURING JONNY CRAIG

MYKA RELOCATE  ALIVE LIKE ME
NIGHTMARES  HEARTIST

YOUTH IN REVOLT  PAINTING PROMISES

THE BIG SPANK
MONDO VIBRATIONS

LOLA RISING  NERVE HOUND

THE MUSIC LAB CD RELEASE PARTY! 
ST PETERSBURG  THE DIRTY SHADES 
 GET ACTION  THE HOWLIN' WOLVES

RED LIGHT CAMERAS  SEAHORN
LADY URANIUM  ABANDONED MANSIONS 

(FORMERLY ELEVATOR BOYS)  THE PORTER DRAW 
AJ WOODS  SHOULDER VOICES  THE HAPTICS

 THE KHANS  YOUNGSVILLE  NICK VOGES

Friday AUG 15 8:00pm Doors

THE LYMBS  FIRE TO THE RESCUE
DEATH RIDES A HORSE
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THURSDAY AUG 14
ABQ BIOPARK BOTANIC GARDEN Summer Nights Concert:

Robin & Linda Williams • country, bluegrass, gospel •
6pm • $3-$10

BLACKBIRD BUVETTE Haints in the Holler • folk, indie •
6pm • Buddhafunk Hip-hop/Dance Night • 10pm • FREE

BLACKWATER MUSIC Twelve Titans • Perplexity • deathcore,
experimental • Louder Than Sirens • Crypsedra • 7pm • $8

BURT’S TIKI LOUNGE YOU • Mannequin Pussy • Amanda X •
DJ Caterwaul • mutant sounds • 10pm • $5

THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Jeremy Joyce • Americana •
4:30pm • J.J. & The Hooligans • rock, blues, Americana •
8pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Zona Road • country • 9pm • $5, FREE for
ladies

EMBERS STEAKHOUSE, Isleta Casino Shane Wallin • soul,
pop • 6pm • FREE

HOTEL ANDALUZ Chris Livingston and Eric Jecklin • jazz •
6pm • FREE

IMBIBE Throwback Thursday with DJ Flo Fader • 9pm • FREE
LAUNCHPAD Noctiphetamine • Echoes Of Fallen • metal •

Laminectomy • metal • Fallen Prophets • death metal •
Forever Formless • 9pm • $5

LOW SPIRITS Earphunk • jam, funk • 9pm • $10
THE MAIN EVENT Turnt Up Summer • 9pm • $5
MARBLE BREWERY Boulevard Lane • 7pm • FREE
MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Gary Farmer & The

Troublemakers • 8:30pm • FREE
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Jam Night: Jimmy Jones • 6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Thursday Jazz • 6:30pm • Alex

Maryol Solo Acoustic • 8:30pm • FREE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE 19th Annual Summer

Thursday Jazz Nights: John Rangel & BopMosphere •
Lenny Tischler’s Freedom Work • 7:30pm • $10-$15

PRANZO ITALIAN GRILL, Santa Fe David Geist • cabaret •
6pm • $2

PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party on the Patio: Squash
Blossom Boys • bluegrass, folk • 6pm • $10

SAVOY BAR & GRILL Chris Dracup Duo • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL The Bus Tapes • folk
rock • 9pm • FREE

SISTER Futilitarian • metal • CassoVita • Cicada • CRTTRZ •
math rock • 9pm • $5

TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino Karaoke • 7:30pm • FREE
VERNON’S HIDDEN VALLEY STEAKHOUSE Sally Townes •

keyboard, vocals • 6pm • FREE
ZINC WINE BAR & BISTROWildewood • indie, Americana •

9:30pm • FREE

FRIDAY AUG 15
ABQ SUNPORT GREAT HALL Swingrass • country, blues •

noon • FREE
BIEN SHUR Kari Simmons Group • 9pm • FREE
BLACKBIRD BUVETTE Michael Weaver Live Jukebox • 7pm •

Fresh Fridays with DJ Cello & Guests • 10pm • FREE
CARAVAN EAST Samuel D. Band • Unwound • country •

5pm • $5
COOLWATER FUSION RESTAURANT Peter Bonner • 6pm •

FREE
THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Jess Klein • folk • 8pm • Jay

Boy Adams • Zenobia • Mister Sister • R&B, blues •
8:30pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Zona Road • country • 9pm • $5
EFFEX Alex Metric • electronic • 9pm • $7.99
EMBERS STEAKHOUSE, Isleta Casino Milo & Co. • jazz •

6pm • FREE
ENVY @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Grupo Escolta • Latin • Banda

Raramury • German Saenz • DJ Click • 9pm • $15-$20
HOTEL ANDALUZ Jazz Brasileiro • bossa nova • 6:30pm •

FREE
IMBIBE DJ Malik • 10pm • FREE
LEMONI LOUNGE Andy Polling Trio • jazz, pop, blues •

7:30pm • FREE
LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Matt Jones •

pop, rock • 8pm • FREE
LOW SPIRITS The Joseph General Band • The James

Douglas Show • Great States • rock, alternative • 9pm •
$6

MARBLE BREWERY Group Therapy • blues, rock • 8pm •
FREE

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Paw & Erik • bluegrass •
5pm • Open Mic • 8pm • FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Gene Corbin • Americana • 1:30pm •
Rock Zone • rock • 6pm • FREE

MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION The Moon Thieves • 9:30pm •
FREE

OLD TYME SHOP AND ICE CREAM PARLOR, Tijeras Open

Jam Session • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE OUTPOST RENTAL: Mary

Gauthier • singer-songwriter • 7:30pm • $22-$25
PRANZO ITALIAN GRILL, Santa Fe Robin Holloway • jazz,

cabaret • 6pm • $2
PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party on the Patio: Baracutanga •

Latin, folk fusion • 6pm • $10
SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Black Turquoise • soul,

R&B • 9pm • FREE
SHADE TREE CUSTOM CYCLES AND CAFE The Jaded

Hearts Band • 9pm • FREE
SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Live Music & Drink Specials •

6pm • FREE
SNEAKERZ Twisted Mojo • rockin’ blues • 6pm • FREE
THE STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Vegas Night: DJ

SupaJames • 9pm • $5 for women; $10 for men
STONE FACE TAVERN Mystic Vic Blues Band • 8:30pm •

FREE
THE STUMBLING STEER Kyle Martin Trio • 6pm • FREE •

ALL-AGES!
TLUR PA LOUNGE, Sandia Resort and Casino David &

Co. • 5:30pm • Rhythm Nation • 9:30pm • FREE
TORTUGA GALLERY Sondra Sun-Odeon • AJ

Woods • folk, rock • Jasmine Dreame
Wagner • Grove of Baal • 7pm • $7 •
ALL-AGES! • See “Music to Your Ears.”

TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino The Westwind Band •
country • 9:30pm • FREE

UPTOWN SPORTS BAR & GRILL Moonhat • 9pm • FREE
VERNON’S HIDDEN VALLEY STEAKHOUSE The Blunns •

acoustic jazz, rock • 6pm • ALL-AGES! • Entourage Jazz •
jazz • 7:30pm • FREE

VSA NORTH 4TH ART CENTER JeeZ LaWeeZ • bluegrass,
folk • 12:30pm • FREE

SATURDAY AUG 16
ALBUQUERQUE RAIL YARDS 24 Hrs of Art: Live Music •

11am • $10
BIEN SHUR Kari Simmons Group • 9pm • FREE
BLACKBIRD BUVETTE “It Wasn’t Me” hosted by Jim

Phillips • 6pm • CLOSE CONTACT: 80’s Request Dance
Party with DJ Kevan • 10pm • FREE

CARAVAN EAST Al Hurricane & Al Jr. • Spanish, Latin •
Samuel D. Band • country • 5pm • $10

THE COOPERAGE Son Como Son • Cuban salsa • 9:30pm •
$7

THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe The Santa Fe Chiles Dixie
Jazz Band • 2pm • The Santa Fe Revue • bluegrass, rock •
8:30pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Zona Road • country • 9pm • $5
DOWNTOWN GROWERS’ SUMMER MARKET Squash

Blossom Boys • bluegrass, folk • 7am • FREE • ALL-AGES!
EAST MOUNTAIN LIBRARY, Tijeras Jimbo Merrill • guitar •

3pm • FREE
ELENA GALLEGOS PICNIC AREA Summer Series: Johanna

Hongell-Darsee • 7pm • FREE
THE FUSION KINGS HOOKAH LOUNGE, Rio Rancho

Moovalya • punk, alternative • December Deceive •
7:30pm • $8

GASWORKS Carnival of Chaos Tour: So This Is Suffering •
Wrath of Vesuvius • A Malicious Plague • deathcore •
Fields of Elysium • death metal • 6:30pm • $10 •
ALL-AGES!

GRAVITY NIGHTCLUB AND LOUNGE Rhythm of the Night
Foam Party • 7pm • $5

HISTORIC OLD TOWN Summertime in Old Town: Rio • jazz,
bossa nova • 6pm • FREE

IMBIBE SummerWeen Block Party • 7pm • $10 • Ryan Shea •
10pm • FREE

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO: THE SHOWROOM Aaron Lewis
Quartet • country • 8pm • $30-$40

LAUNCHPAD Sincerely Yours Tour: Phora • hip-hop • Sense &
Change • Gaddo SpekkTakk • rap • Benz Shelton • Nick
Nuvo • 9pm • $12 • ALL-AGES!

LEMONI LOUNGE Keith Sanchez • rock, blues • 8pm • FREE
LEO’S NIGHTCLUB 1st Annual NM Music United Festival:

Courtney Hampton • Spunky Killa • rap, hip-hop • Bishop
Underdog • Eternal Sadizts • 5pm • $5-$10

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Matt Jones •
pop, rock • 8pm • FREE

LOW SPIRITS Grateful Dead Celebration: Xtra Ticket • Dave
Abear • 9pm • $10

THE MAIN EVENT Roc the Mic 17 • 3pm • $10
MAIN LIBRARY Javier Ortega • indie, pop • 4pm • FREE
MARBLE BREWERY The Haptics & Los Mildreds • soul,

rock • 8pm • FREE
MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid The Jakes • classic rock •

8pm • FREE
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Pain Killer • 1:30pm • Group Therapy •

blues, rock • 6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Jade Masque • Latin, reggae,

rock • 9:30pm • FREE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE OUTPOST RENTAL: Last

Call CD Release Concert • 7:30pm

Music
Calendar

Music Calendar continues on page  42

David Kilgour and the
Heavy Eights 
End Times Undone 
(Merge Records)

I like to imagine that in New
Zealand, excessive
consumption of Marmite and
Chippie sandwiches has
resulted in a Pacific
population of nutritionally satisfied dreamers with
the energy to create beautiful things. This theory
is borne out by David Kilgour’s third album with
the Heavy Eights, End Times Undone. A prolific
musician who once fronted influential indie act The
Clean, Kilgour wanders tastefully toward the
edges of oceanic psychedelia and mountainous
musing without the existential burdens bound to
these genres in continental or American iterations.
The result feels free and unencumbered by either
time or mortality. Album opener “Like Rain”
establishes a drifting connection between nature
and musical expression that’s promptly taken apart
by the jangle of rock sensibility on follow-throughs
like “Lose Myself in Sound” and “Comin’ On.” It’s
idyllic, groovy listening mostly because humans
just don’t have bad reactions to the sound a 
12-string makes when vigorously strummed.

Naomi Punk 
Television Man 
(Captured Tracks)

Meanwhile, in the sodden
forests of northwest
America, time is of the
essence. Jet City regulars
Naomi Punk garnered some
decent press for their art and aviation fuel-soaked
sound a couple years ago with an album titled The
Feeling. Their second release on Captured Tracks is
called Television Man. For all its DIY, self-recorded,
lo-fi hipster “badassery,” Television Man possesses
a complexity and nuance that effectively lifts it
above easily defined concepts of genre. These 10
tracks are complete objects whose separateness—
though sometimes distracting—requires the
listener’s constant attention. The result is
mechanically suggestive of elaborate, unwieldy
clockwork. More art than punk in a proper sense,
this release is deliberately difficult yet compelling;
this is especially noticeable on the title track. Singer
and guitarist Travis Coster, drummer Nicolas
Luempert and guitarist Neil Gregerson may sound
destructive at times, but the result of their
collaboration resolves in an oddly sculptural way.

Samantha
Glass 
Surface Water
Perception 
(Sacred Phrases)

Conceits like rigorous
rockishness, deconstructive
postmodernism and in-your-
face punk-rock panache are important descriptors
of contemporary musical evolution, but they can
be eclipsed by a rarified experience augmented by
electronic intervention. That’s the case on
Samantha Glass’ new EP, Surface Water
Perception. The medium is the message on this
collection of electronica released via Sacred
Phrases. Glass wades far into the wavy land of
ones and zeroes. His prodigious sense of wonder
travels through infinitely detailed circuits and
quantum devices, shipped directly from the distant
future by sentient cybernetic overlords to
Madison, Wis. This peculiar relationship with the
future of electricity results in perceptive,
enigmatic compositions such as “A Traveler’s
Price,” “Pathways” and definitive closer “Surreal
Findings.” Surface Water Perception doesn’t
joyfully jam or destroy itself attempting to find
new order; instead, it provides musical clues to the
underlying nature of another world. a

SONIC REDUCER
BYAUGUST MARCH
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PRANZO ITALIAN GRILL, Santa Fe David Geist & Julie
Trujillo • 6pm • $2

PUEBLO HARVEST CAFÉ Party on the Patio: Chava & Paid
My Dues • R&B • 6pm • $10

SAVOY BAR & GRILL Todd Tijerina • blues, rock • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

SCALO NORTHERN ITALIAN GRILL Los Unusual Suspects •
blues • 9pm • FREE

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL Sez Who • 6:30pm • FREE
SHADE TREE CUSTOM CYCLES AND CAFE Rudy Boy Trio •
9pm • FREE

SISTER Reggae Dancehall Saturday: Brotherhood Sound
System • 9pm • $5

THE STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Luxe: DJ
Automatic • 9pm • $5 for women; $10 for men

THE STUMBLING STEER Ravin Hill • rock, soul • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

TLUR PA LOUNGE, Sandia Resort and Casino David &
Co. • 6pm • Rhythm Nation • 9:30pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARK In The Mix: DJ Flo Fader •
9pm • FREE

TRIPLE SEVENS, Isleta Casino The Westwind Band •
country • 9:30pm • FREE

VERNON’S HIDDEN VALLEY STEAKHOUSE Jim Almand •
jazz • 6pm • Sina Soul • soul, jazz • 7:30pm • FREE

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Man No Sober • rock,
Americana • 9:30pm • FREE

SUNDAY AUG 17
BLACKBIRD BUVETTE Joe Teichman • TC Fambro • country,
folk, Americana • 4pm • FREE

CORRALES GROWERS’ MARKET, Corrales Zoltan Orkestar •
swing, jazz • 9am • FREE

THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Cowgirl Brunch with Susan
Herndon • Americana • noon • Russell Sharf’s Jazz
Explosion • 8pm • FREE

HISTORIC OLD TOWN Summertime in Old
Town: Squash Blossom Boys • bluegrass,
folk • 1pm • Summertime in Old Town:
The Watermelon Mountain Jug Band •
bluegrass, folk • 2pm • FREE • See
“Music to Your Ears.”

ISLETA AMPHITHEATER Under the Influence of Music Tour:
Wiz Khalifa • rap, hip-hop • Jeezy • Tyga • Ty Dolla $ign •
rap • Rich Homie Quan • Sage the Gemini • 7pm • $34
and up

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO
Summer Soulstice Tour: Maxwell • Kevin
Ross • soul • 7:30pm • $55-$125 • See
preview box.

MARBLE BREWERYWhat Goes Around • jazz • 3pm • FREE
MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Pete Stein with Lucy Barna •
folk • Gene Corbin • Americana • 3pm • FREE

SEASONS ROTISSERIE & GRILL The Memphis P. Tails •
blues • 6:30pm • FREE

SHADE TREE CUSTOM CYCLES AND CAFE Danny the Harp •
variety • noon • FREE

SPINN’S BURGERS & BEER Vinyl Tap • classic rock • noon •
FREE

MONDAY AUG 18
BLACKBIRD BUVETTE Science! • folk, rock • 6pm • Whiskey
Business Karaoke! • 9pm • FREE

BURT’S TIKI LOUNGE Many Mansions • psychedelic,
electronic • Alan George Ledergerber • Sleepdepth •
9:30pm • $5

THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Cowgirl Karaoke hosted by
Michele Leidig • 9pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD Cage • Sadistik • Maulskull • hip-hop • 8pm •
$10 • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWERY WELLS PARK Geeks Who Drink • 8pm •
FREE

TUESDAY AUG 19
BEN MICHAEL’S Burque Blues Guild Jam • 7pm • FREE
BLACKBIRD BUVETTE Geeks Who Drink Pub Quiz •
6:30pm • Groove the Dig with Old School John • 10pm •
FREE

CARAVAN EASTWhiskey Wild • country • 5pm • FREE, ladies
night

THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Art & Lisa • Americana,
singer-songwriter • 8pm • FREE

THE HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Apathy • Celph Titled • hip-
hop • 7pm • $10-$50

IMBIBE College Night with DJ Automatic & Drummer
Camilo Quinones • 9pm • FREE

ISLETA AMPHITHEATER Nine Inch Nails •
industrial, alternative • Soundgarden •
grunge • Cold Cave • darkwave, noise,
experimental • 7pm • $25-$120 • See
“Show Up!.”

MINE SHAFT TAVERN, Madrid Timbo Jam Session • 7pm •
FREE

MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Partners in Crime • 6pm • FREE
NICKY V’S NEIGHBORHOOD PIZZERIA B-Man & the
MizzBeeHavens • rock • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDIA RESORT & CASINO ZZ Top • Jeff
Beck • classic rock • 7pm • $55-$82 •
See “Music to Your Ears.”

SHADE TREE CUSTOM CYCLES AND CAFE Jazz Jam with
Stu MacAskie • 7:30pm • FREE

ZIA DINER, Santa Fe Bluegrass Jam • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Eryn Bent • indie, folk • 8pm •
FREE

WEDNESDAY AUG 20
BEN MICHAEL’S Jazz Jam Session hosted by Asher
Barrerras Trio • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLACKBIRD BUVETTE Leeside • The Haptics • Americana,
roots • 9pm • FREE

THE COWGIRL BBQ, Santa Fe Denise Marcel & Marcel
Koster • swing, blues • 8pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Latin Sin Wednesdays with DeeJay Louie •
6pm • FREE

EMBERS STEAKHOUSE, Isleta Casino The T-Shirt
Philosophers • rock, pop, acoustic • 6pm • FREE

THE JAM SPOT Liquid Assassin • Devine • horrorcore, hip-
hop • Dmize • Sik Made Killaz • Native Remedies • rap • Ill
Nickell & Deranged • 6:30pm • $12 • ALL-AGES!

KIVA AUDITORIUM, Albuquerque Convention Center Air1
Positive Hits Tour: Jamie Grace • Royal Tailor • Jonathan
Thulin • OBB and more • 7pm • $12-$25

LAUNCHPAD Slaves • experimental, rock • Myka, Relocate •
Alive Like Me • Nightmares • Heartist • Youth in Revolt •
Painting Promises • post-hardcore • 6:30pm • $12

MARBLE BREWERY Science! • folk, rock • 6pm • FREE
MOLLY’S BAR, Tijeras Steve Kinabrew • 6pm • FREE
MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Blues Jam with The Memphis
P. Tails • 7pm • FREE

SISTER Iron Lung • grindcore, punk • Hanta • stoner rock •
Una Bestia Incontrolable • 9pm • $5 a

Music Calendar continued from page 40

The Soul of Maxwell
Romantically sweeping and deeply funky,
Maxwell’s Urban Hang Suite defined the neo-
soul movement in the late ’90s. Maxwell himself
will give one helluva concert on Sunday, Aug. 17,
at 7:30pm at Route 66 Casino’s Legends
Theater (14500 Central SW), performing work
from his back catalog as well as recent stuff.
After engaging a two-decade-long career arc
that careened from classic to confounding,
Maxwell released BLACKsummers’night to
commercial and critical acclaim in 2009, once
again establishing
himself as the prime
mover in an otherwise
unpredictably
bifurcating subgenre.
His rich, sometimes
ornate take on rhythm
and blues has earned
Gerald Maxwell
Rivera, noted for his
physically intense performance style as well as
grooved-out melodicism, two Grammy Awards, a
dozen Grammy nominations and all kinds of
metal-coated records too. Though his latest
compositions reflect the maturity that comes
from surviving the record industry and the ’90s,
the work is still highly diggable with sensuous
overtones and a crisp, starry finish. All of that
groove, past and present, can be yours for the
evening. Tickets range in price from 55 to 125
clams. If you go, it will be totally fortunate, dig?
(August March) a

EVENT |PREVIEW

SUNDAY
AUGUST 17

Legends Theater @
Route 66 Casino
14500 Central SW
alibi.com/e/103532

7:30pm
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Thinking about all the money
spent on ads, I was wondering
if there's any hard evidence
on how effective
advertisements are in this day
and age. Everyone I know
hates advertisements, and I
can't remember the last time I
bought something because
advertisements told me to.

—Mark

This question has tormented business
moguls since the dawn of commerce. The
following formulation will be of no
comfort to them, but it’s indisputably
true:

1) Advertising is a complete waste of
time and resources.

2) Except when it works.
The conventional defense of advertising, as

expressed by marketing consultant Nigel Hollis in a
2011 Atlantic piece, “Why Good Advertising Works
(Even When You Think It Doesn't),” boils down to
this: a) US businesses wouldn’t spend $70 billion
annually on TV advertising alone if this stuff didn’t
accomplish something, and b) we can all think of
memorable ads and ad campaigns, ranging from the
primordial "Cal-l-l for-r-r Phil-lip Mor-ray-issss" TV
commercials of the 1950s to the determinedly
oddball Old Spice spots of recent years.

What Hollis’ cheery analysis overlooks is the
vast dunghill of advertising that didn’t work, or more
precisely didn’t do any better than competing
advertising. Had the companies that paid for this
dreck quietly agreed to keep their money in the till,
they’d have maintained market share at no cost to
their bottom lines.

The problem, clear to any business exec who’s
ever had to allocate an ad budget, is that while it’s
reasonably easy to demonstrate that advertising in
general works, and that some past campaigns have
succeeded, the chances of the campaign you’re now
contemplating doing you any good are a complete
crapshoot.

This problem hasn’t gotten any less vexing in the
age of the internet, but it’s changed in a fundamental
way. Years ago there was considerable truth to the
remark commonly attributed to Philadelphia
department store magnate John Wanamaker: “Half
the money I spend on advertising is wasted; the
trouble is I don't know which half.” In the days when
print media dominated, and to a considerable extent
after the rise of broadcasting, advertising meant a
leap of faith. You spent X amount on advertising and
sold Y amount of product, but who knew how much
X had to do with Y?

With online advertising, in contrast, it’s all too
apparent. People click on your ad or they don’t.
Sure, not everybody who clicks buys, and not
everybody who doesn’t click doesn’t buy, but the
click-through rate gives a rough idea of whether
anybody’s paying attention—and mostly nowadays
they’re not. Once upon a time, a good click-through
rate for a banner ad was 5 percent or better; now it’s
more like 0.2 to 0.3 percent.

Partly for that reason, even though online
advertising is obviously where the world is headed,
print despite its steep decline remains the financial
mainstay of many old-line publishing companies.
Sure, advertisers may suspect that traditional
advertising, print ads especially, don’t accomplish

much. But the flat-line metrics of many online
campaigns remove all doubt.

The evolving challenge of internet advertising is
a column for another day. First, the larger question:
While most advertising doesn’t do jack, some
succeeds brilliantly. What’s the diff?

For a glimpse of the answer, let’s turn to a
remarkable advertising success story—GEICO auto
insurance. Consider:

• Insurance is, beyond a doubt, the most boring
subject on earth—and GEICO, in its early days, was
perhaps the world’s most boring insurance company.
(Its name stands for “Government Employees
Insurance Company,” somebody’s idea of a
marketing ploy—the firm has always been a
privately owned, for-profit enterprise). Lesson:
Successful advertising doesn’t require an exciting
product.

• Although the GEICO gecko has become iconic,
using an animated spokescritter is hardly a
groundbreaking notion (remember Tony the Tiger,
anyone?). GEICO’s slogan, if you can call it that
(“Fifteen minutes could save you 15 percent or more
on car insurance”) doesn’t rank with “Just do it” for
memorability. Lesson number two: You need good
but not necessarily genius creative.

• What put GEICO over the top—and this is the
most important lesson of all—was its willingness to
invest big once it had stumbled on a formula that
worked. GEICO management turned to animation
because of an actors’ strike and realized it had a
winner only when the first gecko ads were followed
by a bump in sales.

But opportunity didn’t need to knock twice.
Largely at the prodding of the guy who runs its
parent company, Warren Buffett, GEICO spends
more than a billion dollars annually promoting itself
in a broad array of media. GEICO commercials have
been inescapable for going on 20 years.

Has it paid off? Two data points. First, GEICO
was the number-nine auto insurer before it began its
marketing blitz; now it’s number two. Second, when I
was in the market for car insurance recently—and I
like to think I’m as impervious to advertising as the
next guy—I said to Mrs. Adams: We should check out
GEICO.

In the end we bought elsewhere. But I know why
that guy in Omaha always has a little smile.

Send questions to Cecil via straightdope.com or write him c/o
Chicago Reader, 350 N. Orleans, Chicago 60654. Subscribe to the
Straight Dope podcast at the iTunes Store.

straight Dope | aDvice from the abyss  by cecil aDams

Does advertising work?
made
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I SAW YOU, ROBIN WILLIAMS
We battled the same demons and you made me laugh and
forget about them momentarily when watching some of
your greatest work, like The Dead Poet’s Society (of
course); The Fisher King (of course); Good Morning,
VietNam! (of course); The World According to Garp. My
fellow Cancerian on the Cusp of Leo, I shall miss you
greatly. You were my favorite celebrity/actor, and I don’t
have many. Your works gave me hope and saw me
through some of my own darkest days. I’ll miss you
greatly.

FALLING
The fall semester will begin soon. You have returned from
your summer affairs. I had hoped you would’ve said
something to me by now. Perhaps I am foolish, too timid,
and too late. My ideas of ever getting to know you are
silly … Who knows … You’re still a very handsome guy &
seeing you when I do is nice.

TO A TULSA PRINCESS (AND HER FURRY
BEST FRIEND)
I’m sorry for my abrupt distancing right before I departed
last week. I really did hope to see you again, but was
fighting it. And yesterday (08/08), under sublime
evening skies shimmering with tranquil music, I looked for
you on “your bench”—but it was sadly empty. 

I hope you are well, and that the upheaval of your
transplant proves a boon to your growth (as I’m sure it
will). Your glowing smile still lives in my mind—maybe with
luck I’ll see it again sometime.

—J.

YOUR SMILE MADE ME BLUSH.
Your name is Eddie, Native American with a loud
motorcycle and you wear a helmet with spikes and a vest
with a zia/ skull on the back. You sat by me at Tractor. You

looked mean and scary, but you are totally the opposite.
You made everyone sitting near us laugh and your big
smile was infectious. I wanted to ask for your number, but
was to shy. I enjoyed our conversation and you fixed my
necklace. Then you rode off into the night. I want to go
out and laugh again with you. 

Hint: Lush vs. Wino

GSC WAITRESS
Beautiful waitress at GSC, I hope I have the chance to see
you again! I am too shy to say it in person, but WOW you
are stunning!

OH MY GOODNESS! BUFFALO EXCHANGE
A few months past I tried to return a shirt that had a note
slipped in the pocket, but your manager screwed it all
because I had lost my receipt. I am going broke buying
useless shirts. Who in their right mind walks into Buffalo
Exchange three times a day? Let’s get dressed up and go
to the opera, or at least sit for tea. 

POWDRELL’S GIRL
You’re the pretty girl at Powdrell’s who double-bagged
my load of food and offered me ketchup packets just in
case. I’m the guy who walked away intrigued and wanting
to know more.

FORGET 
Dear Gustavo Arellano, You OFTEN make broad,
sweeping false statements that make you look ill-
informed. Islam didn’t rule over ALL of Spain for 700
years; only over the southern 2/3rds. You could have said
that Mexicans have some of the same DNA as those who
accompanied Hannibal and brought Rome to her knees;
fought and defeated Rome for 200 years; who gave
Rome two of her five best emperors (Trajan & Hadrian) &
most of Rome’s Golden Age’s finest writers, but you
always go on racist tangent.

Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Researchers in Peru
have recently tracked down many previously
unknown varieties of wild cacao plants. What that
means is that there are exotic kinds of chocolate that
you and I have never dreamed of, and they will be
commercially available within a few years. As
delicious as your Chocolove XOXOX Extra Strong
Dark candy bar may taste to you now, you will
eventually journey further into a new frontier of
ecstatic delectability. I propose that we use this
theme as a metaphor for the work you have ahead of
you right now. It is time for you to make good things
even better—to take fun diversions and transform
them into experiences that engender transcendent
bliss. Turn “yes” into “YESSSS!!!!”

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): At your next meal,
imagine that the food you are eating is filled with
special nutrients that enhance your courage. During
the meal after that, fantasize that you are ingesting
ingredients that will boost your perceptiveness. The
next time you snack, visualize your food as being
infused with elements that will augment the amount
of trust you have in yourself. Then you will be ready
to carry out your assignment for the coming weeks:
Use your imagination to pump up your courage and
perceptiveness as you carry out smart adventures
that you haven’t trusted yourself enough to try
before now.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): The leaves and berries
of the deadly nightshade plant are highly poisonous.
If ingested, they cause delirium and death. On the
other hand, a drug obtained from the same plant is
on the World Health Organization’s List of Essential
Medicines. It’s helpful in treating many illnesses, from
gastrointestinal and heart problems to Parkinson’s. Is
there a metaphorical equivalent in your life, Gemini?
An influence that can either be sickening or healing,
depending on various factors? I suspect that now is
one of those times when you should be very focused
on ensuring that the healing effect predominates.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): A New York doctor
offers a service he calls Pokertox. Jack Berdy injects
Botox into poker players’ faces so as to make their
expressions hard to read. With their facial muscles
paralyzed, they are in no danger of betraying subtle
emotional signals that might help their opponents
guess their strategy. I understand there might
sometimes be value in adopting a poker face when
you are in the midst of trying to win at poker or other
games. But for the foreseeable future, Cancerian, I
recommend the opposite approach. You’re most likely
to be successful if you reveal everything you’re
feeling. Let your face and eyes be as eloquent as
they can be.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): When we are launching any
big project, our minds hide from us the full truth
about how difficult it will be. If we knew beforehand
all of the tests we would eventually face, we might
never attempt it. Economist Albert O. Hirschman
called this the principle of the “hiding hand.” It frees
us to dive innocently into challenging work that will
probably take longer than we thought and compel us
to access new resources and creativity. To be clear:
What’s hidden from us are not only the obstacles but
also the unexpected assistance we will get along the
way.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The literal meaning of
the Swedish word smultronställe is “wild strawberry
patch.” Metaphorically, it refers to a special place
that feels like your private sanctuary. It may be hard
to find or unappreciated by others, but for you it’s a
spot that inspires you to relax deeply. You might
have had a life-changing epiphany there. When
you’re in this refuge, you have a taste of what it’s like
to feel at home in the world. Do you have a
smultronställe, Virgo? If not, it’s time to find one. If
you already do, spend extra time there in the coming
week.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): If I’m reading the
astrological omens correctly, the bells are about to
ring for you. The festive lights will flash. The
celebratory anthems will throb. It’s like you’re going
to win a fortune on a TV quiz show; like you will get

an A+ on your final exam; like you’ll be picked as
homecoming king or queen. But it’s possible I’m a bit
off in my projections, and your success will be subtler
than I anticipate. Maybe, in fact, you are about to
accomplish the Healing of the Year, discover the
Secret of the Decade or enjoy the Most Meaningful
Orgasm of the Century.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A teenage Pakistani
boy decided he wanted to help his country’s
government clean up the local internet. Ghazi
Muhammad Abdullah gathered a list of over
780,000 porn sites and sent it to the Pakistan
Telecommunication Authority. Big job! Hard work! I
would love to see you summon similar levels of
passion and diligence as you work in behalf of your
favorite cause, Scorpio. The coming weeks will be
prime time for you to get very excited about the
changes you would like to help create in the world.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Working as a
journalist for the Papua New Guinea Post-Courier,
Simon Eroro wanted to interview a group of
indigenous rebels in a remote jungle. He decided he
was willing to do whatever was necessary to get the
big scoop. After making a difficult journey through
rough terrain to reach them, he was told he would be
given the information that he sought on one
condition: that he be circumcised with bamboo sticks
as part of a cleansing ritual. Eroro agreed to the
procedure, got the story and ultimately won a prize
for his report. I don’t recommend that you go quite
that far in pursuit of your current goal, Sagittarius.
On the other hand, it might be wise for you to
consider making a sacrifice.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Kintsukuroi is a
Japanese word that literally means “golden repair.” It
refers to the practice of fixing cracked pottery with
lacquer that’s blended with actual gold or silver.
Metaphorically, it suggests that something may
become more beautiful and valuable after being
broken. The wounds and the healing of the wounds
are integral parts of the story, not shameful
distortions to be disguised or hidden. Does any of
that resonate with you about your current
experience, Capricorn? I’m guessing it does. Let’s call
this the kintsukuroi phase of your cycle.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Near the end of his
career, the painter Henri Matisse created a paper-cut
composition he called “Le Bateau,” or “The Boat.” It
is an abstract piece that does not depict a literal
boat. That’s why the Museum of Modern Art in New
York should perhaps be forgiven for mistakenly
hanging it upside down back in 1961, upon first
acquiring the piece. Fortunately, after a month and a
half, a knowledgeable person noticed, and the
position of “Le Bateau” was corrected. I’m
wondering if there’s a comparable phenomenon
going on with you right now, Aquarius? Is it possible
that a part of your life got inverted or transposed? If
so, will you be sharp enough to see the goof and
brave enough to fix it? I hope you won’t allow this
error to persist.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): “I owe my success to
having listened respectfully to the very best advice,”
said British author G.K. Chesterton, “and then going
away and doing the exact opposite.” I’m going to
endorse that approach for you, Pisces. In my
astrological opinion, I don’t think anyone can
possibly give you accurate counsel in the coming
weeks. Your circumstances are too unique, and your
dilemmas are too idiosyncratic for even the experts
to understand, let alone the people who care for you
and think they own a piece of you. I do suspect it
might be useful for you to hear what everyone has to
say about your situation, though. Seeing their
mistaken or uninformed perspectives should help
you get clarity about what’s right.

HOMEWORK: “YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO, AND YOU
KNOW HOW TO DO IT.” TRUE OR FALSE? WHY? TESTIFY

AT TRUTHROOSTER@GMAIL.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.

Corrales Heights, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, f/p, washer dryer,
sunroom, 2 car garage (electric), central air and heat. Easy
access to Corrales, 528 and walking paths, great
neighborhood. $1050 month plus util.

House For Rent

Call Pam Harris at PQuail to see this beautiful rental 350-4503
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by Matt Jones

Across
1 Android download

4 “Letters from Iwo ___”

8 “Dancing Queen” group

12 December danger

13 Ivy League sch.

15 Scanned pic

17 2013 single from DJ Snake and
Lil Jon

20 Nod in unison

21 European high points

22 Gardner of “The Night of the
Iguana”

23 Garden gastropod

26 Cleans (up)

28 Home to Missoula and
Bozeman

31 Rolled pair

32 Ending after Japan or Taiwan

33 Long, long ago

38 Baseball family surname

40 “Neither snow ___ rain...”

41 It’s a bit of a stretch

42 Norah Jones ballad

47 Jack-in-the-box sound

48 Brand that ran “short shorts”
ads

49 “Let me clean up first...”

51 Speed’s mysterious nemesis, in
cartoons

54 Taboo act

55 ___ king

56 Best-of-the-best

59 They’re all tied up

63 Dr. Seuss book made into a
2008 movie

67 Be stealthy

68 Alpaca relative

69 ___ Zeppelin

70 Literary Jane

71 “Good Will Hunting” director
Gus Van ___

72 Shark’s home

Down
1 Aqua Velva alternative

2 Electrical cord’s end

3 Sound from a happy cat

4 He plays Dr. John Watson

5 Stock market debut, briefly

6 Sound from a happy kitten

7 Oscar winner Paquin

8 Highly nauseous?

9 Company based in Munich

10 “One planet” religion

11 Plant used to make tequila

14 Lombardi Trophy awarder

16 HHH, in Athens

18 Fit one inside another

19 Vision-related

24 A as in Argentina

25 “I Will Survive” singer Gloria

27 Like lawns in the morning

28 Trapper Keeper maker

29 City bidding for the 2022 Winter
Olympics

30 “Animal” band ___ Trees

31 Galapagos Islands visitor

34 Greet the queen

35 Obama 2008 campaign word

36 Me-generation concerns

37 Grabs some shuteye

39 “___ Reader” (alternative
digest)

43 Drunk singing, often

44 He claimed not to be a crook

45 Abbr. in an employee benefits
handbook

46 Tugs on

50 ___ Lisa

51 Arena shouts

52 Lacking a partner

53 Barker’s successor

57 Maple Leafs, Bruins, et al.

58 Squiggly critters

60 Night fliers

61 “... I ___ wed”

62 Fizzy drink

64 Paving material

65 A step below the Majors

66 44-Down’s initials

©2014 Jonesin’ Crosswords

Fibromyalgia, MS,Chronic
Fatigue pain relief. Canadian
trained with hospital, rehab
experience. 20 years
experience. 10% discount
with this ad. Call
5055064016 Katrina LMT#
6855
www.innovative.massagethera
py.com 
NEW TO ALBUQUERQUE! LI’S
ASIAN MASSAGE Centrally
located near
Downtown/University/Sunport
123 Yale SE (corner of

Body & Soul

“Any Questions?”—save them until the end.

LAST WEEK CROSSWORD ANSWERS
“Metric Feet”—a conversion

diversion.

This week’s answers online at alibi.com.

Real Estate

Legal Services

w
BANKRUPTCY Chapter 7
Bankruptcy $200.00

Payment Plans Available 505-
410-5021 Open 7 Days A week
8am-9pm LIC#4826272

Home Services
HOME INVENTORY SERVICE If
you lost everything today, could
you remember all that you
owned?
www.dukecityinventory.com 

Handyman Services

w
7 STAR - COOLING -
ELECT. NO MELTING! GET

AC - AFFORDABLY! Electrical
Install included at little to no
cost. All Air Cond. and Elect.
Services Mike Bell / Owner
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.net
www.AbqAirConditioning.com
505-332-8965

Pets
RESCUED DOGS FOR
ADOPTION Support no-kill
rescue. Dogs/Puppies of all
sizes/ages need loving homes.
Adoption clinics every Saturday.
SPROUTS south parking lot San
Mateo/Academy 11-3 pm.
PACA/AAR 315-0004.
www.nmpaca.org. FB: People’s
Anti-Cruelty Assoc/Albuq Animal
Rescue.

Events
PAINTBALL PARTIES!
www.paintballfieldservice.net
505-948-3087

Shout Outs
VOTE SMART-NOT STUPID
DoesTomUdallRepresentYou.com

Announcements
CHRISTIAN WEDDING Christian

Minister Will Perform Your Non
Denominational Dream Wedding
or Elopement Ceremony $75.00
Short Notice OK. Rev. Tom 505-
688-0070 
NEW WEB SITE The Ultimate
Community For Swinging
Seniors. seniorsgonewild.org For
more info email
toeentertainment@yahoo.com
JOHN V. KEMM
http://johnvkemm.com/

Legal
DIVORCE $199 W/O
CHILDREN $249 with
children.Payment Plans
Available On Call Paralegal
505-688-0070

Studies
ONLINE DATING STUDY
Participants needed for an
online dating study. Must be

18 or older, have an account
with an online dating site, and
be interacting with someone
online whom you might meet
in person. Take the first survey
and get entered in a drawing
for one of four $75 Amazon
gift cards. Qualify for the
second survey and receive a
$10 Amazon gift card. To sign
up, email
uiucdatingstudy@gmail.com

Wheels
CASH FOR CARS Any
Car/Truck. Running or Not! Top
Dollar Paid. We Come To You!
Call For Instant Offer: 1-888-
420-3808. cash4car.com. (AAN
CAN)
OVER 205,000 READERS and
growing! The Alibi’s readership
knows no bounds! Call 346-0660
ext. 221 to place an ad.

Apartments for Rent

Downtown

w
DOWNTOWN 1 Br. 1120
Lead SW and 1304 Silver

SW - $535.00 + g&e. Laundry
on site. William H. Cornelius, III
Real Estate Consultant 243-
2229

University

w
BUENA VISTA & GOLD
Studio - $455.00. Plus

gas and electric. William H.
Cornelius, III Real Estate
Consultant 243-2229

w
UNM/CNM Studios,1,2
& 3 bedroom units. 1 to

5 blocks from UNM & CNM

William H. Cornelius, III Real
Estate Consultant 243-2229
UNM/CNM 1 br. 508
Sycamore SE -$650 + G&E
(some dogs okay. 506
Sycamore SE 1 br. + G&E
$595 Small 1 br. 506 1/2
Sycamore SE $495 + G&E.
William H. Cornelius, III Real
Estate Consultant 243-2229

Houses for Rent
BRUNI/KARR AGENCY Many
fine homes available. All areas,
all price ranges. Call for faxed
lists. www.brunikarr.com. No
Fees. 296-0726.
THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

Wellness
DENTAL CLEANING I am a
local dental hygiene student
seeking patients to fulfill
semester requirements. X-
rays, cleaning, and exam with
on staff dentist start as low
as $19.95! Please call me
for further information or to
schedule an appointment!
(650) 703-8494

Licensed Massage
FIBROMYALGIA, MS RELIEF

Gold/Yale) Hours 9:30am -
9:30pm, $30/hr 505-200-
2949 LMT #7362 Shower
facility available Parking
validated before 5pm 
TENSE? UPTIGHT?
STRESSED OUT? Want to
truly relax? Massage by Carol
is the answer. 250-1198. LMT
596.$60/hr. Mon-Sat, 8am-
8pm. Shower facilities
available.
BEAUTIFUL ORIENTAL
MASSAGE 8210 La Mirada
NE Ste. 400. Call 505-332-

3339 LMT Lic. #5694.
FANTASTIC MASSAGE4YOU!
Experience total relaxation
with a Full Body Massage.$60
in Studio. Call/txt 505-514-
6171& ask for Mel. LMT
4625 www.masseur4you.com

Resources
THERAPY FOR COMA, ETC.
Coma and vegetative state
can be helped. For an
integrative method to
increase responsiveness, see
www.ComaComm.net.

Employment
Employment
HANDYMAN SEEKING WORK
Hello everyone I do yard work,
work on cars, car detailing,
basic handyman work, paint
houses, and my girlfriend
cleans houses from top to
bottom.text carlos at
5053210468

Pharmacy is currently
investigating a medication for
smoking cessation. The study
involves quitting twice for 20
hours (the two 20-hour quit
periods are separated by 1
week) and pays $250. If you are
able to quit for this time period
and would like to participate in
a clinical study, please contact

us at (505) 925-0783.
FEMALE NUDE MODELS
Female nude models needed
for photography. 18+ $20/hr
433-9948

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221

w
FEMALES 18-30 HIRED
CASH* Females 18-30

hired for glamour nude photo
modeling. Must be
comfortable with nudity. In
ABQ.(323)207-6111

Opportunities
SMOKERS NEEDED University of
New Mexico College of

Classified Place your ad: alibi.com
classifieds@alibi.com
(505) 346-0660 ext 258

w SEE PHOTOS AND MORE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM 

NOW HIRING
State Fair Security Officers

Apply online at www.securitasjobs.com
Select -> Albuquerque/NM State Fair or come to the Fairgrounds to apply in person at the 

Securitas Security Recruiting office: Gate 3 at San Pedro & Copper; 

Monday  - Friday 9AM to 8PM & Saturday 9AM to 6PM
$100 BONUS for all New Hire officers – Additional $200 Bonus for L1 Security Officers - $300 bonus for L3 

Security paid upon completion of the assignment. Work Requirements and Conditions of bonus payouts will
be provided.

Securitas Security Services is now hiring temporary* event officers for the upcoming New Mexico State Fair!! Up to
$350 in special bonuses*will be paid to qualified applicants. All are welcome to apply – Priority will be given to 

security officers holding active New Mexico Level 1 or Level 3 Guard Licenses. 

EOE/AAP M/F/D/V
* Temporary Positions May Lead to Permanent Event Staffing



ALCOHOL DETOX
Discreet & Private Setting
Inpatient & outpatient options

505-219-1921
www.TurningPointRC.com

Seeking females with past criminal 
record for brain imaging research study
$20/HOUR TO PARTICIPATE

Call 505-925-2368 or go to
www.surveymonkey.com/s/study_315 to sign up

Remember code: FEMALE

TIRED OF METHADONE
OR SUBOXONE?
Non-Opiate Detox w/ Blocker
Inpatient & outpatient options

505-219-1921
www.TurningPointRC.com

WE BUY MUSIC
We still sell & buy PRIME CONDITION VINYL.

TOP $ PAID FOR PUNK, PROGRESSIVE,
PSYCHEDELIC,

Reggae, Goth, Blues, & Jazz records. 
If records are of highest quality, then no quantity is too

large.
Shop from our surplus of $2 or less records in our Vinyl
Boneyard. Open 11-6pm. Closed Wednesdays. NOW
open Sundays 1:00-5:00. 5203 Lomas Blvd. NE one

block west of San Mateo 256-2524
webuymusic@aol.com

FREE HYPNOSIS SESSION
STAN ALEXANDER, M.Ed., C.Ht. 884-0164.

WEB DESIGN, PHOTOGRAPHY
& GRAPHIC DESIGN

Rabbitworks - Sharon Myers 505/286-1691
www.rabbitworksnm.com

EVOLUTION PIERCING
4517 Central Ave. NE, 255-4567
www.evolutionpiercing.com
Voted Best of Burque!

$ WE PAY CASH FOR $
DIABETIC TEST STRIPS

505-859-3060

WWW.YOURGLOVESOURCE.COM

WE TRANSFER FILM, VINYL,
TAPES TO DIGITAL

HIGHEST QUALITY/BEST
SERVICE/LOCAL

ROLLING R PRODUCTIONS
505-268-8341

Find us on Facebook

MENDY LOU PSYCHIC. 
Palm Reading & Tarot. 

139 Harvard SE. 239-9824.
www.mendylou.com

Sexaholics Anonymous 12 Step Recovery 
899-0633

www.sa-abq.org

CASH FOR YOUR CAR OR
MOTORCYCLE!

Needing repairs, No Problem! Call Kenny, 362-2112.

al
ib

iBILLBOARD
TO PLACE YOUR AD CALL (505) 346-0660 OR VISIT ALIBI.COM

The largest newsweekly in 
New Mexico—Print … Digitalalibi

Every October, thousands of tourists flood into Albuquerque from all over
the world to witness the dazzling spectacle of balloons filling our high desert
skies. There to meet them is the Alibi’s annual Unofficial Balloon Fiesta
Guide, the definitive source for everything related to Albuquerque’s biggest
tourist attraction.

While in town, these tourists will quickly learn our city is a food lover’s
paradise. Every year the Alibi celebrates the heavenliness of our local
cuisine with its massive Best of Burque Restaurants, released a week after
the Fiesta Guide issue. In this issue we unveil our reader’s votes on the
finest eating establishments this city has to offer—everything from the
tastiest dim sum to the finest filet mignon.

Keep your business in the minds of our 205,000*
readers by placing ads in both of these
hugely popular issues.

Best of Burque restaurants
on stands oCtoBer 9
ad deadline Fri, oct. 3

Unofficial Balloon Fiesta Guide
on stands oCtoBer 2
ad deadline Fri, sept. 26

Unofficial Balloon Fiesta Guide and
Best of Burque restaurants

Call 346-0660 to reserve ad spaCe
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